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Europe is dotted with tens of  thousands of  prehistoric barrows. In spite of  
their ubiquity, little is known on the role they had in pre- and protohistoric 
landscapes. In 2010, an international group of  archaeologists came together 
at the conference of  the European Association of  Archaeologists in The 
Hague to discuss and review current research on this topic. This book 
presents the proceedings of  that session. 
The focus is on the prehistory of  Scandinavia and the Low Countries, but 
also includes an excursion to huge prehistoric mounds in the southeast 
of  North America. One contribution presents new evidence on how 
the immediate environment of  Neolithic Funnel Beaker (TRB) culture 
megaliths was ordered, another one discusses the role of  remarkable 
single and double post alignments around Bronze and Iron Age burial 
mounds. Zooming out, several chapters deal with the place of  barrows 
in the broader landscape. The significance of  humanly-managed heath in 
relation to barrow groups is discussed, and one contribution emphasizes 
how barrow orderings not only reflect spatial organization, but are also 
important as conceptual anchors structuring prehistoric perception. 
Other authors, dealing with Early Neolithic persistent places and with 
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age urnfields, argue that we should also look 
beyond monumentality in order to understand long-term use of  “ritual 
landscapes”.
The book contains an important contribution by the well-known Swedish 
archaeologist Tore Artelius on how Bronze Age barrows were structurally 
re-used by pre-Christian Vikings. This is his last article, written briefly 
before his death. This book is dedicated to his memory.
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Beyond Barrows – an introduction
By David Fontijn
A few years ago, I visited a group of prehistoric burial mounds in a forest on the 
Veluwe, a beautiful region in the centre of the Netherlands. The barrows have 
never been excavated and were reported to be almost undamaged, in spite of 
the fact that they must be thousands of years old. Fortunately, the barrows are 
protected national heritage and I was happy to find them in good condition. Trees 
had been removed from the mounds and precautions had been taken to make sure 
that new ones could no longer take root easily. However, at a small distance of the 
mounds, but outside the protected heritage zone, parts of the forest recently had 
been extensively deep-plowed. If there were any archaeological features relating to 
those mounds, these now would be severely disturbed (Fig. 1). 
This anecdote reveals a fundamental archaeological problem. Europe is dotted 
with hundreds of thousands of prehistoric monuments like megalithic tombs, 
cairns or earthen burial mounds. Although many of them are important in the 
Fig. 1. Traces of extensive plowing at the barrow excavations of Apeldoorn – Wieselseweg 
2009. In the foreground the broad grayish black traces of the forest plow just a few meters 
outside Barrow 1. A feature related to this barrow was found 30 m southeast of the barrow 
foot and remained out of reach of the plow (behind the photographer). It is likely that more of 
these features were present in the vicinity of the barrow (photograph: Quentin Bourgeois). 
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modern landscape, we often do not know much about the prehistoric landscape 
that they were part of. For the Netherlands, numerous barrow excavations have 
yielded a substantial body of knowledge on the monuments themselves (e.g. 
Glasbergen 1954; Modderman 1954; Van Giffen 1943). However, excavation of 
the immediate surroundings of those mounds is surprisingly rare (carried out for 
far less than 10 %) and for many parts of Europe knowledge of the environment 
of barrows is lacking. This makes it hard to say anything on the role these 
monuments had in the landscape of the past. Were they preferably built close 
to houses or in separate funerary zones of the landscape? How did they fit in the 
orderings of farming landscapes of later prehistory? This lack of knowledge on 
the environment in which barrows were situated also has profound consequences 
for heritage management. If we understand the role of barrows in prehistoric 
landscapes, we will get an idea of how the area around burial mounds was ordered. 
It may then become possible to predict what sort of archaeological features are 
to be found in the surroundings of burial mounds. Zones around barrows with 
a high archaeological potential can then be selected as areas that ought to be 
protected as heritage.
The question of the role of barrows in the prehistoric landscape is one of the key 
issues of the Ancestral Mounds research project of Leiden University (for example 
Bourgeois, Q. 2013; Doorenbosch 2011; Fontijn et al. 2013). To discuss this 
problem in an international setting, a session was organized at the annual meeting 
of European Association of Archaeologists (EAA) in The Hague (3rd of September, 
2010). This volume derives from that session and presents contributions by most 
of its speakers. In addition, there are a few contributions that did not figure in the 
original EAA session, but fitted in well. In what follows, the research problem is 
introduced and something of the outcome of the following chapters is discussed.
By way of introduction – the case of the Low Countries
Let me introduce the problem by means of a specific case study. The Netherlands 
is one of those regions in Northwest Europe where prehistoric barrows have been 
researched relatively well. In some regions (like the southern Netherlands), this 
was done in numbers that are representative enough to make general statements on 
trends in barrow building. Although excavation was practically always confined to 
the mound itself, sampling and investigating pollen from barrows yielded important 
information on the vegetation around them (e.g. Casparie and Groenman-Van 
Waateringe 1980; Waterbolk 1954; see also Doorenbosch this volume). Already 
in the 1950’s, Waterbolk was able to present a broad overview on the sorts of 
environments in which burial mounds were situated in the Netherlands – showing 
(among other things) that barrows were often situated in heath environments 
(Waterbolk 1954). This was done at a time when hardly anything was known on 
where and how people lived in this environment. Interestingly, it was one of those 
rare occasions when the excavation included a larger area than just the mound 
itself, that traces of Middle Bronze Age longhouses were found (in Elp in the 
northern Netherlands; Waterbolk 1964). Another large-scale excavation, the one 
at Angelslo-Emmerhout, also uncovered traces of numerous Bronze Age houses in 
the proximity of a megalithic tomb of the Middle Neolithic Funnelbeaker Culture 
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(TRB) and Late Neolithic burial mounds (Arnoldussen and Scheele 2012; Kooi 
2008). A comparable situation was found during large-scale excavations in West-
Frisia, in the west of the Netherlands (Bakker et al. 1977). Such impressive, 
landscape-scale excavations may have steered the general notion that in the Middle 
Bronze Age, people apparently lived very close to (their) burial mounds. In the 
early 1990’s, Roymans and Fokkens (1991) expressed the relation between barrows 
and houses in a model that was to become very influential both in the Netherlands 
and in Belgium and France (e.g. Brun et al. 2005). They worked from the premise 
that there was a conceptual link between households and burial locations that 
was expressed in the Middle Bronze Age landscape in a different way than in the 
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age. In the former, a barrow was a collective funerary 
monument for a household, built close to the house it belonged to. As houses were 
moved to another location from time to time, barrows were presumed to have 
done the same, resulting in the characteristic haphazard scattering of Bronze Age 
barrow groups. Alternatively, in the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, urnfield 
cemeteries were seen to emerge. Here, grave (monuments) did not follow house 
locations, but rather tended to be located close to each other, forming large clusters 
of graves, true urnfield “cemeteries”. Fokkens and Roymans are not the only ones 
who argued that there was a one-to-one relation between such an urnfield and a 
settlement. The distribution of cemeteries, thus, was seen to represent some sort 
of key to understanding the (territorial) organization of the landscape (see also 
Van Beek and Louwen this volume). 
Modeling the relation between graves (usually barrows) and settlement is a 
very important way to study landscape organization in many parts of Europe. Its 
conceptual clarity may have been one of the reasons why Roymans and Fokkens’ 
model became so popular. It connected two worlds of field archaeology that were 
more or less separated in practice – excavations of barrows, something that was rarely 
done after the 1960’s – and the large scale excavations of Bronze Age settlements, 
which usually took place from the 1960’s on (Fokkens and Arnoldussen 2008). 
In spite of the famous examples like Elp mentioned above, where settlements and 
barrow were found in the same excavation, remnants of burial mounds were found 
only rarely at settlement sites during modern excavations (e.g. Arnoldussen 2008). 
Alternatively, as the environment of barrows was usually not excavated, it could 
not be demonstrated that they were surrounded by remains of contemporary 
houses. 
In the late 2000’s, ideas on the relation between barrows and houses in the 
Middle Bronze Age changed drastically. The first reason for this has to do with 
new dating evidence. Surprisingly, C14-dated Middle Bronze Age houses tended 
to date to the later part of the Middle Bronze Age (from c. the 15th century BC), 
whereas most Middle Bronze Age barrows dated to the earlier part of the Middle 
Bronze Age (Arnoldussen and Fontijn 2006; Bourgeois and Arnoldussen 2006; 
Bourgeois and Fontijn 2008). This means that even in those cases where houses 
and barrows were indeed found close to each other, the barrows were usually 
older than the houses (see Bourgeois and Fontijn 2008, table 3.1). The second 
reason relates to the fact that we now, for the first time, started to excavate the 
surroundings of barrows. In one of the largest excavations, Oss-Zevenbergen, 
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monumental post alignments were discovered around barrows (Fokkens this 
volume), but no traces of settlements. At another site with Middle Bronze Age 
barrows, Apeldoorn- Wieselseweg, remains of houses, sheds or other settlement 
structures were also absent. Here, however, a row of pits filled with large amounts 
of stones were found that were fired and seem to have been used in funerary 
rituals.   
Scope 
The focus of the EAA session was on prehistoric (round) burial mounds as we 
find them in large parts of Europe and West Asia since the late 4th millennium 
cal. BC (in West Europe since the early 3rd millennium cal. BC). The idea was to 
create a platform for discussion where archaeologists from different regions could 
present fresh ideas on the question how we are to study the role of barrows in 
the prehistoric landscape. Presentation of new, as yet unpublished data relating 
to this topic was also highly appreciated. Although studies of the graves in those 
barrows, or the barrow itself are important issues of the Ancestral Mounds project 
(cf. Wentink in press; Fontijn et al. 2013), they were not the issue here. A recent 
book of great interest, edited by Jonathan Last (Beyond the Grave – new perspectives 
on barrows; Last 2007) deals particularly (but not exclusively) with those themes. 
The present book is in the same spirit but exclusively devoted to environmental/
landscape issues. Whereas Last’s book is on barrows from Britain, the present book 
is on barrows and cemeteries from the continent, with one excursion to mounds in 
North America that are certainly monumental but of which we do not even know 
what their original function was (Peacock and Rafferty, this volume). During the 
preparation of the session, it quickly became clear that the problems proposed in 
the brief to the contributors were not only of relevance to burial mounds, but also 
to their Early/Middle Neolithic megalithic forerunners (Andersson and Wallebom, 
this volume). It was also suggested to take in the issue of monumentality in relation 
to environmental developments and social evolution (Peacock and Rafferty, this 
volume) and to pay attention to barrow orderings as a concept that could be of 
relevance to later inhabitants of the landscape (Bronze Age mounds in a Viking 
Period landscape – the contribution by Artelius, this volume; for barrow orderings 
as a cultural concept, see also Bourgeois 2013). During my own research carried 
out in the Ancestral Mounds project, I also learnt that an exclusive focus on graves 
with (highly) visible markers like round mounds gives us just one side of the story 
(Fontijn 2011). There are funeral places without any monumental presence that 
appear to have had comparable long histories of use and interpretation as those 
with monuments. In this volume, Amkreutz’ contribution deals with this in detail. 
We end up with a book on the role of barrows in the landscape from different 
theoretical and methodological angles and for different periods and regions. It is 
a collection of current ideas on how to approach barrows aimed to stimulate new 
research. There is no pretension of completeness and no claim that one particular 
approach is better than another one – the only thing all authors agree upon is the 
necessity of an archaeology that goes “beyond barrows”. 
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Monuments and landscape
A quick scan through library entries yields an impressive number of titles relating 
to the key words “monument” and “landscape”. It is indeed true that particularly 
since the 1990’s the relation between prehistoric monuments and landscape has 
been a hot topic, particularly focusing on Neolithic monuments (for example 
Bradley 1998; Scarre 2003). It is beyond the scope of this introduction to 
summarize the different ways landscape is being dealt with in such studies. One 
general remark to be made is that it seems that since the early 1990’s the term 
“landscape” was used rather than “environment”. Although the former concept 
is not always clearly defined, there is a tendency to understand “landscape” as a 
term stressing cultural issues such as meanings attached to places. In discussing 
the concept, Lemaire (1997, 5) argued that the term landscape, “by its semantic 
ambiguity” (..) “is already an arrangement and structuring of the environment by 
the human gaze”. Even though this definition includes both natural and cultural 
aspects, many studies of prehistoric monuments and landscape that appeared since 
the 1990’s mostly deal with the ordering of humanly-made elements like barrows 
or houses in a space that remains non-descript in terms of vegetation or ecology. 
This was a point that was much debated during the EAA session from which this 
book derives. It can be argued, for example, that the absence of vegetation in 
landscape models often simply reflects the lack of available ecological data. On 
the other hand, if models of landscape are based on cultural elements only this 
also implies that vegetation is apparently not considered essential to such models. 
If this is correct is something that should be evaluated from case to case, but this 
point is raised here for another reason. As cultural interpretations are often the 
domain of archaeologists with a background in humanities (social anthropology) 
and vegetation studies that of archaeologists trained in natural sciences (biology), 
we touch upon a much broader problem here. Both approaches can have their own 
premises or even paradigms on the role of human beings in the world they live in 
(Jones 2002). Again, this is an issue that is not easily solved and certainly not in the 
context of conference proceedings like the one you are reading now. It is important, 
however, to confront findings of both approaches in archaeological studies of 
“landscape”. Doorenbosch’ contribution in this volume is a case in point. She 
tries to understand the role of barrows in the landscape by means of palynological 
analyses. These demonstrate that prehistoric burial mounds in her study region 
were apparently preferably situated on a particular kind of vegetation: heaths. She 
argues that this type of vegetation can only results from land management (by 
their use as pasture), but she also argues that such heaths tend to be very long-
lived, stable elements in the humanly-altered landscape. Just like the barrows on 
these heaths tend to be reused for burial for long periods of time, heaths were also 
used time and again, for hundreds of years. Although we are used to seeing only 
the barrows themselves as ancestral focal places in the landscape, these barrows are 
all situated on heaths. It makes us wonder if the significance of barrows could not 
only be an expression of a much broader concern with heaths as long-lived, highly 
valued, collectively maintained zones in the prehistoric landscape. This might 
lead us away from the conventional emphasis on the monuments themselves, to a 
much broader focus: an entire (anthropogenic) vegetation zone.
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Knowing the landscape through the monuments
If one thing must be said on “landscape and monuments” studies in the 1990’s and 
2000’s it might perhaps be that landscape was studied through the monuments. 
Prehistoric monuments were, for example, conceptualized as representing parts of 
the landscape. Long barrows were for example seen as representing houses (for the 
Neolithic see for example Hodder 1990; for the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age: 
Roymans and Kortlang 1999), or monuments as mimicking landscape settings 
(Scarre 2003). An interesting approach is also how parts of the environment were 
re-worked into monuments, with certain megalithic tombs literally being pieces of 
meaningful places (Cooney 2000). What such studies share is that they emphasize 
how particular elements of the environment are used, have influenced or are even 
celebrated in a particular monument. Studying the monument informs us only 
indirectly on aspects of the environment that were used, appreciated or held in 
value. 
 Although there are contributions in this volume in which environmental 
issues are crucial (Doorenbosch; Peacock and Rafferty), most deal with ordering of 
humanly-made elements, be they barrows or houses, in a space that remains non-
descript in terms of vegetation. In most of the cases, there is simply no data available 
for this: studies like those of Doorenbosch require an entire web of pollen sample 
locations over a particular area, which is usually not there. Even then the researcher 
is hampered by lack of evidence (for example: even Doorenbosch’ fine-meshed data 
comes exclusively from barrows. Peat bogs containing contemporary pollen have 
not been found, and information on dwelling areas or agricultural fields is entirely 
absent). Van Beek and Louwen’s modeling of the location of urnfield cemeteries 
suggests that urnfield and house sites are only the archaeologically identifiable 
elements of a prehistoric environment that was ordered and undoubtedly had many 
other elements that remain entirely out of consideration but must have mattered 
(like field fences, pastures, small forests and roads). A thought-provoking way to 
rethink landscape through the monuments is offered in Løvschal’s contribution. 
She argues that barrows are a material manifestation of communication routes. 
This does not only apply to the physical ordering of barrows (being preferably 
situated along routes), she argues that it also applies to the conceptual ordering of 
the land with barrow lines. As visible, anchored burial locations, rows of barrows 
do not only direct movement, but perhaps also played an active mnemonic role. 
The barrow rows that we find everywhere around Europe, may have served to 
evoke a sense of genealogical time. This fits in with ideas that rows of barrows 
were not some accidental by-product of road systems but rather a cultural concept 
sui generis (Bourgeois, Q. 2013; Fontijn 2011; Garwood 2007). If this is correct, 
an intriguing, but still unresolved question that forces itself upon us would be 
how to make sense of barrows that were not ordered in rows or lines, but rather 
appear to be extensively dispersed across the land?  
Excavating beyond barrows
A practical reason for the approach to landscape through monuments simply 
lies in the fact that the area around barrows was rarely excavated and evidence 
on vegetation is lacking. In those cases where it has been done, features were 
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sometimes found that indicate a different kind of orderings than those known 
from sites more often investigated (like settlements). Andersen and Wallebom (this 
volume) are one of those few researchers who did excavate beyond monuments. 
They show how what seemed to be scattered, single dolmens in reality were 
part of a true “dolmen landscape”, having its own visible ordering with a large 
palisade and individual plots. Depositions appear to have been an integral element 
of that landscape. In a similar vein, Fokkens (this volume) demonstrates how 
excavation of the surroundings of a barrow row showed that at some point in 
time, extensive post alignments were built around those barrows. However, their 
orientation differs entirely from that of the barrow row . The ideas behind these 
alignment remain unclear at this moment, but their presence does indicate that 
such funerary areas could have visual orderings of their own, which cannot be read 
off from the dominant orientation of the monuments alone. As Fokkens points 
out, post alignments leading to or dividing up barrow landscapes were probably 
much more common in Northwest Europe than is now assumed. Even without 
excavation, we can get some idea on the role of burial monuments in the wider 
pre- and protohistoric landscape. Using air photography, De Reu and Bourgeois, 
J. (this volume) demonstrate the variety of features that are still present around 
barrow groups. Their excavation of selected areas show that these are sometimes 
only the tip of the iceberg. This brings us to a particular problem: how are we to 
use a real landscape-approach to barrows, if our excavations are always confined to 
small sections of that landscape? This question was raised several times during the 
conference, but was not really answered. The examples of monuments excavated in 
their environmental context are still very scarce and statistically unrepresentative. 
In Denmark alone, the number of still existing barrows is estimated at 86000, 
and this is a minimum (personal communication dr. Mads Kähler Holst, Aarhus 
University during the discussion). It goes without saying that only a fraction was 
excavated and in an even lower number of cases was something of the barrow 
surroundings excavated or prospected. If barrow environments were excavated, 
they sometimes reveal orderings and features the existence of which we could 
not expect. Cases in point are Andersen and Wallebom’s megaliths at Döserygg 
and Skegrie or Fokkens’ Oss-Zevenbergen barrow group (this volume). The 
Bronze Age pit rows with burned stones in and around the barrows of Apeldoorn-
Wieselseweg, evidencing particular funerary rituals, are another example. But, as 
Løvschal’s contribution indicates, even these enigmatic pits may not be a once-
only phenomenon. Also in Denmark, rows of “cooking pits” are a recurrent 
phenomenon in barrow landscapes. 
Organization of this book
Conferences have a way of being sometimes inspiring and inconclusive at the 
same time. This one was no exception. A group of archaeologists working on the 
same problem came together, but everyone approached it differently. There was, 
however, a general agreement on the significance of the theme. Particularly with 
regard to heritage issues, there may even be an acute problem, to which I already 
referred with a personal example in the beginning. How are we to make statements 
on the boundaries of heritage zones, if we hardly know anything of what sort of 
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archaeological features are to be expected around prehistoric monuments? This 
book will not provide an answer to that question, but it hopefully does show 
which avenues of research might be help to find answers.
The book starts with Artelius’ argument on re-use of Bronze Age barrows in 
the pre-Christian Viking Period, emphasizing how meaning and memory were 
re-invented. As it is the only contribution that explicitly focuses on the almost 
permanent presence and long-term histories of barrows, it deserves special 
attention and is a good introduction to the theme. After all, is not the fact that 
hundreds of thousands of prehistoric barrows are still with us today, the main 
reason why we are so interested in them? Artelius argues that the pre-Christian 
Vikings had a specific interest in Bronze Age barrows, to the extent that we can 
speak of systematic reuse of Bronze Age monuments in the Late Iron Age as a 
deliberate social strategy.   
Part I Beyond monumentality
In the next part of the book, there are two contributions that question the 
significance of monumentality. Amkreutz, working on Early and Middle 
Neolithic communities who inhabited wetlands argues that the current focus 
on monumentality tends to overlook that non-monumental places can have 
long-term histories as well. Working with the concept of “persistent places”, he 
shows that living in an environment is based on long-lived engagements with 
landscape in which particular places can function as nodes over long periods of 
time. These, however, are not places that are necessarily monumental in terms of 
being highly visible or requiring heavy labor efforts. In a similar vein, Van Beek 
and Louwen deal with urnfield cemeteries of a much later period. Usually seen 
as large cemeteries that as a fixed concentration of hundreds of small barrows 
and flat graves, they argue that many occur in very different settings: small and 
often hardly monumental at all. They also deconstruct the prevailing idea on 
the location of urnfields in the broader landscape, and propose a number of 
alternatives which all find support in empirical evidence. These new models have 
an important heuristic value, as they make clear that urnfields and houses are only 
elements within the frame of a more encompassing ordering of space, the details 
of which (field systems, celtic fields etc.) we now have to further fill in.
Part II  Orderings of funerary locations
In the next part of the book, the reader will find two contributions that give us an 
impression of the remarkable things one can find when one really tries to excavate 
beyond barrows. Both Andersson and Wallebom and Fokkens start from examples 
where areas around prehistoric monuments were accidentally investigated in rescue 
excavations. Interestingly, in all cases evidence was found of funerary orderings of 
a type not known from contemporary settlements. Visible alignments, be they 
of stones or posts, appear to be important both in the case of Middle Neolithic 
dolmens and for earthen round mounds of the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. 
Comparing his findings to those of other European regions, Fokkens finds a 
division between two types of alignment that seem to have a different function. 
In both the Neolithic and the Metal Age cases, the authors do not pretend to 
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fully understand the ideas behind the construction of these kinds of orderings. 
However, the discovery that areas around monuments can have a distinct kind of 
spatial ordering sui generis is of great importance for future discussions on the role 
of prehistoric burial monuments in the landscape.
Part III Zooming out- barrows in a landscape
Three more contributions try to understand the role of barrows in a broader 
perspective, zooming out of the immediate environment of the barrows. De 
Reu and J. Bourgeois give us an overview of the impressive achievements of the 
Flemish air photography research. From a region without any known barrows, 
now over 1000 barrow locations have been identified, with lots of information 
on archaeological features in their surroundings. This contribution provides a full 
overview of the evidence collected until now. A number of excavations shows that 
the potential of the sites discovered with air photography prospection is good, 
yielding an abundance of preserved prehistoric features. The analysis of all these 
features, and the repercussions for our understanding of barrows in the landscape 
has only just begun here, but may be expected to play an important role in 
future discussions on the role of barrows in the cultural landscape. Doorenbosch’ 
chapter is the only contribution where the actual vegetation and ecological setting 
play a key role. This is rather odd for conference proceedings where issues of 
landscape are central, but unfortunately this seems to be far from exceptional. 
In many regions of Europe, scientists focusing on ecology or palaeobotany are 
rare in archaeological departments, and often absent in books bearing the word 
“landscape” in the title. This has not only to do with the low number of positions in 
archaeological departments, but also with a still existing gap between a scientific-
ecological and a cultural approach (Jones 2002). Doorenbosch’ contribution does 
show, however, what can be gained if “cultural” and “ecological” approaches come 
together. Using pollen analyses and archaeological reconstructions, Doorenbosch 
shows how Dutch barrows were preferably built on humanly-managed heaths, 
and how these were long-term structuring elements in the broader landscape. 
It is tempting to connect her ideas with those of Løvschal. The latter focuses 
on the same sort of barrow lines as Doorenbosch, but takes more account of 
the specific orderings of the barrows themselves. An innovative element is to be 
found in Løvschal’s approach to barrow lines as conceptual anchors structuring 
the prehistoric perception.
Part IV Monument building – an evolutionary approach  
The last chapter takes us away from Europe. Peacock and Rafferty deal with 
monumental mounds of Eastern North America. They are posing the question 
why so much energy was put into – what they call – “wasteful human activities”: 
the building of huge mounds. Using an evolutionary perspective, they relate the 
timing of mound construction to fluctuations in environmental conditions in 
a way that deserves some more discussion in a European context. One of the 
issues that was heavily debated at the conference was that there are clear trends 
in monument building. There is a marked peak in barrow-building in the Low 
Countries between the 18th and 15th century BC, followed by an almost absurd 
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investment in barrow-building in Denmark between 1500 to 1150 BC (with a 
minimum of 50000 barrows constructed in this period (Holst et al. in press; 
for the Low Countries see Bourgeois and Arnoldussen 2006; Bourgeois, Q. and 
Fontijn 2008; De Reu and Bourgeois, J., this volume). At this moment, the 
timing of such trends are primarily understood in terms of regional contingencies, 
but they might benefit from an approach that takes broader, evolutionary, issues 
into account. Not in the last place as investment of resources towards barrow 
building on a scale as we see in Denmark must have had very negative effects on 
the environment (Holst et al. in press). 
Final remarks
As follows from this introduction there are many different ways to approach barrow 
research. Even though the articles in this volume might be far from conclusive, 
each of them will argue in its own way that there is much more to barrows than 
just the barrows themselves. After all the aim of this book is to really lead you 
beyond barrows. 
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to describe and reflect upon the functional aspects of the 
ritual reuse of Bronze Age monuments that occurred in south-western Sweden in 
the Late Iron Age. The often very complex ritual behaviour cannot be labelled 
as traces of simple plundering. The archaeological record reveals that the large 
barrows and stone settings of the Bronze Age were systematically reused in the 
pre-Christian Iron Age rituals to such an extent that the tradition can be defined 
as a cultural pattern. Large trenches were dug into the monuments, depositions 
were made, meals were prepared, bonfires were lit, massive amounts of soil, turf 
and stones were rearranged, and secondary burials were conducted – activities 
that all took place in the “ancient” monuments. The labour invested in the pre-
Christian Viking Age ritual reuse of the by then 2000-year-old monuments was 
extensive. The author means that the cultic and cultural pattern that appears in 
this ritual reuse of Bronze Age monuments can be interpreted as a Late Iron Age 
social strategy which focused on the necessity to create a history and thus confirm 
a specific Viking Age ideology. Through repeated ritual reuse of monuments a 
Viking Age population could create a memory and identity and thus raise social 
claims to a certain place. From a specific pre-Christian Viking Age worldview 
perspective, the constant manifestation and recreation of a past through ritual can 
be understood as traces of ideological resistance during a period characterized by 
an, in the end, unavoidable transformation of the pre-Christian world. 
Keywords: Memory, reuse of Bronze Age monuments, Viking Age, Sweden
Introduction
The large Bronze Age burial monuments of southern Sweden – the barrows, cairns, 
and shallow stone settings – have evoked a great deal of ritual interest ever since 
the time of their construction. The archaeological record clearly demonstrates 
that the Bronze Age burial monuments in certain periods were frequently used for 
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religious and social reasons and this in a multitude of ways. From a Bronze Age 
religious and social perspective the barrows were probably symbols built to last for 
an eternity. The reuse of the monuments in some periods was so elaborate that it 
probably stretched far beyond what the architects of the original monuments could 
have imagined. As late as in the 19th century AD the farm population in Halland 
still ascribed the monuments different mythical qualities and capacities. Ghosts 
and giants were regularly seen in the vicinity of the barrows and cairns, and people 
who tried to plunder the monuments suffered the most terrible ordeals. The reuse 
Fig. 1. Halland. 
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certainly shows that the monuments, considered as manifestations of ancestral 
tombs and places, were ascribed mythical functions in the myths, memories and 
history of Iron Age society. 
The objective of this paper is to exemplify how the large Bronze Age monuments 
in the province of Halland came to be used 2000 years later in the pre-Christian 
Late Iron Age cult. In the overall Late Iron Age religious tradition, burial grounds 
and monuments from older periods were of central interest. In parts of south-
western Sweden a massive recolonization of burial grounds, which had been 
abandoned for extensive periods of time, started in the 8th century AD. In the 
centuries to come, in the pre-Christian Viking Age ritual tradition, the “ancient” 
monuments in hundreds of examples became the centres of the burial grounds. 
In Västergötland, the largest province in south-western Sweden, we find that the 
Late Iron Age burial monuments very often were constructed around and directly 
upon graves of a much older date. From the archaeological evidence it becomes 
clear that this very concrete use and return to the past was of essential importance 
in the pre-Christian Viking Age cult and society (Artelius 2004; 2010). But it is 
also evident that this return to the by then “ancient” burial grounds, which in 
some cases had been abandoned for thousands of years, had certain characteristic 
regional variations. In Västergötland the urnfield burial grounds of the pre-Roman 
Iron Age became, 800 years later, central places in the Viking Age cult of the past 
and the dead and in the construction of a history. In Halland, however, we find 
that the same kind of cult of the past was primarily related to the large monuments 
of the Bronze Age – that is, the barrows and stone settings. 
Following the shifting paradigms in archaeology, research into the use of 
the past in the past has undergone several theoretical changes during the last 
decades. The question of whether it is possible to grasp a functional “meaning” in 
prehistoric material culture that tells us something about how people in a long-
gone past concretely used the past in rituals, and how they reflected upon the past, 
has become a topic in itself. Raising questions about the “meaning” embedded 
in the use of the past in the past has become something of a trend in the line of 
contextual archaeological research that deals with notions like memory making and 
causes of ritual change (Bradley 2002; Edmonds 1999; Gosden and Lock 1998; 
Olivier 1999). A prerequisite for reflections on a “meaning” in the use of the past 
in the past is, of course, that we consider it at all possible to study manifestations 
of religious ideas with archaeological theoretical tools. Historically speaking, 
scientists inside as well as outside the archaeological field have been sceptical 
of such a possibility. However, the development of a more holistic contextual 
approach within the discipline has provided us with constructive methods with 
which to study and suggest interpretations concerning also such illusive and subtle 
matters as religious meaning and projection. By definition the level of abstraction 
is not more complex when it comes to projections of religious ideas in material 
culture than it is for the understanding of manifestations of political or economic 
structures. Perspectives on what the past actually represented in different sets of 
cultures, and how this past was used in the past, have long constituted a major 
subject in such sciences as anthropology, psychology, sociology and religion. In 
those disciplines, the very definition of concepts such as “ritual”, “memorization”, 
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“cult”, “collective memories”, “anamnesis”, “ancestors” and “history” tells us 
something about how humanity in a multitude of ways has related to and expressed 
ideas about the past for varying strategic social reasons (Borgeaud 1987; Burke 
1989; Connerton 1989; Halbwachs 1992; Rappaport 1999; Zuesse 1987). In our 
own discipline, however, research concerning a “meaning” concealed in the actual 
use of the past in the past is of a more recent date. 
In the contextual tradition of interpretation, one of the more concrete 
directions in research that deals with the use of the past in the past concerns the 
ritual reuse of burial monuments. Over the years there have been several studies in 
Scandinavian archaeology that deal with varying aspects of the use of the past in 
the past in this sense. But it is also obvious that there has been a very distinct focus 
on secondary burial as the principal form of monument reuse worth investigating. 
A handful of studies including Jennbert (1993), Hållans Stenholm (2006), Thäte 
(2007) and Artelius and Lindqvist (2007) apply a more holistic approach to 
questions concerning the meaning of monument reuse, but other categories of 
monument reuse than secondary burial have not been reflected upon to the same 
extent (Artelius 2004). 
Yet the identification of reuse of “ancient” monuments is, of course, not a 
novelty even in Scandinavian archaeology. Already in 1869 Wilhelm Boye 
remarked that it was obvious that the large Bronze Age barrows he had excavated 
in southern Halland contained several traces of secondary use. Iron Age reuse 
of Bronze Age monuments for secondary burial has thus long been recognized 
as a phenomenon in the whole of southern Scandinavia. Anne Pedersen (2006) 
has remarked that the pre-Christian Viking Age tradition of monument reuse 
has long been known in Denmark as well. She describes examples where reuse 
has been documented that date back to the mid-19th century. Eva Thäte (2007) 
relates how secondary burial often was underlined in the older Scandinavian 
archaeological research. Thäte (2007) and Pedersen (2006) state that the Viking 
Age tradition of conducting secondary burials in much older monuments was 
comprehended by archaeologists as an obvious trait in the overall burial tradition 
of the period. In fact, secondary burial was such a distinct and common trait that 
it distinguished the pre-Christian Viking Age tradition from burial customs of 
other periods. In the theoretical sense, though, reuse in the form of secondary 
burial was looked upon as a rather unproblematic issue in the research tradition. 
No approach concerning the religious and social meaning and function behind 
this reuse has been presented within the process-related research tradition. The 
point of departure for this paper is that ritual reuse of “ancient” monuments in the 
Late Iron Age religious tradition of southern Scandinavia, is a far more complex 
and distinctive trait than is generally acknowledged by archaeologists. As will 
be seen in the following, the reuse of Bronze Age barrows and stone settings in 
Halland took many forms and was guided by various intentions. 
Bronze Age Halland
The province of Halland is a narrow landscape and region in south-western 
Sweden that stretches some 200 km along the North Sea coast. The landscape 
is characterized by wide and almost fully cultivated coastal plains which shift 
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towards the east, to a more broken, higher and forested region. Along the borders 
of Västergötland and Småland the landscape develops into the southern Swedish 
highlands. In prehistory as well as in later periods, settlements primarily were 
located in the coastal districts and in the four wide valleys surrounding the major 
rivers that run through the province. The open landscape along the coast is not 
just a result of a more modern agrarian development. The archaeological record as 
well as many pollen diagrams has revealed that the coastal region and the major 
river valleys to a large extent already in the middle of the Bronze Age (1100–800 
BC) can be described as wide-open grasslands, marshes and heaths. In this sense, 
the development of the natural landscape in Halland greatly resembles a situation 
that is believed to have existed already in the Bronze Age in northern Jutland, the 
southern parts of Scania, and some of the Danish isles as well. Already in the Bronze 
Age, the central settlement region became deforested in these parts of Scandinavia. 
Since the coastal region and river valleys have comprised open landscape since the 
Bronze Age, it is obvious that the most characteristic monuments of the period 
– the large barrows – have attracted a lot of interest as clearly visible and mythical 
historical landmarks ever since the Early Bronze Age. The monuments have also 
received a great deal of attention from both archaeologists and historians for at 
least 200 years. Prominent 19th century scholars like Wilhem Boye and Oscar 
Montelius showed great interest in the barrows. During the years 1868–1869 
Boye excavated 19 barrows in the southernmost part of Halland, and the evidence 
from the excavations became an essential part of Montelius’s elaboration of the 
typological system of the European and Scandinavian Bronze Age (Lundborg 
1972, 11ff.). 
Excavations have revealed that reuse of Bronze Age monuments in Halland 
primarily occurred in relation to the large barrows and, remarkably enough, 
the much more diminutive and shallow stone settings. The characteristic burial 
monuments of the period – the large earthen barrows, the often even larger cairns, 
and the shallow and from a topographical perspective more diminutive stone 
settings – are found in different parts of the landscape. The different categories 
of Bronze Age burial monuments are also found in a most varying relation to the 
contemporaneous settlements. The large barrows are concentrated in the southern 
half of the province and primarily found in the open and hilly grasslands along 
the coast. Topographically, the barrows are situated along the ridges and in a close 
relation to contemporaneous Bronze Age settlement areas. The archaeological 
record shows that several of the large Bronze Age settlements were completely 
surrounded by barrows. The large cairns, however, are situated in more varied 
topographical circumstances. They are common in the inland area, and the typical 
location is towards the tops of mountains, which means that cairns in general 
were not primarily located within and in close relation to the contemporaneous 
settlements. This is probably also the reason that the cairns, when excavated, in 
general have not provided us with the same kind of evidence of extensive ritual 
reuse. Unlike the barrows, the cairns were situated quite far from the major 
settlement areas, and for that reason they were not as interesting to reuse. The 
third type of burial monument that is typical of the period, the often large but 
shallow stone setting, is found in all regions of Halland, and topographically it 
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primarily occurs in the coastal region. In contrast to the present-day situation 
where these stone settings are hard to find, covered as they are by bushes close 
to the seashore, they were clearly visible in the much more open prehistoric 
landscape. As mentioned earlier, ritual reuse primarily has been documented in 
relation to barrows and stone-setting monuments. The reason for this is that these 
categories of monuments were located within the Bronze Age settlements, and 
subsequently also in close relation to what 1.5 millennia later became the central 
Late Iron Age settlement areas. 
Variations in pre-Christian Viking Age reuse of “ancient” 
monuments
From information in the written sources and sagas we understand that the pre-
Christian Viking Age people of Scandinavia were very concrete in their religious 
cult. This in the sense that the content of myths described in the sources became 
projected and manifested through ritual action in burials, offerings and feasts. 
There has long been consensus among scholars from a variety of disciplines 
regarding the relation between the Viking Age religion and its practice. Already 
in 1967 Folke Ström emphasized that the pre-Christian Viking Age concept of 
religion was very concrete in the sense that the practice was central and, one 
might say, even synonymous with the concept of religion itself. In pre-Christian 
Viking Age Scandinavia the functional aspects of religion were emphasized in all 
collective rituals. For that reason the pre-Christian religion of the Viking Age in 
many ways can be described as almost synonymous with its ritual practice. In that 
way religion in a pre-Christian Viking Age fashion was principally equal with 
its rituals. That this was the case is indirectly supported by the fact that there 
was no word or explanation in pre-Christian Viking Age Scandinavia to cover a 
more theological concept of what was meant by religion. The term mentioned 
in the written sources which closest resembles our understanding of the concept 
of religion is “the old ways”. Even in the language the concrete tradition was 
underlined (Ström 1967). The most natural place for “the old ways” was the burial 
ground, and the texts state that the burial grounds functioned as the main space 
where the dead could address the living, and for the living the burial ground in 
the Late Iron Age functioned as a manifestation of the past, the ancestors and an 
overall history of myths (Näsström 2001, 318ff.; 215ff.). 
Many archaeological excavations, as well as evaluations of reports, have revealed 
that a general cult of ancestors and the past evolved in the 8th century AD on a wide 
geographical scale in southern Scandinavia (Artelius 2004; Artelius and Lindqvist 
2007; Hållans Stenholm 2006; Lindqvist 2010; Pedersen 2006). In certain areas, 
such as the province of Västergötland, the ritualized reuse of older burial grounds 
and monuments in the 9th and 10th centuries AD became so extensive that we 
can claim that it was a crucial trait in the religious tradition in those parts of 
Scandinavia. From the archaeological record it is also obvious that the Viking 
Age reuse of ancient monuments appeared in different forms and contexts in 
southern Scandinavia. In south-western Sweden, in the province of Halland, there 
is evidence from several excavated burial grounds and single monuments to show 
that one obvious focus for this Viking Age cult of the past was the active ritual reuse 
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of the large Bronze Age burial monuments that are characteristic for the region. In 
Halland it is clear that the often very large barrows and stone settings dating to the 
Bronze Age were used extensively in a number of different ways in the Viking Age 
rituals (Artelius 1999a; 2004b; Olson 1968; Strömberg 2005). But as mentioned 
earlier, identifying the Viking Age ritual reuse of Bronze Age monuments is not 
new to archaeology. There are many examples of Viking Age reuse of Bronze Age 
barrows from other parts of southern Scandinavia. As stated earlier, Anne Pedersen 
(2006), in a study of Viking Age reuse of monuments from earlier periods in 
present-day Denmark, presents 35 examples where Viking Age burials had been 
conducted in what were then quite ancient monuments. But as also stated above, 
the pre-Christian Viking Age reuse of old burial grounds took many forms, and 
the documented ritual behaviour was obviously also characterized by several 
functional variations. Consequently, the reuse also appears in many different ways 
in excavations and excavation reports (Lindqvist 2010). For instance, it is evident 
that the massive reuse of urnfield burial grounds dating to the pre-Roman period, 
places that in the Viking Age had been abandoned for more than seven centuries, 
is very characteristic for the ritual tradition in the province of Västergötland from 
Fig. 2. Chronological development of the burial ground at Vittene in Västergötland. In the 
primary phase (1) a single, large, stone setting is built in the Bronze Age. In the pre-Roman 
Iron Age approximately 30 burials are conducted in close relation to the old stone setting. In 
the 2nd century AD the burial ground is abandoned. In the 8th century AD a reuse of the burial 
ground starts. Several mounds and a ship-setting are built (3). In the last phase Christian 
inhumation burials are carried out in stone settings (4) (Artelius and Lindqvist 2007).
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the 8th century AD and onwards. The “ancient” pre-Roman burial grounds were 
recolonized in the Viking Age; this in the sense that the population started to use 
places for burial that had been abandoned for a period corresponding to something 
like 25 generations of farmers. In many places Viking Age burial grounds were 
established in very close spatial relation to the older urnfields. The reuse of these 
places indicates that the Viking Age farmers in their ritual behaviour emphasized 
a concrete connection with a population that had inhabited Västergötland almost 
a 1000 years earlier. Viking Age graves were built in direct contact with older 
monuments; and ancient objects and cremated human remains dating back to 
the pre-Roman Iron Age were collected and moved around in the burial grounds. 
New monuments were constructed around older graves, and the new graves were 
Fig. 3. The often large barrows of the Bronze Age are usually situated in rows along ridges. 
The monument in the picture is “Tackhöj”, a recently excavated barrow in southern Halland. 
The monument exceeded 25 m in diameter and was 3.5 m high. The photo sequence shows the 
internal features of the barrow (photo: Robert Ullmann).
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connected to the older by the laying out of rows of stones (Artelius 2004; Artelius 
and Lindqvist 2007; Lindqvist 2010). Recently Mats Lindqvist (2012), in a paper 
that takes its starting-point in the reuse of Bronze Age monuments in the province 
of Bohuslän, presented 20 examples of such reuse dating to the Viking Age. In 
his analysis Lindqvist concludes that this ritual behaviour was not only limited 
to large and monumental graves. From the evidence in Bohuslän it is clear that 
more subtle categories of monuments, such as small, shallow, almost invisible 
and often quite irregularly formed stone settings, also were reused in the Viking 
Age. Lindqvist’s examples thus convincingly demonstrate that the tradition of 
reuse must have been looked upon as an important trait in the rituals in the 
sense that a Viking Age population, in order to be able to reuse diminutive stone 
settings, must have actively sought them in the landscape in a very thorough 
manner (Lindqvist 2010). 
Examples of a varying Viking Age reuse of older monuments can be 
archaeologically identified in all regions in present-day southern Sweden. When 
it comes to the reuse of monuments from the Bronze Age, there are examples 
from regions that were geographically remote from each other a 1000 years ago. 
The geographical spread of ritual reuse of older monuments in southern Sweden 
indicates that the tradition was common in pre-Christian Viking Age society and 
thinking. In my opinion, the examples of Viking Age reuse of monuments from 
older periods make it possible to view the repeated and often carefully organized 
ritual behaviour as evidence of a pattern that was a central feature in the Viking 
Age religious tradition (examples: Fernholm 1982; Hansson 1991; Hemmendorff 
1980; Nagy 1976; Rudbeck 1978). 
Examples of pre-Christian Viking Age reuse of Bronze Age 
monuments in Halland
As mentioned earlier, ritual reuse in Halland has primarily been documented in 
relation to barrows and stone settings. In regard to cairns, there are almost no 
documented examples of other reuse than secondary burial. As also mentioned, 
a possible explanation for this is that the cairns are mainly situated in the inland 
region, in a part of the province that was almost uninhabited in the Late Iron 
Age.
In order to understand something about the quantitative frequency of the 
Viking Age reuse of barrows and stone settings, it can be worthwhile to point out 
that the reuse often appears in very subtle ways in the archaeological material and 
reports. In older reports that describe results from excavations of burial grounds 
and monuments from periods prior to the Late Iron Age, it is frequently noted 
that a certain construction in a burial ground, or, for that matter, a single 14C-
sample from a layer within a monument, has been chronologically dated to the 
Viking Age. The circumstances indicate that the reuse of monuments was much 
more elaborate and extensive than we generally have assumed it to be. Often a 
reuse is hard to identify, and historically we have been reluctant to acknowledge 
reuse as a general tradition. In many cases results of 14C-analysis that strongly and 
without doubt have indicated and supported a reuse of ancient monuments have 
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simply been explained as incorrect. From the examples below it is obvious that the 
amount of labour invested in the reuse was quite extensive, and it has been hard 
for archaeologists to acknowledge the fact that traces and indications of reuse in 
some cases reveal that the labour invested in this ritual tradition almost exceeded 
the original construction of the monument. 
Stråvalla 
15 years ago a large, shallow and irregularly shaped stone setting from the Bronze 
Age was excavated on the cliffs close to the seashore at Stråvalla in the northern 
part of Halland. The monument exceeded 20 m in diameter and was constructed 
directly on the naturally arched rock surface in a manner that made it quite 
monumental from a horizontal perspective. The large monument originally had 
been built in period II, and two graves were documented. The primary grave 
consisted of an approximately 3 m long and ship-formed stone setting constructed 
Fig. 4. Spatial relation between Bronze Age barrows and Viking Age burial grounds in 
Halland. Circles indicate Bronze Age barrows and grey areas are Viking Age burial grounds 
(Artelius and Lindqvist 2007).
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Fig. 5. The stone setting at Stråvalla was originally constructed in periods II-III (Artelius 
2004b).
Fig. 6. The stone setting at Stråvalla. In the Viking Age the entire southern part of the 
monument had been removed (Artelius 2004b).
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of large boulders placed directly on top of a narrow, natural crack in the rock 
surface. The crack contained the cremated remains of an adult, but no artefacts 
were found. A secondary cremation grave was situated in the eastern part of the 
monument. Traces of a cremation pyre were also discovered under the northern 
part of the stone setting. 
Under the dense packing of stones in the southern part of the monument there 
was a homogenous and approximately 2 cm thick charcoal layer spread over an 
area of approximately 15 m2. Radiocarbon analyses of the layer revealed that it 
dated to the late Viking Age. The circumstances reveal that a very large part of the 
original stone setting had been removed sometime during the late Viking Age. A 
large fire had been lit in very direct relation to the ancient grave in the centre of 
the monument. Afterwards the entire original layer of packed stones had been put 
back into place in such a way that almost no signs of any deliberate disturbance 
could be seen during the archaeological excavation. The reconstruction of the 
external features of the monument had been done in a very careful manner. Burnt 
animal bones were documented in the layer, thus indicating that the slaughter of 
animals, and possibly also the consumption of meat, was an essential element in 
the ritual that took place in the ancient monument (Artelius 2004b).
Tom
A pit filled with charcoal and burnt bones from pigs and sheep was found under 
a large stone slab. The slab was included in one of the inner curbs of stones 
discovered at the bottom of a large monument from period III. The large stone 
setting was excavated in 1966 at Tom in northern Halland. The monument was 
approximately 18 m wide and more than 1.2 m high. The analysis of charcoal 
revealed that the pit underneath the large slab in the curb had been dug in the 
Viking Age (Olson 1968). A great amount of labour had been invested in the by 
then approximately 2000-year-old monument. A very large part of the covering 
stone setting had been removed. A couple of stones in the inner curb had also 
been removed, and the evidence indicated that some kind of ritual meal had been 
prepared in the pit. Afterwards a large stone had been placed on the spot to cover 
the pit. The whole of the originally covering stone material had been put back 
into place.
Värö
In 1995 a Bronze Age barrow dating to period IV – the “Kings Mound” – was 
excavated at Värö in the central part of Halland. The monument was approximately 
14 m wide and 2 m high, and showed several traces of secondary ritual activities. 
The primary grave was representative for the burial tradition that developed 
during the course of periods III and IV in the region. Although the primary 
grave consisted of a deposition of cremated human remains, many features in the 
organization of the burial showed influences from the older inhumation tradition. 
Inhumation was abandoned as the primary burial tradition during the course of 
period III in this part of southern Scandinavia. The monument contained remains 
of at least two centrally placed burials from the Bronze Age. In both burials the 
cremated remains had been placed on large stone slabs. The second burial had 
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been double in the sense that two adults, a man and a woman, had been buried 
together. Judging from the artefacts it is likely that the burials took place in period 
IV. 
Digging had been done in the barrow on several occasions. In the middle of 
the barrow a circular shaft had been dug all the way down to the stone slabs and 
the primary burials. Cremated human remains had clearly been collected and the 
objects that were displayed in the Bronze Age ritual had been moved. In the top of 
the barrow a secondary burial in the form of an urn containing cremated human 
remains was documented. It was placed on the side and very top of the circular 
shaft that had been dug down through the barrow, and consequently the urn must 
have been put into position after the deep shaft had been filled up again. The 
urn contained the remains of a young adult who died in the Early Iron Age. The 
large trench in the middle of the barrow, however, had been dug much later than 
that. It is evident from the stratigraphy and the results of radiocarbon analyses 
that the shaft had been dug into the interior of the mound sometime in the late 
Viking Age. Scattered remains of burnt animal bones were found at the bottom 
Fig. 7. Bronze Age monument at Tom in northern Halland during excavation in 1966. The 
large stone covering the pit dating to the Viking Age is indicated (O) (photo: Gösta Olson).
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of the shaft, thus indicating that remains from a ritual meal had been deposited 
in the old grave. It is noteworthy that the valuable artefacts belonging to the 
Bronze Age burials had not been removed from the grave. The objects deposited 
in period IV all remained in the grave. Reasonably, thus, the shaft is not evidence 
of a traditional plundering of an old monument. The careful handling of the urn 
from the Early Iron Age that had been put back in the top of the barrow also tells 
us that the digging in the monument had been conducted in a very careful way 
(Artelius 1999a).
Pre-Christian Late Iron Age memory-makers 
As mentioned earlier, the pre-Christian Viking Age pattern of ritual reuse of burial 
monuments in southern Scandinavia was characterized by regional variations. The 
archaeological material suggests that the tradition of ritual reuse varied greatly 
in form in south-western Sweden. Chronologically a tradition of reuse seems to 
appear simultaneously in the different regions during the course of the 8th century. 
Fig. 8. Section through the “Kings Mound” in Värö. A deep shaft had been dug in the barrow 
all the way down to the primary grave (Artelius 1999a).
Fig. 9. Miniature sword (right), button (top left) and razor (bottom left) from the “Kings 
Mound” in Värö (Artelius 1999a).
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It also seems that the tradition intensified in the 9th and 10th centuries. Although 
there was variation in form, in my opinion it is possible to assume that the tradition 
of reuse in the districts of southern Sweden had a similar ideological content. 
Whether the reuse mainly concerned Bronze Age monuments, as in Halland, 
or focused on reuse of pre-Roman Iron Age burial grounds as in Västergötland, 
Fig. 10. Schematic illustration of the Viking Age reuse of Bronze Age barrows in Halland 
(Artelius and Lindqvist 2007).
Bronze Age Monument
Pre-Roman or Roman Age Monument
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the religious/social behaviour was intended to serve as a ritual arena where the 
organization of pre-Christian Viking Age society could be strengthened and 
confirmed. By creating a concrete link with ancestors, and thus also to a certain 
place, a history could be claimed. Through the very active ritual reuse of older 
graves it is probable that even judicial rights could be expressed in relation to a 
given space and place (Andersson 2005). 
From the examples above it is evident that the labour invested in the reuse of 
Bronze Age monuments in Halland was in some cases very extensive. In Stråvalla 
the labour invested in the rebuilding of a Bronze Age stone setting almost exceeded 
the labour originally invested in the actual construction of the monument 
(Artelius 2004b). To acknowledge such a fact also tells us something about the 
importance of this very specific pre-Christian Viking Age ritual behaviour. As seen 
in the examples, the pre-Christian Viking Age reuse of Bronze Age monuments 
in Halland also appears in other forms than as clear signs of secondary burial. 
The archaeological record from Halland reveals that the Late Iron Age reuse of 
Bronze Age monuments can be divided into something that can be categorized 
as repeated variations in ritual behaviour. The first and most obvious reuse is the 
one already mentioned: Viking Age burials were sometimes conducted in direct 
relation to the graves in much older Bronze Age monuments. There are several 
examples from the regions in south-western Scandinavia that show that Viking 
Age burials were conducted in Bronze Age monuments. 
The second variation in the reuse of Bronze Age monuments in Halland can 
be described as the ritual digging of large trenches and shafts in the barrows. From 
northern Halland there are examples of large shafts dug down into the monuments. 
In other examples the archaeological context indicates that large parts of the 
original monuments had been removed during the Viking Age. In some cases 
subtle traces of what can be interpreted as secondary burials have been discovered 
in the trenches, but it is not possible to give a more precise interpretation when it 
comes to the actual purpose of the digging of trenches and shafts. Judging from 
the material, however, the trenches and shafts should not be seen as mere traces of 
plundering. In Värö the shaft had been carefully sealed and the collected objects 
had been redeposited. It is fair to assume that the digging of shafts and trenches is 
an indication of a deliberate search for cremated remains of ancestors and objects 
– remains and objects that could be used in a cult of the past. 
I have chosen to label the third variation in the ritual reuse of Bronze Age 
monuments as traces of ritual feasting. In a couple of cases animal bones have 
been discovered at the bottom of pits dug into Bronze Age monuments, and 
radiocarbon dates reveal that the pits had been dug in the Viking Age. It is clear 
that a lot of labour had been invested in order to be able to deposit the remains of 
a ritual meal at the very bottom of an “ancient” monument. To my understanding, 
this behaviour can suggest that ritual meals were an important element in the pre-
Christian Viking Age tradition.
A fourth example of Viking Age ritual reuse of Bronze Age monuments can 
in my opinion be described as traces of large bonfires. There is archaeological 
evidence to suggest that large fires were lit inside as well as on top of the Bronze 
Age monuments during the Viking Age. In one of the examples above it seems 
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that a very large part of a huge stone setting had been removed in order to light 
a fire – and this in very close relation to the primary grave in the Bronze Age 
monument. 
The archaeological evidence also makes it reasonably clear that certain objects, 
presumably ones that in the Bronze Age had originally been deposited in relation 
to burials, have been moved around and sometimes deposited elsewhere in the 
monument during the pre-Christian Viking Age rituals. Even a small material like 
that of the few examples indicates that it is also likely that “ancient” urns with 
cremated remains were relocated within the monuments during the Viking Age. 
To a pre-Christian Viking Age population in Halland, the large barrows and 
cairns probably served as very concrete reminders of a past and of a constant 
ancestral presence in the landscape. In my interpretation the Viking Age rituals of 
reuse describe a social/religious strategy that in essence focused on the necessity 
of creating a history and the maintaining of a pre-Christian ideology. Through 
the repeated ritual use of “ancient” monuments, a Viking Age population could 
express a certain identity and social right to a certain area. The old monuments in 
that sense served as perfect ritual “tools” around which a collective memory could 
be “invented” in both the mental and the pragmatic physical sense (Hobsbawm 
1983; Strömberg 2005, 259). A pre-Christian Viking Age farm population could 
repeatedly conduct ritual actions to annex ancestors as well as a history, and this 
in relation to a specific place. Thus, through ritual the people could remind 
themselves and the surrounding world of their rights to the land and the history. In 
my interpretation, the Viking Age reuse of Bronze Age monuments that occurred 
in the province of Halland in the 9th century illustrates that social constructions 
of a history and a collective memory almost always revolve around a more or less 
elaborate appropriation of the past, and this for different social/religious reasons. 
In the pre-Christian Viking Age the past was used both to create and to uphold 
collective memories. Through a deliberate and institutionalized memorization, 
and through ritual, the Viking Age local society could manifest and justify itself 
ideologically in a number of ways. Members of society, as well as society as a whole, 
could use the past to enforce ideological stability and to provide for possible social, 
political or religious development. Especially in periods characterized by social 
instability and threats of more or less radical change, the active and ritualized use 
of the past was reconsidered as a great social and/or political resource to society. 
Through a repeated and institutionalized ritualized reuse of the past, the order 
of pre-Christian Viking Age society could be legitimized over and over again. As 
such, this kind of legitimization was for obvious pragmatic political reasons a social 
necessity in society in the late Viking Age. Thus, the repeated ritual use of the past 
can be looked upon as an ideological defence, and from a pre-Christian Viking 
Age worldview it was probably of great importance in relation to the changes that 
were heralded in the 10th century by the coming of Christianity. 
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Place persistency, mortuary practice and memory in 
the Lower Rhine Area wetlands (5500-2500 cal BC)
By Luc W.S.W. Amkreutz
Abstract
Visible monuments form the focus of many ideas regarding the structuring of 
the landscape and the relationship between communities and their surroundings. 
While these often durable markers are not static in themselves in that they are 
created, as well as altered and perceived differently over time, they only offer a 
limited perspective on what monumentalism may be. Other ways of investment 
in the landscape, particularly in specific places exists as well. These may include 
recurrent practices such as visiting, building, burying and renewing. While their 
effect may be less visual or lasting, they are performative in nature and through 
this facilitate commemoration. This creates a connection between past, present 
and future through place-bound remembering, which may be equally structuring 
in character. This contribution will focus on these types of practices within Late 
Mesolithic and Neolithic communities in the wetlands of the Lower Rhine Area.
Keywords: Landscape, Lower Rhine Area, memory, mnemonic, monuments, mortuary 
practice, Neolithisation, performative, persistency, place ritual, wetlands
Introduction
The focus of this volume is on visible, palpable monuments and their consistent 
or renewed role in the landscape and for communities over time. Naturally, such 
a perspective importantly draws on the enduring qualities of monuments and 
the way these form a physically and perceivably consistent factor in ordering, 
structuring and interpreting (Barrett 2006; Bender 1998; Whittle 1996, 256). 
While this type of monumentality of henges, barrows, megaliths and enclosures 
is by far most well-known and most easily adapts to our current affinity with 
monumentalism and its repercussions, it is perhaps not the only one. This 
contribution will demonstrate that different types of investment in places exist 
that could be interpreted as monumental as well.
I will focus on the communities in the Lower Rhine Area (LRA) that are in the 
process of Neolithisation between 5500 and 2500 cal BC and their continuous use 
of places. Because of the existence of cultural continuity over time it is possible to 
focus on consistent traditions with respect to place-use from the Late Mesolithic 
into the developing Neolithic. The existence of continued practices with respect 
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to place will be illustrated by three topics or scales of analysis, involving mortuary 
practice, building traditions and, briefly, the long-term use of places. Interpretation 
will focus on the interrelated dynamics existing between places, communities 
and, importantly, the characteristic aspects of the environment, in this case the 
wetlands and wetland margins of the LRA. By adopting this type of embedded, 
contextual approach, much in line with the dwelling perspective introduced by 
Ingold (2000), emphasis shifts from an abstract interpretation of monuments to 
a perspective aimed at detecting the practices and traditions underlying place-
related behaviour. This may throw a complementary light on the importance 
of places over time and their recursive relationship to the communities visiting 
them.
Palaeogeographical and cultural framework
Before introducing the place related topics that form the focus of this contribution 
a brief introduction is given into the palaeogeographical and archaeological 
framework. The study area is situated on the western margin of the North European 
plain. There the Pleistocene uplands converge on a low-lying triangle of land 
delimited by the Scheldt basin to the south and the North German Niedersachsen 
coast in the north. While currently bordered to the west by the North sea, this 
distinction was much less clear for the time period studied. Between 6000 and 
4000 cal BC marine influences and related groundwater levers created a succession 
of wetland landscapes (Louwe Kooijmans 1987, 227), consisting of five different 
zones with diminishing marine influences and salt conditions (see Fig. 1). From 
west to east these are coastal areas with beach barriers, bordered to the east by an 
area with tidal flats, salt marshes and estuaries (see Louwe Kooijmans 1987; see 
map ‘5500 BC’ in Vos et al. 2011). East of this was a freshwater peat swamp with 
lakes, rivers and characteristic ‘donken’, riverdunes of a Pleistocene age forming 
high and dry inhabitable areas. Further east,in the apex of the triangle, a riverine 
zone can be defined bordering on the Pleistocene uplands.
Clearly, the area harboured many aquatic and other resources with respect to 
food and raw material procurement (Nicholas 2007), offering good opportunities 
for extended stays and investment. On the other hand the specific constellation 
of water, land and resources was far from static. Over time the continued rise in 
sea level and associated groundwater levels changed the landscape, while from c. 
4400 cal BC onwards transgression ceased and peat growth increased (see Van 
Gijssel and Van der Valk 2005, 60). While resources can be designated as copious, 
their constellation and that of dry inhabitable places was dynamic. Often this 
shifting of patterns will have been gradual and foreseeable, but at times it could 
have been unexpected and perhaps dramatic (Leary 2009) and it will at least have 
been noticeable at a generational level. It is against this background of dynamic 
rhythms that a relationship between people, the landscape and the use of places 
should be understood (Amkreutz 2013; also see Lefebvre 2004; Sturt 2006).
Having sketched the long-term dynamics of the landscape, the archaeological 
record of the area also enables a long-term perspective of the cultural developments 
taking place within it. This is characterized by a very gradual transition to agriculture 
that can roughly be placed between 5000 and 2500 cal BC (Louwe Kooijmans 
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2007a). Over time a sequence of ‘hallmark’ Neolithic elements was introduced 
into the Late Mesolithic communities, while at the same time these retained many 
of their ‘indigenous’ elements and routines. This starts with indigenous pottery 
production (Swifterbant ware) around 5100 cal BC (at Hardinxveld-Polderweg and 
Hoge Vaart-A27) and includes the use of domesticates (cattle, goat, sheep and pig) 
at Hardinxveld-De Bruin between 4700 and 4500 cal BC and the first evidence 
for at least the consumption of cultigens around 4100 cal BC at Swifterbant-
S3 and the Hazendonk (see Louwe Kooijmans 2007a; Out 2009, 411-420). 
Following the Swifterbant culture, occupation in the southern part of the Delta 
h
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c. 4200 cal BC

























Fig. 1. The Lower Rhine area with its geographical background and a number of sites 
mentioned in the text:  
1. Hardinxveld, 2. Hazendonk, 3. Bergschenhoek, 4. Swifterbant-S3, 5. Hoge Vaart-A27,  
6. Hekelingen-3, 7. Vlaardingen, 8. Schipluiden, 9. Wateringen, 10. Ypenburg,  
11. Leidschendam, 12. Slootdorp 13. Emmeloord  
(map adapted from Van Gijssel and Van der Valk 2005, map 3).
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is attributed to the subsequent Hazendonk group (from c. 3700 cal BC) which 
sees the first sedentary settlements, including evidence for crop cultivation and 
animal husbandry in the coastal zone at sites such as Schipluiden and Ypenburg 
(Louwe Kooijmans 2009). The Vlaardingen culture (3400-2500 cal BC) forms 
the last stage in the process of Neolithisation in the area. It demonstrates a mix in 
the contribution of wild and domesticated resources to the diet and diversity in 
housing, mobility and crop cultivation (Amkreutz 2010).
While the overall characteristics of this time period between c. 5000 and 2500 
cal BC demonstrate a continued gradual development towards fully Neolithic 
communities, it is important to note that indigenous, hunter-gatherer aspects 
of society, such as the importance of wild resources and mobility, remain an 
important characteristic of these communities over time.
Having sketched the outlines of the palaeogeographical and cultural context, 
particular aspects of the long-term use of places by these communities will now be 
introduced. It is evident that they may be studied within a consistent, continuous 
cultural framework, but should also be placed against the dynamic environmental 
background and their relationship with it.
Mortuary practices: burying, abandoning, encountering
As funerary monuments are central in this book, it seems logical to start with 
funerary evidence first. An overview of all burial sites in the Lower Rhine Area 
has recently been published by Louwe Kooijmans (2007b). He concludes that 
we unfortunately are dealing with a limited selection, dictated by the chance of 
preservation. One general conclusion is the wide choice people had for dealing 
with the remains of the deceased (ibid. 2007b). An important aspect for the 
present discussion is that there are no indications that any of these burials were 
ever marked with visible or durable monuments like the barrows we encounter in 
later periods. At most a wooden post may have been used as a temporary marker 
(Raemaekers et al. 2007, 538). In spite of this absence of durably visible, let alone 
monumental markers, I will now argue that there are indications that such burial 
locations were valued as important sites for longer periods of time. 
A first interesting case is the Late Mesolithic site Hardinxveld-Polderweg. 
The site was in use between 5500 and 5000 cal BC, together with the nearby 
site De Bruin (in use until 4500 cal BC). During its main occupation phase 
Polderweg was in use as a seasonal base camp, used in the winter half of the year 
by a small community of hunter-fisher-gatherers (Louwe Kooijmans 2003). These 
returned year after year to the same location to exploit the rich aquatic resources 
in the environment. At the Polderweg site, the grave of an elderly woman could 
stratigraphically be placed right before or during the first limited occupation of 
the site at c. 5500 cal BC (Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001, 421; see Fig. 2). 
This means we are dealing with a very early burial at this site, potentially a pioneer 
burial, or in more sociological terms, a ‘founder burial’ (see Helms 2007, 492). It 
is remarkable that one of the very first acts on the site is distinctly symbolic and 
that both during the subsequent intensive occupation of phase 1 as well as after, 
the grave remained undisturbed. This also was the case for one of the dog burials 
(G3). The other human grave at the site and the other dog burials were disturbed 
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by postdepositional processes, although it is unlikely that this involved intentional 
anthropogenic activity (Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001, 426). At the nearby 
site of De Bruin, however, half of grave 1, dating between 5300 and 5100 cal 
BC, was disturbed by the digging of a pit during phase 2 (Louwe Kooijmans and 
Nokkert 2001, 101; also see Louwe Kooijmans and Smits 2001, fig 13.3). The 
inhabitants must have been unaware of the grave or dug deliberately through it. 
However, a second grave was not disturbed. Both the Polderweg and the De Bruin 
burials cluster in a small area. The association between both sets of graves suggests 
the existence of a burial area, which, at least for some time and up to more than a 
century, formed a consistent element on the site. 
For the subsequent Swifterbant culture 
(5100/5000-3400 cal BC) the small cemeteries 
and clusters of graves at Swifterbant-S2, 
(potentially) S4, S11, S21 and S22-23, Urk-
E4 and P14 indicate the existence of more 
formal burial areas. Only a part of the group 
members who used the location were buried 
at these locations and children often are 
absent (Raemaekers 2006, 8-9; also see Louwe 
Kooijmans 2007b). The limited number of 
individuals that was buried suggests that these 
cemeteries functioned over mid to long-term 
time spans. This is further evidenced by the fact 
that the graves probably remained visible and 
may have been marked. At S2 and S22-23 and 
to some extent Urk-E4 there is an orientation 
visible among the graves (e.g. Deckers et al. 
1980) which suggests continuing visibility 
Fig. 2. Left: Hardinxveld-Polderweg. Late Mesolithic 
female burial (c. 5500-5300 cal BC).  
Below: partially disturbed grave G1 at Hardinxveld-
De Bruin (after: Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001, 
fig. 14.3 and Louwe Kooijmans and Smits 2001, fig. 
13.3).
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and/or knowledge on burial location. At Swifterbant-S4 a post may have featured 
as a marker for the child burial (Raemaekers 2006; Raemaekers et al. 2007). 
Furthermore S2, S11, S21, S22, Urk-E4 and P14 yield evidence for practices 
that indicate that graves remained visible, such as the manipulation of skeletal 
remains, multiple non-contemporaneous (re-)burials and superposition. A fine 
example is the burial at Zoelen-Beldert, which involved the internment of a young 
child and an adult woman, separated by a layer of soil and bark from a secondary 
internment of several bones of another adult woman (Raemaekers et al. 2007). 
The existence of formal and continuous burial places has also been documented 
for the Hazendonk group. The most informative site is Ypenburg, occupied in two 
main phases (3/C and 11/K) between 3860 and 3435/3200 cal BC (Houkes and 
Bruning 2008). It is situated on a relatively low dune in the coastal plain and 
its occupation is characterised by a number of houses and a cemetery on top of 
the middle part of the dune. In an area of approximately 40 x 20 m, 31 graves 
comprising the remains of 42 individuals could be documented (Baetsen 2008; 
Houkes and Bruning 2008). The graves were grouped in two clusters, 5-10 m 
apart (see Fig. 3). While one of the clusters postdates phase 3/C at that location 
it is difficult to attribute the graves to any of the Ypenburg occupation phases 
in particular (Houkes and Bruning 2008, 109; Louwe Kooijmans 2009, 46). 
Among the graves there is a distinct diversity in burial traditions. Seven graves 



















































Fig. 3. Overview of the Ypenburg burial site (after Baetsen 2008, fig. 7.1. Drawing by Mikko 
Kriek. Courtesy of Hazenberg archaeology). 
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re-opening of the graves, second and third internments and handling of the bones 
(see Baetsen 2008).
There is evidence that graves remained recognizable, due to the clustering 
and the fact that on several occasions a younger burial pit interfered or was dug 
into an older one without significant disturbance of the older burial (Baetsen 
2008, 141). Of the 32 features only two were cross-cut by younger ones. Another 
important site nearby is Schipluiden. The site can be characterized as a permanent 
settlement occupied between c. 3600 and 3400 cal BC. Consistent clusters of 
posts and the corresponding rubbish dumps and enclosing fence are indicative 
of approximately four households that occupied the site in a sedentary fashion.
Stockfarming (especially of cattle) was important and the occupants also grew 
emmer and naked barley on the high salt marshes, yet wild plants and especially 
fish formed an important component of the diet (see Louwe Kooijmans 2006; 
2007a).
At Schipluiden six burials clustered within one corner of the inhabited dune, 
although the earliest and latest of these were located at some distance from the 
others. The graves can be attributed to the entire span of occupation and show 
similarity in burial ritual and orientation (Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2006; 
Louwe Kooijmans 2007b). One of the burials contained two individuals. The 
absence of disturbance and the similarities noted suggest the existence of a formal 
burial area that may have been used for over two centuries.
For the subsequent Vlaardingen culture (date 2500-2000 cal BC) evidence 
of mortuary practice is less informative. The site of Hekelingen yielded two 
cremations as well as a potential excarnation platform with skeletal remains 
found underneath (Louwe Kooijmans and Van de Velde 1980). The fact that an 
excarnation platform was built close to the camp-site of M1, suggests a visible 
mortuary feature in the vicinity of the domestic settlement. Other sites also 
yielded, often dispersed, human remains. This latter category is of importance 
since many sites within the period and region studied yielded isolated human 
bones among domestic settlement debris (Louwe Kooijmans 2007b, table 1; 
Amkreutz in press). Clearly the abandonment or deposition in or on settlement 
sites formed a characteristic feature of the mortuary practice of these communities 
for over two millennia (Louwe Kooijmans 2007b, 572). Based on the documented 
human remains evidence exists that overall inhabitants were more likely to end up 
like this than to be buried (Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001, 432).
Keeping the ancestors near 
Of importance for the examples introduced above is the spatial and partially 
temporal convergence of ritual activities such as burial and deposition of human 
remains on (domestic) settlement sites is. From the Late Mesolithic onwards these 
seem to make up a distinct part of everyday domestic life as they spatially are 
almost all situated within the actual activity and habitation areas, or directly on the 
edge of these (see for example the burials at Hardinxveld Polderweg and De Bruin, 
Swifterbant S2, S11, S22-23, Urk-E4, P14, Ypenburg, Schipluiden, Vlaardingen 
and Hekelingen). While spatial association suggests everyday confrontation 
and interaction, it is not informative on the nature and regularity of this. Some 
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additional evidence is available. The potential time span covered by certain burial 
locations, such as the one at P14 (Gehasse 1995, 75) and to a lesser extent, 
for example, Ypenburg, indicate that interaction with the deceased and ritual 
behaviour associated with mortuary practices was an important and recurring 
place-bound aspect in the context of settlement activity. Such an assumption is 
substantiated by additional evidence such as the general orientation of graves, 
manipulation of skeletal remains, multiple non-contemporaneous (re-)burials 
and superpositioning of graves (e.g. Baetsen 2008; Houkes and Bruning 2008; 
Louwe Kooijmans 2007b; De Roever 2004; Raemaekers et al. 2007). While this 
could not be demonstrated at all sites to the same extent, this type of behaviour 
suggests genealogical links between the living and the dead, or at least a sense 
of familiarity. Occasionally, such as at Hardinxveld and possibly Swifterbant-S4, 
burials formed part of the pioneer activities at a site, or took place or continued 
when domestic occupation (temporarily) ceased (e.g. Swifterbant S2). The presence 
of scattered remains among the settlement debris and the presence of cut marks 
and burnt patches on some of the human bones from Hardinxveld (Smits and 
Louwe Kooijmans 2001, 430) suggest that body parts or bones may have been 
deliberately used or kept within a domestic context (see Fig. 4). For this there are 
of course many ethnographic examples, for instance among the Papuans of New 
Guinea (also see Parker Pearson 1999). These practices signal that the deceased 
were kept near to the place of the living, if not (perhaps temporarily) physically 
among them. It also indicates that the deceased may very well have formed a stable 
and continuous element in the life histories of sites. 
Adopting a wider scope and longer time-frame further underlines the spatio-
temporal coincidence or succession of domestic and ritual (burial) activity. At 
certain sites cemeteries and burial grounds remain a stable factor in the build-
up or layout of a site (e.g. Ypenburg and Schipluiden, P14), while at other 
locations (e.g. Hardinxveld-Giessendam Polderweg and De Bruin; Swifterbant-S2; 
Swifterbant-S4; Swifterbant-S21-23), there seems to be evidence for an alternation 
of functions during which cemeteries were either a continuous element, follow-
up or basis for other site uses. The spatial coincidence of these different functions 
suggests a convergence of different aspects of site use and a multi-stranded social 
entanglement with places. A clear-cut example in this respect is formed by the 
mortuary practice of body treatment resulting in scattered remains on settlement 
sites among settlement debris (see Fig. 5). This practice has been documented 
Fig. 4. Cut-marks 
documented on a 
clavicle from the 
Mesolithic site of 
Hardinxveld Polderweg 
(after: Smits and Louwe 
Kooijmans 2001, fig. 
14.12).
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for over two millennia at various sites in the wetlands and wet margins (Louwe 
Kooijmans 2007b, 572). It clearly indicates the degree to which everyday practice 
and activities with clear socio-symbolic connotations interact.
The presence of burials within or directly next to the domestic sphere is 
not unique. It has for instance been documented among the buildings of Early 
Neolithic Çatalhöyük (Düring 2007; Hodder 1990) and at various other places. 
For the Late Mesolithic and Neolithic in the wetlands and wet margins of the 
LRA it is, however, a distinct tradition that should be interpreted within its own 
context and that potentially differs from other burial traditions as recorded for 
the Linearbandkeramik culture (LBK), Michelsberg culture (MK), Funnelbeaker 
culture (TRB), Stein Group or upland Late Neolithic (see Louwe Kooijmans 
2007b). There settlement burials appear to occur only sporadically, although 
taphonomic factors should be taken into account here as well.
Bones anchor place
There may be many reasons for keeping the deceased in the immediate vicinity 
of the domestic world, but all basically indicate a convergence of both the 
living and the dead within the context of distinct places. If we follow along the 
(ethnographically inspired) lines of Brück (1999), Koch (1999) and others (e.g. 
Carlsson 2008; Conneller 2006; Descola and Pálsson 1996), then there is no 
distinct division between the natural and cultural world, or between the world 
of the spirits and ancestors and the one of the living. The deceased and hence 
ancestors may form a continuous presence at sites even when occupation may cease 
seasonally or for a longer period, or when the function of a site changes. ‘Burying 
where living’ therefore has a potentially strong connotation as a socio-symbolical 
marker of community presence and community boundaries (cf. Cohen 1985). 
Fig. 5. Distribution of human skeletal remains at Hardinxveld-Giessendam Polderweg 
(phases 0, 1 and 2 combined). The size of the symbols corresponds with the number of remains 
(adapted from Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001, fig. 14.7).
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This may relate to territorial claims, but much more likely involves an expression 
of identity and a creation and fixation of a familiar world (also see Carlsson 2008, 
273). Several parallels may be mentioned. Helms (2007, 492-493) in a discussion 
of various aspects of houses and house life in archaeology, suggests an existential 
connection between human mortality, fertility, the living and the ongoing life of 
the land and the social house (or lineage). In some cases fixed burial sites may in 
this respect have been precursors for sedentary residence of the living. Human 
burials within the domicile furthermore express recognition by the living members 
of the house of a component of their membership that now exists in a different 
existential realm or context. The deceased, however, remain of influence on earthly 
life and form an indispensable cosmologically liminal link connecting the living to 
a specific spatial locale and lending them a certain political-ideological legitimacy 
(ibid., 493). These notions may also apply to the sites discussed here if we widen 
the perspective of the house and the domicile to include the settlement as a whole. 
Boric (2007, 108), discussing houses and settlements of the Vinča culture in the 
northern Balkans argues for an interdependency between the dead, the living and 
the settlement, in that the dead in fact permanently inhabited the places to which 
the living community repeatedly returned. Heitman (2007, 264) and Helms 
(2007, 494), further stress the way in which bones of the deceased metaphorically 
tie people to places: ‘bones anchor place’. As argued by Littleton and Allen (2007, 
294-295) burials may have structured subsequent use of certain locations. Their 
presence, if only in the form of dispersed remains, probably formed a meaningful 
and deliberate investment and demarcation of place.
The examples above demonstrate how ancestors may emphasize the importance 
of a place, bolstering community identity and creating a sense of belonging that 
even surpasses phases of periodical or more permanent abandonment. The tradition 
of burial and deposition within the settlement context accentuates the multiple 
roles of settlements and stresses the importance of certain places. In this case to 
communities in the wetlands and wet margins of the LRA. The importance of 
creating such durable connections to places becomes more meaningful in view of 
the dynamic surroundings of these sites. As documented in several places burials, 
from the Mesolithic onwards, are sometimes distinctly associated with water (e.g. 
Zvelebil 1997; 2003b; Zvelebil and Jordan 1999) as for instance at Skateholm I 
and II, Olenii Ostrov, Zvejnieki; Téviec and Hoëdic (Larsson 2003; 2004; Nilsson-
Stutz 2003). In his discussion of the burials and depositions at Swifterbant sites, 
Peeters (2007, 232) also postulates a spiritual landscape where ritual behaviour is 
on a par with the secular function of sites and water may have had a significant 
role, due to the fact that most burial sites are siuated in ‘island’ or ‘peninsular’ 
locations. This balance between water and land, wet and dry seems a feature that 
is characteristic of the communities studied here and also finds expression in ritual 
activity. Larsson (1998, 71) is more explicit when discussing the Late Mesolithic 
Skateholm burials. He argues that the practice of burying on the waterline is 
possibly a response to stress created by natural processes that resulted in the 
submergence and the reduction of land area available for hunting and gathering. 
This may be a form of territorial marking, not so much with respect to other 
societies as against the changeability of nature, which threatened the social and 
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intellectual situation of humankind. According to him (ibid.) this practice can be 
seen as an attempt to halt nature changing and prolong the status quo. Similar 
motivations may also have inspired ritual behaviour at settlement sites of the 
communities studied here. They seem related to the abovementioned importance 
of places in relation to the dynamics of the environment. The potential role of 
burials and other ritual practices such as the deposition of objects and human 
remains has been visualized in Fig. 6.
Occupation practices: building, renewing, maintaining
The examples introduced above, burial in particular, may be interpreted as 
distinctly symbolic if not ritual practices (Hertz 1907; Nilsson Stutz 2003; Parker 
Pearson 1999). This makes them stand out, at least partially, as conscious acts 
that are not necessarily within the mundane sphere of everyday life. Perhaps 
less evident but equally important is the effect of functional, routine practice in 












Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the hypothetical relationship between ritual activity 
such as burial and deposition in relation to the occupation of places and the changing 
landscape and environment. As illustrated here, burial grounds or cemeteries may provide an 
(ontological) idea of continuity related to place, while other activities, such as deposition may 
have marked occupation start, abandonment or specific events.
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Repetition and place continuity
The main point already raised above is that throughout the Late Mesolithic 
and Neolithic occupation of the wetlands and wetland margins, settlement as 
well as satellite sites have yielded conclusive evidence that certain structural 
site features as well as domestic, extractive and symbolic activities (cf. Peeters 
2007, ch. 5) are characterised by frequent repetition in combination with place 
continuity. Domestic (dwelling) structures, cemeteries, hearths, fences and other 
features were maintained in the same place. This is for example evidenced by 
the clusters of posts at sites such as Schipluiden, Vlaardingen, Ypenburg and 
Hekelingen or the renewal of hearths and living surfaces at Bergschenhoek and 
Swifterbant-S3 (Amkreutz 2013). People practise the same activities at the same 
spot for generations or longer. Extractive sites are maintained and revisited for 
decennia and wet circumstances and damp living conditions are countered by 
the consolidation of occupation surfaces (ibid.). The patterns documented are 
not always each other’s mirror images at all of the sites, but accentuate common 
principles in practice. 
At first glance these principles may be considered unsurprising, or even trivial 
since their material residues can be interpreted as the mere result of the repeated 
use of certain convenient locations in combination with the reward of beneficial or 
strategic practices. These principles are often rooted in the (expected) functional 
or economic benefits of certain locations, related to issues such as mobility, risk, 
opportunities and optimization of behaviour (e.g. Kelly 1995; Winterhalder and 
Kennett 2006). Over time issues of territoriality and ownership may be added to 
the spectrum as well as the presence of already existing site infrastructure and a 
managed landscape (Schlanger 1992). Sites in this respect become persistent places 
in our interpretation because they are ideally located. They remain persistent in 
our interpretation because the behaviour at these sites is often considered optimal, 
they have been invested in and may, therefore, have become traditional. This 
functional perspective on sites offers a primary explanation for their longer term use 
over time. However, additionally, understanding may be gained from a perspective 
which focuses more on the interaction and dynamics of places, communities and 
environment within a regional context. Emphasis here lies with the additional 
(socio-symbolic) importance places may have had to the communities using 
them, by focusing on the way in which locations, communities and environment 
recursively influence each other. Places in this respect actively structure behaviour 
and may acquire ontological importance in relation to issues of memory, the past 
and larger changes in the landscape. The potential nature of this relationship will 
be discussed below, but certain observations may elucidate its existence:
Many sites are situated in locations that frequently experienced wet conditions, 
or (seasonal) flooding (e.g. Bergschenhoek; Swifterbant-S2; Swifterbant-S3; 
Hoge Vaart; Hüde I; Hekelingen-3; Vlaardingen; Slootdorp; Schipluiden). It 
is likely that other, potentially dryer, options for occupation were available 
nearby, but people chose certain locations and held on to them, coping with the 
negative effects. This behaviour is, for example, witnessed in the Swifterbant 
area (see De Roever 2004, Fig. 1) and the Alblasserwaard (see Verbruggen 
1992, 117-119; Louwe Kooijmans and Verbruggen 2011). In the latter case 
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there is an archipelago of more than 100 riverdunes, yet a small location as 
Hardinxveld-Polderweg was chosen and used until it ‘drowned’. Other dunes 
were also situated in the vicinity of Brandwijk or the Hazendonk (e.g. Van 
Gijn and Verbruggen 1992, 349; Louwe Kooijmans 2005, 261; Zeiler 1997, 
111), while Schipluiden was also located on a low and small dune in a beach 
plain with larger and dryer sites nearby (Mol 2006; Mol et al. 2006).
The previous point demonstrates a commitment to place, yet there is also 
a commitment in practice. Sites were continuously visited and under ever-
increasing wet circumstances, but they remained in use until they became 
uninhabitable. Sometimes site function shifted. A good example is formed 
by the relationship between Hardinxveld-Polderweg and Hardinxveld-De 
Bruin where the major emphasis in occupation shifted to the latter location, 
while the other one was supposedly used as an extractive location (Louwe 
Kooijmans 2003). On other occasions people distinctly continued using sites 
in the same manner. At the special activity site of Bergschenhoek and at the 
domestic site of Swifterbant-S3 the living surface was renewed at every new 
occupation to counter wet conditions and facilitate continued use. Similarly, 
domestic occupation at the Hazendonk continued while the inhabitable site 
surface decreased from 12500 to 4000 m2 in 1500 years (Louwe Kooijmans 
1985, 124; see Louwe Kooijmans and Verbruggen 2011). It appears that 
while the composition of the faunal spectrum over time became more aquatic 
in nature (Zeiler 1997), due to the environmental changes taking place (see 
Van der Woude 1981), the site remained occupied as a base camp (see Fig. 
7). Later on, at Schipluiden a different variant may be witnessed. There a 
shift from brackish to fresh conditions did not lead to significant changes in 
occupation, nor to shifts in the food economy (e.g. Louwe Kooijmans 2006). 
Apparently the Schipluiden inhabitants managed to continue their own ‘way-
of-life’, despite noticeable changes in the environment. It appears that rather 
than abandoning sites, people were flexible in maintaining their use of them, 
either by investing in the location, or by adapting or attuning strategies to 
changes in the environment.
The consistency in using and maintaining distinct places may also be 
witnessed in more subtle practices. One of these involves the fact that across 
the wetlands and wet margins many structures were made of perishable wood 
species, predominantly alder. The mean diameter of the posts used does often 
not surpass 5-10 cm. Even when more durable wood species were available 
nearby, such as for instance at Swifterbant (see Casparie et al. 1977, 39; Ente 
1976), or occupation became sedentary as at Schipluiden and Ypenburg, there 
was no distinct transition to durable wood species or long-lasting durable 
structures and building practices. Also, in the vicinity of Ypenburg there 
is evidence for stands of Alno-Padion vegetation, including oak, yet alder 
remains the most frequently used wood species (see Enderman 2008, 111; 
Kooistra and Hänninen 2008, 351-355). This indicates that the frequent 
rebuilding of structures was a characteristic feature of occupation in these 
areas. Sites such as Swifterbant-S3, Leidschendam and especially Vlaardingen 




activities (see Louwe Kooijmans 2009). At the latter site these resulted in 
dense clusters of posts from which individual houseplans could no longer be 
isolated, but which testify to place continuity over centuries (Fig. 8).
Similar practices also are witnessed in the overall use and structure of the 
site. This is, for instance, witnessed in the persistency of the house and water 
well areas at Schipluiden, or the graded (occupation-activity-waste) use of the 
Hardinxveld sites from the top of the dune to its foot (see Louwe Kooijmans 
2003). Place consistency also is witnessed in the location of certain features. 
For instance at Swifterbant-S3 certain hearths, both in and outside the living 
structure, were renewed in the same place for many years, up to a century (De 
Roever 2004, 32). The clay bases served as reinforcement and enabled place 
continuity. Similarly, at the Bergschenhoek fowling camp, some 38 layers 
related to hearth renewal in the same place over a period of some ten years 
(see Fig. 9).
Fig. 7. Schematic overview of the different occupation phases of the Hazendonk site in 
relation to site size, occupation extent (waste), faunal composition (based on Zeiler 1997) and 

















































Schipluiden abstraction postcluster C/E
0 5 m
Fig. 8. Clusters C/E at Schipluiden, representing a number of houses or dwelling structures 
consistently rebuilt in the same place (adapted from Louwe Kooijmans 2009).
Fig. 9. The Bergschenhoek hearth. Note the layering in the stratigraphy (photo: National 
Museum of Antiquities).
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It appears that apart from purely functional or perhaps rational 
motivations, the overall evidence for place continuity and place-bound 
repetition and renewal suggests that other ideological motivations may have 
underlain this as well.
As argued above, an important point is the fact that the overall character 
in occupation and the practices of frequent renewal and place continuity 
did not change considerably when communities became sedentary. This is 
for example witnessed at Schipluiden and, to a lesser extent, Ypenburg. The 
renewal of structures at Schipluiden and Ypenburg, the zone of water wells 
at Schipluiden and the different phases of the fence confining this site, in 
combination with the recurrent use of a particular area for burial at both 
locations accentuates the importance of ‘doing things in the right place’. 
This does not differ distinctively from the place consistency at, for instance, 
Swifterbant-S3 where structures and hearths were also renewed and repeated 
in the same place. In fact, although certain elements differ per site one may 
argue that the principles of repeated maintenance and renewal, choice of 
materials and place consistency was equal to, for instance, Swifterbant-S3. 
Moreover, from a long-term perspective there are many commonalities in the 
occupation of the wetlands and wetland margins over time, indicating little 
change in the nature of habitation may have taken place.
Long-term dimensions of site use
Above different aspects of investment in places, relating to both ritual as well 
as mundane practices, have been highlighted. These demonstrate that people 
actively maintained places and that over time these remained stable elements in 
their mobility rounds and routine livelihood. A different perspective is offered 
when these sites are reviewed from a distinct long-term perspective. This offers 
an idea of the extent to which certain locations remained of importance and the 
permanency of their role. The rationale behind combining different time-scales 
is related to the idea that these do not operate separately. The type of persistence 
sketched above is essentially of a short to mid-term nature, involving generational 
and intergenerational timespans, rather dealing with decades than centuries. In 
other words, there is often a more or less direct and unbroken link in time and 
functional use of a location (e.g. Borić 2007; Marshall 2000; Souvatzi 2008; 
Tringham 2000). In contrast to the analysis above, but building from it (Foxhall 
2000), the focus now turns to mid-to long-term dimensions of persistent places. 
This means a shift in perspective towards that of conjunctures and the longue durée 
(Braudel 1966; also see Bailey 2007), towards centuries and even longer. Such a 
perspective includes the gradual, often irreversible changes in the landscape and 
documents episodes of increased use-intensity of sites as well as longer periods of 
absence. These longer-term rhythms of dwelling in the landscape (Ingold 2000; 
Lefebvre 2004), of the waxing and waning of sites as it were, of course surpasses 
the quotidian rhythms of routine practices that form the ‘everyday’ context of 
existence (e.g. Whittle 2003, 22). However, they are eventually built from them 
(see Foxhall 2000), which implies that the rhythms characteristic of different 
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timescales are not separate, but find themselves on a continuous scale. They 
interact and interweave, are encountered, reiterated and reinterpreted. Therefore 
the dynamics underlying the short-term rhythms are also informative on the 
longer-term patterns analysed here (Foxhall 2000; Gerritsen 2008; Goodman 
1999; Ingold 1993; 2000; Lefebvre 2004). 
Long-term commitment
As argued by Louwe Kooijmans (1993, 90), the duration of occupation of a 
site, irrespective of the degree of permanency (i.e. yearround or temporarily), is 
informative on the stability and continuity of the communities involved. Based on 
this statement it may be concluded that many sites in the delta demonstrate use 
over several or many centuries. Even a small extraction camp as Bergschenhoek 
demonstrates this continuity, with a repeated use of over 10 years. This suggests 
the existence of rather stable settlement systems with long-term continuity. 
On the other hand, it is difficult to find evidence that unambiguously points 
to the sense of commitment to places that is suggested. Several aspects that 
potentially mark behaviour related with the socio-symbolic importance of using 
and re-using certain locations can be found on various interacting levels. Some of 
these are distinctly short-term and have been discussed above. A first indication 
for long-term commitment is the distinct life-history of many sites. Many sites 
have yielded evidence for multiple occupation phases, often separated by many 
decades and with different functional uses. 
The occupation of the twin sites at Hardinxveld lasted c. one millennium 
(see Louwe Kooijmans 2003) during which these locations were used both as 
domestic and extractive sites, in a changing landscape (see Louwe Kooijmans 
2001, 518). Apart from an initial presence at the Hazendonk site around 5840 
cal BC, an intermittent occupation span of more than 1500 years could be 
documented, during which domestic occupation of the site took place in changing 
environmental conditions (Louwe Kooijmans 1985; Zeiler 1997). The site of 
Hoge Vaart (c. 5500-4000 cal BC) was in use during approximately 2500 years. 
Apart from occupation during the Middle- and Late Mesolithic characterised by 
hearth pits, the dune also was occupied during the early Swifterbant culture, at 
which time the landscape changed, containing more open water and developing 
reed swamps. After this domestic phase the site was covered with peat, after 
which it appears to have been visited only sporadically. After this a final use of 
the site is clearly extractive and wetland oriented as evidenced by the find of 
three fish weirs (see Peeters 2007). Another distinct example is formed by the site 
Schokland-P14 where occupation took place over two millennia (c. 4400-2000 cal 
BC). Occupation is of a distinctly domestic nature and dates to different periods 
(Swifterbant, TRB and Late Neolithic), combined with occasional burials. During 
the Early Bronze Age, as the landscape became increasingly wet, the site is used 
in an extractive manner, probably for fishing and cattle herding (see Ten Anscher 
2012; Gehasse 1995). 
Also within the time frame of several centuries, a distinct commitment to 
places may be sketched. At Swifterbant-S4, for instance, occupation is initially of 
a domestic nature, possibly preceded by use of the site as a cemetery (although this 
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also may be contemporaneous). After flooding the site is abandoned. Domestic 
occupation might have shifted to nearby S3 and the location of S4 is used as 
an agricultural plot. After yet another phase of flooding the site is used as a 
settlement location again. All of these events take place roughly between 4300 
and 4000 cal BC (see Huisman and Raemaekers 2008; Raemaekers et al. 2005). 
A similar continuity in the use of sites may also be sketched for Schipluiden, 
where the domestic occupation of the site was characterised by a brief hiatus and 
was followed by an episode where a small structure was constructed on top of the 
gradually drowning dune, which perhaps facilitated the extractive use of the site. 
After the site was abandoned completely, it saw renewed, probably extractive use 
between 2300 and 2000 cal BC during the Bell Beaker period (Louwe Kooijmans 
2006). 
Continued use
Above only a number of examples could be sketched that support the continued 
role places had in the settlement system of communities over time. Sites saw 
functionally different and interspersed use because of changed circumstances 
in the surroundings. The decreasing occupation area at a number of locations 
eventually frustrated a domestic use. Yet, the specific and recurrent targeting also 
may have happened for other, socio-symbolic reasons. Given the dynamic nature 
of the environment in convergence with the social dynamics of the communities 
involved, one could also perceive the repeated use of the same location from an 
active community-based perspective and interpret it as meaningful. Apart from 
the shorter-term repetition of activities at sites and symbolic investments such 
as burials and depositions, the long-term commitment to places stands out in 
view of both the changing environmental and landscape circumstances as well as 
the potential availability of other locations nearby (see Van Gijn and Verbruggen 
1992; De Roever 2004; Verbruggen 1992; Zeiler 1997).
If we incorporate ethnographic arguments and case-studies then it is un-
imaginable that socio-symbolic arguments would not have formed an important 
incentive to use and re-use the same locations (see Cohen 1985). With regard to 
the economic and practical benefits of site re-use, and the political and navigational 
qualities of fixed places with respect to territorial, or interactive activities, the idea 
and impact of a historical landscape should not be underestimated (also see Cooney 
2000, 78; Ingold 2000, 200; Whittle 2003, ch. 5). The importance of achievements 
and choices of previous generations as well as more abstract phenomena such as 
ancestors and place-bound community myth and lore would have formed crucial 
incentives to use and re-use certain locations (e.g. Arnoldussen 2008; Casey 1996; 
Cohen 1985; Feld and Basso 1996; Fontijn 2008; Gerritsen 2008; Jennbert 2005; 
Politis 2007; Pollard 2000; Rival 2002; Whittle 2003; Zvelebil 2003a). For these 
many examples can be formulated that all indicate that community values seem to 
be bound up in and relate to place (Casey 1996, 24; Geertz 1996, 261). Locations 
therefore function as places of memory and foci for the definition of social identity 
(e.g. Gerritsen 2008, 158). 
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Discussion
Different aspects of site use and in particular commitment to places, involving 
different time scales have been introduced above. In the following a number of 
arguments will be introduced that elucidate how these different aspects may be 
understood in relation to each other, against the context of a changing environment 
and in view of the creation of stability.
A meaningful consistency
If we assume that continued activities of revisiting, repairing, maintaining 
and rebuilding, at specific, fixed locations in the landscape should be seen as 
meaningful behaviour then we should ask ourselves why they were practised and 
what goal they served. Tringham (1995, 97) argues that there is a need to interpret 
the domestic record in terms of the interplay of architecture and its surrounding 
landscape as an arena and construct of social action. This means we should shift 
our focus from the activities and long-term use of sites themselves, to the way in 
which they relate to and interact with other scales, most notably with the wider 
landscape as well as time (Chadwick 2004; Geertz 1996). Places, fixed locations 
in this sense are also the site where social relations become anchored and develop 
(see Cooney 2000, 56). 
The dwelling perspective (Ingold 2000), with at its core the relationship 
between individuals, communities and their environment offers a temporal 
perspective on the way habitation is bound to places and is attuned to the rhythms 
of the surrounding environment (also see Pollard 1999, 79). On the level of 
communities and inhabitants, the accumulative outcome of this behaviour over 
time is a result of practice and memory.
Memory maintenance
If we try to determine the essence of the practices discussed above, it is the repetitive 
nature of the habitus of these communities in combination with the place continuity 
observed, that may point to an act of re-creation. A few examples may be reiterated. 
The repeatedly raised surface at Swifterbant S3 and Bergschenhoek enabled an 
extended use of these location over time, while the consistency in activities and 
architecture provided a familiar and relatively unchanged context for living. Every 
return to Swifterbant and Bergschenhoek was in a sense a return to past visits, 
either by encountering or by renewing its structural conditions. The clustered and 
fenced-in layout of Schipluiden also implies a high degree of continuity. Due to 
the fact that it is a permanent site this may seem partially self-evident, but it is the 
consistency in activities and place-bound behaviour that creates such permanency. 
There were fixed house sites and fixed yards, relatively constant activity areas and 
spatially clustered water wells. Life at Schipluiden was sedentary, but for a group 
of c. 25 people, the structuring material conditions of it also remained relatively 
unchanged for up to 200 years or 10 generations. Activities of maintenance and 
renewal at sites like these created a certain (artificial) stability and consistency in 
living conditions. The everyday, often domestic essence of livelihood in this way 
was, as it were, stretched across time and in the acts of repetition and continuity 
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there is an extrapolation of a known and familiar environment. The burial areas 
at some of the Swifterbant sites, Schipluiden and Ypenburg in particular formed a 
complementary, more ritual affirmation of place importance over time (cf. Louwe 
Kooijmans 2006, 486).
Memory mechanics
The practice of repetition is most likely seldom distinctly intentional. Underlying 
much of the behaviour mentioned are routines. People confront and draw upon 
the past by remembering, copying and repeating what has been before (Bailey 
2007; Thomas 1996) and the past acts as a reservoir for action in the present 
and towards the future (Gerritsen 2008, 145). Memory and the creation of 
memory bind these different temporalities together. The way in which this takes 
place is predominantly indexical (Jones 2007, 18-22); past material residues are 
encountered, recognized and reinterpreted, certain places and sites are designated 
for this or that activity, the remnants of a structure are re-discovered and outline 
the building site of a new one. ‘Keeping things in place’ consolidates the values 
attached to them and thus acts as an index of the past. In this sense objects, 
structures and patterning encountered, regardless of their state, convey in their 
physicality and materiality (Ingold 2007; Renfrew 2004) an often subliminal 
meaning of importance to these communities. Moreover, the physical perdurance 
of material culture and places and the sensory engagement with them act as a 
means of presencing past events (see Jones 2007, 24-25). 
The way in which these acts of remembrance are performed may be inscribing 
or incorporating (Connerton 1989; Rowlands 1993), or a combination of both 
(Mills and Walker 2008, 7). The latter may be proposed for the sites above. 
Revisiting places and re-encountering the material residues of past visits, or dealing 
with (maintaining, renewing) the infrastructure of past generations, involves the 
‘inscription’ of persistent places in the landscape. Through this continuity certain 
memories become durable. To the same extent the incorporated memories, the 
skills and practices, the know-how involved also are elementary to this.
Practice, routine behaviour and memory are what binds people, places and the 
material world together, creating continuity (Jones 2007, 37; Kovacik 1999, 167). 
Through commemoration material culture becomes important for both individual 
and communal remembrance as well as the maintenance and performance of 
tradition. It shapes temporal processes and directs future action and as such 
contributes to the formation of identity (see Jones 2007, 46-50). These formative 
qualities are strongly linked to the durability (longevity or ephemerality) of the 
material culture (and places) involved in relation to the human lifespan and the 
way in which people, things and place interconnect. The concept of ‘citation’ 
(Jones 2007, 55; Mills and Walker 2008, 18) is useful in this respect since it 
implies that for ‘structural conditions’ (Barrett 2000) of the present to make sense 
they must reiterate part of similar previous conditions in the past. Therewith 
the past is encapsulated and re-articulated for the future (Jones 2007, 55). This 
is linked to the sensory impact and physical endurance of the material culture 
involved and how it evokes memory. More ephemeral material culture would 
require more frequent acts of citation in order to evoke memory, while a higher 
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frequency in practices of citation may create stronger links between past and 
present. According to Jones (2007, 57) it is because of this temporal framework of 
material culture and the presence or absence of change in relation to the observer 
that memory is experienced, produced and made apparent. 
Persistent places
A main question following from the theoretical framework presented above is 
what the underlying reason was for the development of persistent places in these 
wetlands and wetland margins. If an answer is based on processual archaeology 
(e.g. Binford 1999), or, behavioural ecology (e.g. Winterhalder and Kennett 2006), 
it is likely that ecological and economical motivations would be foregrounded. 
Persistent places in this respect become persistent, primarily because of their 
strategic location and favoured settlement conditions supporting beneficial 
time/energy investments. Such aspects have been discussed by Schlanger (1992) 
and Barton et al. (1995, 106, 108). However, what is remarkable is that these 
perspectives often assume that persistency in sites is related to the degree to which 
the functional use of a site remained the same (see Binford 1982, 19; Schlanger 
1992, 105). Barton et al. (1995, 111), discussing persistent places in the Mesolithic 
landscape of South Wales, expect much weaker associations to occur at sites in 
those areas of the landscape where functional stability would be less marked. This 
highlights the significance of features in the landscape, including streams, pools, 
watersheds, rivers and lakes as reference points, boundary markers and means of 
travel and communication (e.g. Ames 2002; Barton 1995; Binford 2001(1083)). 
Barton et al. (1995, 111) suggest that continuity of place would be much weaker 
in those landscapes where the physical properties of these features and those of the 
environment might change. This is further corroborated by for example Jochim 
(1991, 311-315) who argues that environments that are temporally and spatially 
unstable should show weak association between site location, season of use, 
activities, infrequency of re-occupation and limited redundancy in the separate 
levels of multi-component sites.
What these perspectives suggest is a positive correlation between the 
development of persistent places and functional stability and that this is distinctly 
a factor of relatively stable and unchanging landscapes. This image contrasts with 
that of the characteristics of the wetland and wetland margin sites studied here, 
such as waterlogged conditions, repetitive flooding, decreasing site surfaces and 
changes in the environment, but also functional shifts and hiatuses in occupation 
do not fit this picture. However, emphasis in the studies mentioned above lies with 
the qualities of the environment and the beneficial characteristics of locations, 
regarding the activities performed and the infrastructure or resources provided 
(see Binford 1982; Schlanger 1992, 79). The emphasis is therefore distinctly not 
on the communities themselves and their social and ideological motivations. 
This is not necessarily untrue or false of course. Certain locations will have 
distinctly worked as ‘magnet locations’ because of what they offered, in relation 
to stability. It is however incongruent with the evidence provided by the sites 
in the wetlands and wet margins of the LRA and it limits the importance of 
community choice and agency, with respect to places. Wiessner (1982, 176) in 
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her valuable comment on Binford’s approach already stated that to understand 
(hunter-gatherer) variation it is necessary to not only study organisation around 
resources, but to include organisation of social relations. It is thus important 
to include both environmental factors as well as, not necessarily related, social 
and socio-symbolic or ideological motivations in a study of how places become 
persistent (also see Barton et al. 2004, 289-290). In this respect Louwe Kooijmans 
(1993, 100) argues that the change and variation witnessed at the sites studied 
here are not to be seen as adaptation, but as the reflection of deliberate choices 
within the socially determined margins of freedom of behaviour (also see Louwe 
Kooijmans 2009).
Maintaining memories, maintaining places
Returning to the sites in the wetlands the various recurring practices and the 
place continuity may be interpreted along the lines sketched above, distinctively 
combining the dynamic characteristics of the environment as well as potential 
social incentives. 
Visiting the same location for decades or centuries, or using the same site for an 
extended period of time emphasizes the character of place. The mere presence of 
the Polderweg riverdune, the Hazendonk dune, or the Schokland outcrop formed 
a direct element from the past, in these cases with a ‘use-life’ of, respectively 
500, 1500 and 2000 years. Place in this sense is initially stable and unchanging. 
Similar to the ways in which aborigines experience sites in the landscape and 
endow them with (spiritual) essence from the past (e.g. Littleton and Allen 2007), 
there is a considerable time-depth or even timelessness attached to places (see 
Bradley 2000), They function across generations, evoke memories and create a 
certain sense of stability. They become of ontological importance and are, often 
metaphorically, tied to identity (see Feld and Basso 1996; Tilley 2004, 222). 
It is important to realize that it is exactly in the wetlands that this idea of 
stability is an image. Everywhere places instantiate the qualities and relations 
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Fig. 10. Schematic depiction of the widening delta area (a) change in landscape (Hazendonk 
area) (c) in relation to the occupation at Hardinxveld (b) (based on Amkreutz in prep.; adapted 
from Louwe Kooijmans 2001, fig. 14.4; Louwe Kooijmans 2003, fig. 77.1; Van der Woude 1983).
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suffered from water and wind erosion and wet waterlogged conditions, vegetation 
and access changed and over time many places (slowly) disappeared under covers 
of clay, or drowned in the encroaching peat. This all placed a strain on patterns of 
expectation and anticipation with respect to resources, transport routes, exchange 
etc. Within human time-spans the apparently unchanging stability of place in these 
areas became relative, and as such formed a strong experience of the passing of 
time. A good example is formed by the Hardinxveld sites. Within the millennium 
of their use the landscape changed from an environment with much open water 
to a marsh forest (Bakels and Van Beurden 2001; Bakels et al. 2001). During this 
period the water level rose c. 3.5 m (or 35 cm per century) and the distance from 
the mainland in that time increased from 5 to 11 km (see Fig. 10). Changes were 
intense and must have been noticed at a generational level (see Louwe Kooijmans 
2001, 504). 
Fixing sites in time?
As argued by Leary (2009, 230) the dynamics and risks of living in these types 
of environment may have created a certain vulnerability, but it is the character of 
actual human-environment relations that point to the impact this may have had. It 
is plausible to suggest that in the light of the (potential) dynamics of the landscape 
the stability of places was of an unreliable nature in wetland environments (Leary 
2009; Nicholas 2007, 57). Because of the close-knit relationship between people 
and places, especially those that were ‘a home’ (e.g. Casey 1996; Feld and Basso 
1996) the ontological security that issues from such ‘rootedness’ in places may 
have been under threat in the light of their changing diminishing appearance. 
From such a perspective the intensive use of fixed locations, either in a mobile 
system, or from a sedentary perspective further accentuates the need that there 
may have been for stable locations in such a dynamic environment: the creation of 
stability may have been a way to negotiate the changes in the local surroundings. 
Along similar lines certain characteristics of occupation presented above may 
be interpreted. The examples of artificial surface consolidation, the clay bases of 
hearths could have functioned to maintain a sense of stability or ‘slow down’ the 
passing of time by ‘fixing’ sites in time. 
This could also be achieved by keeping things in place. The distinct spatial 
consistency of many (dwelling) structures, both on seasonal and permanent sites 
forms a good example, as does the repetitive renewal of hearths at the same spot. 
The creation and maintenance of a fence, as the one at Schipluiden, guiding and 
limiting activity and creating ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ for a prolonged period of time, 
forms another example. Smaller-scale patterns of activities performed such as flint 
knapping, cooking, making pottery, disposing of rubbish, etc., also contribute to 
this.
While many of these examples follow from everyday (subconscious) habitus, 
some stand out because of their dramatic impact or performative character. 
Burying the deceased in the same spot as their ancestors, or performing rituals 
and depositions at certain locations more distinctly mark and fix sites in time, 
holding the past in place (Jones 2007, 58).
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Place practice
The place-constancy that evolves out of the issues discussed above creates a sense 
of stability on sites that is essentially of an inscribing quality (Connerton 1989). 
In tandem with these (Gerritsen 2008; Mills and Walker 2008) and at their base 
are the incorporating practices, skills, techniques and traditions enabling the 
continued use of these places. The latter activate memory (see Jones 2007, 11) 
and make tangible the intertwined relationship between routines and places.
In our embedded perception of the world there is therefore a recursive 
relationship through which places and ‘bodies’ interanimate each other and 
through which ‘lived bodies’ belong to places (Casey 1996, 24). This has widely 
been documented in ethnography (e.g. Feld 1996; Geertz 1996; Küchler 1993; 
Politis 2007). Basso (1996, 55) also remarks that places possess a marked capacity 
for triggering acts of self-reflection, inspiring thoughts about who one presently 
is, memories of who one used to be or might become. This combines the physical 
landscape to that of the mind (Meredith 1999), familiar places are therefore 
locations of memory and meaning and as such anchor identity.
These observations form a complementary perspective on the phenomenon of 
persistent places in relation to history and memory. In the light of the dynamics 
and changes taking place in the delta landscapes of the LRA things may have been 
‘kept in place’ because that is what made them meaningful. In line with Rapoport 
(1990, 12) meaning is often the most important function. This also underlines 
the role of the associated incorporating practices. These, although many were 
routine activities, through their place constancy carried forward this ontological 
stability through time. It is these practices that importantly shape the place-bound 
habitus that render communities their identity (also see Bourdieu 1977). In this 
respect places ‘impress’ themselves upon people through habitual experience and 
as such precipitate remembrance (Jones 2007, 58; also see Cooney 2000, 71). In 
the wetlands and wetland margins it was important to accommodate the effect of 
these practices and consolidate sites in doing so.
Conclusion: memorious monuments
The examples and theoretical framework presented in this chapter have sought to 
provide a complementary perspective on the use of places and their importance 
through time. Much discussion on this topic often focuses on monuments and 
monumentality.
Historically these are often regarded as aspects of a new (Neolithic) way of life 
in which there is an increased ordering of the landscape as well as an increased 
understanding and division of concepts of ‘domestic’ and ‘wild’ (see Bradley 1998; 
Hodder 1990; Whittle 1996). They result from Prehistoric behaviour that required 
a certain degree of social complexity and hierarchy, considerable communal 
effort, planning and preconceived design (Sherratt 1990), aspects not attributed 
to communities with a hunter-gatherer state-of-mind (Bird-David 1990; Bradley 
1998; Ingold 2000) as the ones studied here. 
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Monuments are also deliberate and often lasting transformations of the 
natural landscape that structure and dominate their surroundings (e.g. Thomas 
1999; but also see Arnoldussen and Fontijn 2006). They serve as the focal 
point for subsequent ritual behaviour, and the potential development of ritual 
landscapes. The development of monuments as recorded for the Scandinavian, 
British and Irish Neolithic (e.g. Whittle 1996) suggests a relationship between 
(relative) sedentism, agriculture and the development and transformation of new 
ideologies and identities (Bradley 1998; Cummings 2007; Thomas 1999). In this 
respect the physicality and perdurance of monuments serves to create a static 
and lasting reminder to communities (Gosden 1994, 124). They objectify time 
and anchor community values such as territory and property (Cohen 1985), as 
well as community ideals such as identity, represented by notions of history and 
memory (cf. Helms 2005; 2007; Whittle 2003, 123). They also became places 
of ancestors and deities through the creation of a cosmological sense of history 
(Jones 2007, 54). They are monuments in an original sense, characteristic places 
that are designed to last, lieux de memoire (Kolen 1999; Schama 1995) that were 
created and maintained to structure the land and community behaviour.
Monuments in the wetlands?
This coincidence of monumentality and a new (Neolithic) order applies, with 
some reservations (e.g. Cummings 2007; Rowley-Conwy 2004), to much of 
Northwestern Europe (Scandinavia, Brittany, the British Isles and to some extent 
Eastern Europe and Northern Poland; Barrett 2006; Whittle 1996), but it seems 
far less the case for most of the communities in the LRA. For much of the wetland 
and wetland margin communities these aspects do not seem to apply. Or do they? 
In a recent paper Fontijn (2011) argues that while concepts of monumentality 
and ritual landscapes may not have fit the world view of the communities studied 
here, there was certainly a degree of permanence and ordering to it. This is 
expressed in the fact that some places form the focus of burial and deposition 
(of human remains) over a period of time, as such becoming places of ancestors. 
Yet, it is also the frequent revisiting, renewal and renewed investment that is 
striking in this respect in combination with distinct examples of place consistency. 
This indicates that an artificial sense of stability and continuity may have been 
created. This perspective is supported by the long-term attachment of subsequent 
generations of these communities to the same places. Against the context of a 
changing environment, sites remained in long continuous used, or were re-used 
after periods of less intensive visits. Even when the environmental surroundings 
limited (domestic) use of a site, sites were rather ‘re-invented’, changing their 
function and purpose, than being abandoned completely.
Reflections on the Neolithic and monuments
The ideas forwarded in this contribution demonstrate that, although ‘classical’ 
monumentality is absent, this degree of ordering, investment and permanence 
with regard to the landscape and its places can be demonstrated for these 
communities over a long time period. The absence of classic monumentality may 
point to the different course that the adoption of farming in combination with 
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ideological change took in this area (see Fontijn 2011; Louwe Kooijmans 1998; 
2007; Rowley-Conwy 2004). The distinction between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ and 
a new attitude towards the landscape proposed for many Neolithic communities 
may not have applied to the ones studied here (Bird-David 1990; Ingold 2000). 
These retained more of a hunting and gathering attitude towards the land and 
its resources, in which there were no pervasive distinctions or dualism in their 
attitudes towards the world (e.g. Ingold 2000, 47).
There is thus no ‘ritual landscape’ with monuments in any traditional sense, 
yet, it is still stimulating to perceive the long-term use of persistent places in the 
wetlands and their margins in terms of monumentality and to look for differences 
and similarities. Rather than having a preconceived layout and design, persistent 
places seem to come about in a much more unstructured manner. Monuments 
also often have modest beginnings (Whittle 2003, 123) as do persistent places, yet 
with the latter the subsequent phases of use are as much part of the dynamics of 
the environment as they are related to community choice. Furthermore, both see 
activity that is to an important extent of a commemorative character, with practices 
reiterating or citing past events (cf. Jones 2007, 56-66). At ‘classic’ monumental 
sites these activities are often of a ritual nature, while the persistent places studied 
here demonstrate a convergence of practices. This, however, does not necessarily 
reflect on the importance attached to ‘classic’ monuments or persistent places. This 
again seems comparable. Both form long-term focal points for communities that 
function as important markers of territory and (symbolic) community boundary 
(see Cohen 1985, 50). Both may also be seen as spatio-temporal nodes at which 
people define their idea of home or belonging in relation to other places as well as 
their position with regard to the (ancestral) past and the unknown aspects of the 
future (Casey 1996; Gerritsen 2008).
This does not mean that persistent places in the LRA wetlands should 
be classified as ‘wetland monuments’, rather that they harbour aspects of 
monumentality. In contrast to the preconceived design and static sequential long-
term use of most monuments or ritual landcapes, the persistent places studied 
here are characterised by a more organic development of monumentality. Places, 
as it were, witness a distinct ebb and flow in their use, created by the dynamics 
of the environment as well as community choice. Convergence of different 
functions and the alternations in site use contributed and added to places creating 
long-term locations that became socio-symbolically and historically significant 
to communities. Importantly, they are also all part of the distinctly domestic 
sphere of life, centred on society itself and not spatially outside of it. This organic 
development of ‘monumentality’ and the rather distinct convergence of practices 
is a characteristic feature of the use of places by these communities. 
While there are therefore differences in the type of monumentality portrayed, 
the reasons for monuments coming into being may not be as dissimilar. While 
regular monuments often come into being by communal effort, this is usually 
done with the intent of leaving a lasting mark upon the land and territory. The 
very monument, what it structures and its meaning may be re-interpreted over 
time, leading to new roles and perhaps (material) changes. The very essence, 
however, remains intact and that is the creation of continuity and therewith the 
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connection with a past and for a future (also see Fontijn 2011; Jones 2007). 
As argued in this paper the process of the creation of persistent places is for an 
important part shaped by non-intentional routine practices in combination with 
long-term commitment to place. While this forms a different starting point, the 
result is largely comparable. The wetland sites over time became familiar beacons 
in an, at times, distinctly changing landscape. They may have been symbolic for 
the continuity of communities despite the dynamics of their surroundings. By 
traditional repetitive behaviour the communities involved actively shaped, created 
and maintained an idea of continuity and stability. This idea may have had a 
different importance and meaning over time, but in essence remained consistent. 
In this respect megaliths, earthen barrows and slowly drowning soggy places may 
be rather alike.
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the centrality of urnfields 
Second thoughts on structure and stability of Late 
Bronze Age and Early Iron Age cultural landscapes in 
the Low Countries
By Roy van Beek and Arjan Louwen
Abstract
In general models on Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age (1100–500 BC) 
landscape organization, urnfields are interpreted as focal points that structured the 
movement of settlements across the landscape, and were located centrally within 
the settlement area. Urnfields were fixed, settlements shifted. These influential 
models are assumed to be valid for large areas. However, they have never been 
formally tested. In this paper an attempt is made to do so. A pilot study in the 
eastern Netherlands demonstrates that relations between urnfields and settlements 
were far more diverse than is generally assumed. A survey of data on various other 
parts of the Low Countries reveals similar patterns. Both spatial and chronological 
observations indicate that landscape organization was far more varied and dynamic 
than existing models make believe. Also, important doubts arise with regard to 
general assumptions underneath ‘the urnfield concept’. Urnfields are generally 
perceived as large, collective burial sites that were used for many centuries and 
consist of large numbers of urn burials with ditched structures. Various burial 
sites, however, do not conform to this traditional view at all. Many were short 
lived, inconspicuous or situated in the ‘periphery’ of settlement territories. 
Keywords: Urnfields, landscape organization, testing general models, site variety, 
regional diversity, Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, Low Countries
Introduction
This paper aims to make a critical analysis of general models dealing with spatial 
relations between settlements and urnfields during the Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age. The late prehistoric burial mounds and urnfields scattered over the sandy 
landscapes of the Netherlands have always attracted a lot of attention, ranging 
from 18th century ‘urn diggers’ to professional archaeologists. Until the early 
1960’s the great majority of excavations focused on burial sites. Around that time 
a major shift towards settlement archaeology occurred, as a result of technological 
innovations (e.g. the development of the dragline) and the introduction of the 
Monuments Act, which legally protected at least part of the late prehistoric barrows. 
Ever since only a limited number of ‘new’ urnfields have been discovered, mostly 
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during large-scale settlement research. These trends are typical of large parts of 
the Low Countries. Research of late prehistoric burial sites and settlements has 
largely taken place in different periods, utilizing different research methods and 
with various objectives. Urnfield research has generally focused on the typology 
of burial monuments and pottery, rather than on geophysical setting or spatial 
relations with settlements. Settlement archaeology was strongly centered on e.g. 
the typology of farmhouses and settlement pottery, instead of on site location and 
landscape organization. 
This situation has come to an end since the early 1990’s. Intensification of 
archaeological research and scaling up of excavations during the last two decades 
have led to more holistic approaches of the late prehistoric cultural landscape 
(e.g. Fokkens and Arnoldussen 2008; Roymans and Fokkens 1991). Scientific 
debate on the habitation history of the Pleistocene sandy landscapes ever since 
has been dominated by the regions that were investigated most intensively, such 
as the province of Drenthe and the so-called Meuse-Demer-Scheldt region of the 
southern Netherlands and northern Belgium. These regions have also provided 
the building blocks used to construct most models on late prehistoric landscape 
organization. But even though these general models have become very influential 
and are often implicitly assumed to be valid for far larger areas, some of them have 
never been formally tested outside the region they have their roots in. How widely 
applicable are such models actually? 
As a test case, this paper analyses the spatial relations between settlements 
and urnfields in the eastern part of the Netherlands. This region is suitable to 
do so, because a detailed catalogue of urnfield sites is available (Verlinde 1987). 
Furthermore, two recent studies have already demonstrated that parts of the 
eastern Netherlands possess high resolution data on settlements as well as burial 
sites, and therefore have great potential to address this topic (Louwen 2010; van 
Beek 2009). 
After a discussion of the theoretical background of the subject, the paper is 
divided in two main parts. The first (part A) concerns the eastern Netherlands case 
study, which starts with a description of the most important physical geographical 
characteristics of that region. The urnfield-settlement relations are analysed on 
three scale levels. The ‘supraregional’ level deals with the distribution pattern of 
urnfields and settlements in the eastern Netherlands as a whole. It mainly provides 
a wider background which enables a better positioning and understanding of 
the next two levels. The second level consists of four ‘regional’ test areas, which 
combined cover the most important physical geographical landscape types present 
in the research area. These studies enable us to reconstruct settlement-urnfield 
relations in detail, and to trace regional differences in landscape organization. On 
the third scale level attention is given to the character of individual burial sites. 
Here, new viewpoints on e.g. urnfield size, life span and site variety are presented. 
In the second part of the paper (part B) the research results are placed in a wider 
perspective, by discussing patterns that have been recognised in other parts of the 
Low Countries. 
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Theoretical background
In large parts of continental Europe the first appearance of urnfields marks the 
beginning of the Late Bronze Age (Fokkens 1997, 360). Urnfields are generally 
perceived as large, collective burial sites that were used for centuries and consist 
of large numbers of urn burials. Cremation becomes absolutely dominant. 
Individual burials are often positioned within ditched structures which can take 
various shapes and dimensions (e.g. Hessing and Kooi 2005). Urnfields replace 
the barrows that had been dominant from the Late Neolithic Period onwards. 
In these older barrows only a small percentage of the population was buried 
(Lohof 1991, 225; Theunissen 1999, 35-36). These important changes occurred 
almost simultaneously in large regions and are nowadays thought to have resulted 
from a transformation of ideology instead of from migrations or economic crises 
(Fokkens 1997). 
In northwestern Europe various regional ‘urnfield provinces’ are distinguished, 
based on typochronological analysis of pottery and burial monuments. In the 
Netherlands generally a distinction is made between the ‘northern’ Ems Culture 
and the ‘southern’ Niederrheinische Grabhügelkultur (NGK). This division has its 
Fig. 1. Geographical position of ‘urnfield provinces’ as reconstructed by Verlinde. 1. ‘border’ 
between culture groups; 2. probable ‘border’ between culture groups; 3. the ‘Oberems’ 
group; 4. main directions of cultural influences (after Verlinde 1987, Abb. 139). The 
research area of the case study in this paper is marked in grey.
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origins in studies published by Kersten (1948), Desittere (1968), Kooi (1979) 
and Verlinde (1987). Verlinde demonstrated that the urnfields in the province of 
Overijssel, situated in the eastern Netherlands, display influences from both ‘core’ 
regions. Therefore the area of our case study is positioned in the ‘transitional zone’ 
between both (Fig. 1). Furthermore, he introduced the so-called Gelderland group 
as a third, smaller and intermediary style group which is considered part of the 
NGK (Verlinde 1987, 298). Recently an even more detailed division of regional 
‘urnfield groups’ in the Netherlands and adjacent parts of Belgium and Germany 
was published (Verlinde and Hulst 2010, 100-113), a discussion of which goes 
beyond the scope of this paper.
Extensive catalogues of urnfield sites in the Netherlands are available for three 
regions, all situated in the central and northern part of the country (Kooi 1979; 
Verlinde 1987; Verlinde and Hulst 2010). These studies mainly have their merits 
in detailed inventories of burial sites, typochronologies of burial monuments and 
meticulous descriptions of pottery types. Less attention is given to site location and 
hardly any observations can be found on the spatial relations between settlements 
and cemeteries or landscape ordering in general. Kooi for example only briefly 
mentioned that the northern Dutch settlement sites moved frequently, whereas 
some urnfields remained fixed for over 500 years. Therefore the distance between 
settlement and burial site could change. He also argued that the site location of 
some urnfields was influenced by older barrows, local geology and possibly the 
presence of road systems (Kooi 1979, 152-166). 
The northern Netherlands urnfield dataset has also been used in attempts 
to reconstruct late prehistoric territorial structures in this region and their 
possible continuity into historic times (e.g. Harsema 1980; Kooi 1979, 163-182; 
Waterbolk 1995). Other site categories are incorporated into these studies as well, 
such as older barrow groups, Celtic Fields and – to a lesser extent – settlement 
sites. However, they never lead to systematic analyses of spatial relations between 
settlements and urnfields. The most significant spatial models with regard to the 
Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age mainly are based on research in the Meuse-
Demer-Scheldt area, where such detailed urnfield catalogues are lacking (Gerritsen 
2003, 291-298 provides a basic list). As mentioned before, this dichotomy can be 
explained by the fact that especially the southern Netherlands have benefited from 
an intensification of archaeological research and scaling up of excavations during 
the last decades. Therefore this region provided the high resolution data needed 
for modeling purposes at a time when attention for the late prehistoric cultural 
landscape started to grow. 
The first and most influential model on settlement-urnfield relations was 
published two decades ago by Roymans and Fokkens (1991). In this model urnfields 
are interpreted as important focal points which structured the movement of 
settlements across the landscape, and took central positions within the settlement 
territory (Fig. 2A). Especially important is the dichotomy between ‘stable’ burial 
sites and ‘dynamic’ settlements. As Roymans and Kortlang (1999, 40) formulated 
the key thought to the model at a later stage, urnfields formed a ‘fixed reference 
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point providing continuity and stability to the local group, and as such forming a 
counterbalance to the discontinuities that frequently occurred in the domestic sphere 
because of the practice of abandonment and small-scale displacement of farmhouses’. 
This ‘dynamic’ settlement character calls for some explanation. Late prehistoric 
settlements in the Netherlands generally consisted of between one and three 
farmsteads. Settlements were open and had dispersed lay-outs (e.g. Arnoldussen 
and Fokkens 2008). Furthermore, they frequently shifted location (Schinkel 
2005). In the northern Netherlands these shifts are demonstrated to sometimes 
have been structured by Celtic Field systems (Harsema 2005). These usually large, 
highly structured complexes of agricultural fields confined by earthen banks are 
assumed to have been used from the Late Bronze Age to the earliest stages of the 
Roman period (Brongers 1976; Spek et al. 2003; Spek 2004, 146-150). Such 
field systems were abundant in the central and especially northern parts of the 
Netherlands, but seem to occur less frequently elsewhere. The latter applies to 
the eastern Netherlands as well. A recent systematic analysis of high-resolution 
digital elevation maps could only confirm the presence of three undisputed Celtic 
field systems in this region (Kooistra and Maas 2008). Contrary to for example 
the central and southern parts of Europe (e.g. Harding 2000, 55-72), settlement 
nucleation in most parts of the Low Countries only starts to appear during the 
final stages of the Iron Age (e.g. Gerritsen 2003, 181-189). 
The model published by Roymans and Fokkens and the basic assumptions 
underlying it have frequently reappeared in publications on late prehistoric 
landscape ordering and territorial structures (e.g. Fokkens 2005; Fokkens and 
Arnoldussen 2008; Roymans and Kortlang 1999; van den Broeke 2005; Fig. 2B-
C). One of the most important new insights that has been gained since 1991 is 
the notion that frequently the site location of urnfields was influenced by the pre-
existing funerary landscape (Fontijn 1996). Therefore, Roymans and Kortlang 
added older barrows to their spatial model (1999, 51-53; Fig. 2B). They also 
stressed that settlement territories became smaller and more fixed than during the 
Middle Bronze Age, mainly as a result of increasing population density. Finally, 
Arnoldussen has argued that the life spans of late prehistoric farmhouses frequently 
have been longer than the 20-40 years that usually are suggested (Arnoldussen 
2008, 88-92). This implies that location shifts of settlements might have been 
somewhat less frequent than generally assumed. 
We will get back to some of the points discussed in this section in the second 
part of this paper, when the results of our eastern Netherlands case study are 
discussed in the wider scope of the Low Countries. For now it suffices to establish 
that, apart from the relatively minor adjustments to the model that were discussed 
above, its essence is still standing. It has become the generally accepted model on 
settlement-urnfield relations in the sandy Pleistocene parts of the Netherlands. 
Researchers so far have mainly focused on analysis of the separate building blocks 
underneath the model, instead of on formally testing the spatial relations between 
settlements and urnfields in their territorial and physical geographical setting. 
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Fig. 2. Three models of spatial relations between 
settlements and burial sites in the Late Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age. 
A: Roymans and Fokkens 1991. 
Black square: settlement. White square: former 
settlement. 
B: Roymans and Kortlang 1999. 
1. settlement; 2. former settlement; 
3. older barrow; 4. urnfield 
C: Van den Broeke 2005. 
Grey rectangle: settlement. White rectangle: 
former settlement. 
(after Roymans and Fokkens 1991, fig. 7b; 
Roymans and Kortlang 1999, fig. 10; Van den 
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PART A EASTERN NETHERLANDS CASE-STUDY
Research area
The research area of our case-study consists of the largest part of the Dutch 
province of Overijssel and the eastern parts of the province of Gelderland (Fig. 
3). It is delimited by the German border in the east and by three large rivers: 
the Overijsselse Vecht, IJssel and Oude IJssel. Three regions can be distinguished 
within this area. Overijssel is divided into Salland (west) and Twente (east), while 
the eastern part of Gelderland is known as the Achterhoek. 
Physical geographical research demonstrated that the landscape of the eastern 
Netherlands is far from uniform (Maas and Makaske 2007; van Beek 2009). The 
results of an analysis of landscape genesis in combination with the character of the 
present-day landscape allow for a division into nine main physical geographical 
landscapes (Fig. 4). The so-called eastern Dutch plateau is situated in the eastern 
part of the Achterhoek. It was formed mainly during the Tertiary period. Within 
the Netherlands similar landscapes only occur in small parts of the province of 
Limburg. Most of Twente and some adjacent smaller parts of the Achterhoek 
are part of two distinct ice-pushed ridge landscapes. The ice-pushed ridges and 
glaciofluvial sediments in these areas are the result of geological processes that took 
place during and after the final stages of the Saalian ice age. Two small parts of the 
Twente region are classified as coversand landscapes. The first of these, situated 
near the city of Hengelo, is characterised by east-west oriented coversand ridges 
separated by stream valleys and depressions. The second coversand landscape in 
Twente is dominated by the north-south oriented Dinkel valley and the large 
coversand ridges running parallel to it. Large parts of Salland and the central part 
of the Achterhoek are classified as coversand landscapes as well. Combined they 
form a wide zone running roughly parallel to the river IJssel. Finally, two fluvial 
landscapes can be distinguished. The old river landscape of IJssel and Vecht was 
formed during the Weichselian. Pleistocene river sediments are especially well 
represented in the southwestern part of the Achterhoek. The Holocene landscape 
of the IJssel and Vecht follows the modern course of these rivers. 
From a physical geographical point of view, the eastern Netherlands present a 
diverse landscape. ‘Diverse’ is indeed the most appropriate term to characterise the 
research area (van Beek 2011). This is true at all levels, since the nine main physical 
geographical units are each a mosaic of different landscape types (e.g. stream valley 
landscapes, peat landscapes) which in turn are mosaics of various terrain forms 
(e.g. raised bogs, coversand ridges). Several rivers and stream valleys intersect the 
eastern Netherlands, and many former peat bogs and wet depressions are scattered 
throughout the landscape. These low areas alternate with ice-pushed ridges, 
riverdunes and coversand ridges. This distinctive, fragmented landscape structure 
has been described as a ‘sandy archipelago’ (Verlinde 1987). It fundamentally differs 
from other Pleistocene landscapes in the Netherlands, such as those in the Veluwe 
region (province of Gelderland) and the provinces of Noord-Brabant and Limburg. 
These landscapes are mostly more large-scale and homogeneous. 
1 This case study has earlier been published in Van Beek and Louwen 2012.
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Fig. 3. Geographical location of the eastern Netherlands and the most important regions and 
rivers mentioned in the text. The test areas that are discussed are indicated by rectangles. 1. 
southwestern Salland; 2. northwestern Achterhoek; 3. southwestern Twente; 4. northeastern 
Twente.
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Urnfields of the eastern Netherlands
We will start our analysis by attempting to reconstruct the distribution pattern of 
urnfields in the eastern Netherlands as a whole. The Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age cemeteries in the province of Overijssel have been mapped by Verlinde 
(1987). His catalogue can be supplemented with a small number of sites that were 
discovered after 1987. This brings the final tally to just over 90 sites. With regard 
to the Achterhoek less detailed information is available. Therefore a thorough 
literature survey was conducted, in combination with an analysis of archaeological 
databases kept by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands. The result is a 
catalogue consisting of approximately 50 certain and probable urnfield locations. 
Even though the image is undoubtedly influenced by postdepositional factors, it 
is safe to assume that the combination of both catalogues provides at least a first 
impression of the distribution pattern of urnfields on this scale level (Fig. 5A). 
In the province of Overijssel some clear clusters of urnfield sites can be 
discerned (see also Verlinde 1987, 308-317). This for example applies to the 
coversand ridges along the eastern part of the Vecht valley. A second zone with a 
high density of sites more or less follows the river IJssel in a southern direction, 
into the western part of the Achterhoek. However, by far the highest densities of 
sites are encountered in the ice-pushed ridge landscapes of Twente, especially in 
the southwestern and northeastern parts of that region (e.g. Hijszeler 1961). On 
the other hand, some areas are remarkably ‘empty’. Parts of these areas, such as 
the vast former peat bog of Vriezenveen (Twente), actually appear to have been 
uninhabited in late prehistory. In other regions where urnfields are lacking, such 
as the central part of the coversand landscape of Salland, settlement sites dating 
from the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age are known (Groenewoudt et al. 
1998; see below). The striking differences in site density, however, do appear to 
reflect differences in population density between Salland and Twente.
In the Achterhoek a relatively large number of urnfields is known from the 
vicinity of the city of Zutphen (van der Kleij 2003; see also next section). Some 
of these sites are situated near the Berkel valley. Further upstream more sites have 
been discovered on coversand ridges and ice-pushed ridges along this river and its 
tributaries. The eastern Dutch plateau steps forward as a region with a high density 
of urnfields as well. Part of these cemeteries are situated on the western part of the 
plateau and near the transitional zone towards the adjacent coversand landscape 
of the central Achterhoek. The stream valleys and dry valleys that transect the 
plateau seem to have been an important pull factor. A final, more modest cluster 
follows the coversand ridges and riverdunes along the Oude IJssel river. Hardly 
any sites are known from the generally low-lying and moist central part of the 
Achterhoek, which at least partly was covered with peat during late prehistory 
(van Beek 2009, 470-476). 
In addition to the distribution pattern of urnfields, an attempt was made to 
map the settlement sites that date to the same period. Since published overviews 
of Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age settlements are not yet available, the 
archaeological databases of the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands once 
more are an import information source. Unfortunately, the picture that emerges 
after a quick scan of these databases (Fig. 5B) is nowhere near as detailed and 
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reliable as the burial data. Only a small percentage of catalogued settlement finds 
is dated precisely, and detailed research would be needed to assess the reliability 
of the sites concerned. Furthermore, we might note that urnfields in general have 
a higher chance of discovery than settlements because of the frequent presence 
of urns, ditched structures and – sometimes – barrows that are still visible in 
the landscape. Discovery chances of settlements are far more strongly influenced 
by professional research intensity. Only a few urnfields have been discovered in 
Overijssel since 1987, whereas the number of known settlements has increased 
significantly. 
The discrepancies between the distribution patterns of burial sites and 
settlements provide us with some interesting additional data on habitation 
patterns (Fig. 5A-B). As mentioned above, urnfields are not yet known from 
the central part of Salland, whereas settlement sites are. Furthermore, judging 
from settlement sites alone, one would be tempted to describe the eastern Dutch 
plateau and its immediate surroundings as a region with a very low habitation 
density. The distribution pattern of urnfields, however, proves this assumption to 
be erroneous. 
The supraregional distribution pattern of urnfields provides a background 
for the following research steps. In order to arrive at a more detailed analysis of 
settlement-urnfield relations and landscape organization it is now necessary to 
Fig. 5. Distribution pattern of urnfields (A) and settlement sites (B) dating to the Late Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age in the eastern Netherlands. Burial sites in Overijssel are largely 
based on Verlinde 1987. Settlement sites are mainly based on a quick scan of the national 
Dutch archaeological database ‘Archis’.
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Taken together these test areas, whose locations are depicted in figure 3, 
cover the most important physical geographical landscape types present in the 
eastern Netherlands. It has recently been demonstrated that significant regional 
differences existed between the late prehistoric occupation history of coversand 
landscapes on the one hand, and ice-pushed ridge landscapes on the other hand 
(van Beek 2009, 410-440). These differences will be highlighted here as well. To 
generalize: test areas 1 and 2 represent coversand landscapes, 3 and 4 ice-pushed 
ridge landscapes. 
It has to be stressed beforehand that the discovered archaeological sites in these 
four regions do not offer complete images of the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron 
Age communities living there. Obviously, not all settlements and urnfields have 
been found yet, and not every site has been investigated as detailed as one would 
like. However, full site recoveries are not always necessary to make observations on 
for instance site location and landscape ordering. It is also important to mention 
that the research history and therefore level and composition of knowledge varies 
from region to region (van Beek 2009, 19-44). Several large-scale excavations have 
taken place in test areas 1 and 2 during the last decades, providing high-resolution 
data on late prehistoric habitation development. Especially some well-investigated 
microregions situated within these areas will be highlighted in the next section. 
Large-scale settlement excavations of relevance are virtually lacking in test areas 
3 and 4. Instead, these areas are far richer in barrows and urnfields. Analysis 
of their distribution pattern, combined with excavation data, demonstrated that 
landscape organization in these ice-pushed ridge landscapes differs in interesting 
ways from coversand landscapes. 
Test areas
Southwestern Salland (prov. Overijssel)
The southwestern part of Salland is built up of a series of elongated, east-west 
oriented coversand ridges which are separated from each other by valley-like 
depressions. This also applies to the most intensively excavated microregion of this 
area, which is situated near the village of Colmschate (Fig. 6). Several excavations 
have taken place on a large ridge known as the Weteringer Enk (Verlinde 2000). 
It probably has been occupied continuously from c. 1500 BC onwards. During 
the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age this settlement consisted of a single farmstead 
that shifted location frequently. South of the Weteringer Enk we find a series of 






were found. These are interpreted as the remains of a relatively short ‘colonisation 
phase’ consisting of a single farmstead that was moved a number of times (ten 
Bosch et al. 1997).
During the Late Bronze Age the community living on the Weteringer Enk used 
two burial sites (Fig. 6). East of the settlement an urnfield was partly excavated. 
Several urns were found and some ringditches were documented. The exact life 
span of this urnfield has not been established, but evidence for use during the 
Early Iron Age is lacking (van Tent 1974). West of the settlement a smaller burial 
site was found, which exclusively consists of cremation burials without ditched 
structures. This site was used intermittently during the Late Bronze Age, Middle/
Late Iron Age and Roman period (van Beek 2009, 172-174). Only one out of four 
burials dated to the Late Bronze Age included an urn. This site clearly does not 
resemble the ‘classic’ urnfield image and was only used incidentally. Interestingly, 
neither of both burial sites took a central position within the settlement area. 
Landscape organization changed drastically in the Early Iron Age. The small 
burial site remained unused and the urnfield in the east was abandoned. A new 
urnfield was founded on one of the smaller ridges (Verlinde 1997). It contained 
approximately 100 burials and was probably used by two settlements: the first 
situated at the Weteringer Enk, the second at the southern sandy ridges. 
Several other urnfields are known from southwestern Salland (Verlinde 
1987, 9-21). We will only discuss two sites near the village of Epse. Recently 
the largest part of an Early Iron Age urnfield was excavated on a narrow river 
Fig. 6. Schematic overview of the spatial relations between settlements and burial sites in the 
microregion of Colmschate during the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. The Weteringer 
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terrace. It probably consists of 40-50 burials (Hermsen 2006). The limited size 
of the elongated ridge makes continuous habitation unlikely, which is confirmed 
by the fact that only a small number of Early Iron Age settlement features were 
found. The settlement of the community using this cemetery must have been 
situated on a separate landscape unit (Fig. 10C). The second burial site was found 
during research of a Middle/Late Iron Age settlement (Prangsma 2002). Nine or 
ten cremation burials were found, and four more burial were documented at a 
later stage. The burials were ascribed to the younger Iron Age, because only one 
ringditch and hardly any urns were found. 14C-analyses, however, date this burial 
site in the Late Bronze Age, illustrating that such ‘deviating’ burial sites (with 
regard to both life span and appearance) might actually be more common than 
expected (van Beek 2009, 174-175). 
Northwestern Achterhoek (prov. Gelderland)
The physical geography of the northwestern Achterhoek is largely comparable to 
southwestern Salland, even though the east-west structure of ridges and valleys is 
less distinct. During the last decades several excavations have taken place southeast 
of the city of Zutphen, which provide detailed insights into the late prehistoric 
occupation of this microregion. We focus on these data rather than on the low-
resolution information on urnfields in other parts of the northwestern Achterhoek 
(but see van der Kleij 2003). The most interesting area consists of a series of three 
adjacent riverdunes called Looërenk, Leestense Enk and Ooyerhoek, separated 
from one another by stream valleys and depressions. Significant observations have 
also been made at a fourth riverdune near Bronsbergen (Fig. 7). 
Excavations have shown that the northern part of the Looërenk riverdune was 
inhabited continuously from the later Middle Bronze Age to the Late Iron Age 
(Bouwmeester et al. 2008). This settlement consisted of a single farmstead, which 
shifted location frequently. About 400 m south a burial site was partly excavated 
(Bouwmeester 2002, 46-54). Its exact life span has not been established yet, but it 
was certainly used during (parts of ) the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. The 
settlement and burial site are situated at the same riverdune, but continuously 
remained at separate locations (Fig. 10A). Even though the Leestense Enk has 
been investigated less intensively, it is clear that this landscape unit was inhabited 
during the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age (Groothedde 1996). No burials 
dated to this period have been found yet. The Ooyerhoek displays a strikingly 
different pattern. Large parts of this riverdune have been excavated, but apart 
from an isolated Harpstedt pot not a single Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age 
settlement feature was found (Groothedde et al. 2001). However, two isolated 
cremation burials were found. One of these contained sherds of a Late Bronze 
Age bowl and fragments of a horse skull (Bouwmeester 2000, 16). Apparently this 
riverdune was incidentally used as a burial site. 
In the early 20th century urns were found at two separate locations on the 
riverdune of Bronsbergen (van der Kleij 2003, 12-13). Both cemeteries are situated 
near the edges of the dune. Even though neither site has been excavated, it seems 
likely that they rather reflect a movement of burial site instead of simultaneous 
use (Fig. 10B). The latter possibility can not be excluded, however. Prospective 
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research has demonstrated that a settlement was situated in the same landscape unit 
(Oude Rengerink 2003). To summarise, this microregion illustrates that within 
short distances very different settlement-cemetery relations can be encountered. 
In one case settlement and urnfield are situated at separate locations at the same 
landscape unit (Looërenk). A second riverdune was only incidentally used as a 
burial location (Ooyerhoek), whereas a third one housed a settlement as well as 
two burial sites in ‘peripheral’ positions (Bronsbergen). 
Southwestern Twente (prov. Overijssel)
Southwestern Twente is part of the ice-pushed ridge landscape of Twente-west. Its 
physical geography is far more diverse than both regions discussed above, and late 
prehistoric habitation patterns were quite different as well. This can be illustrated 
by focussing on a large ice-pushed ridge complex situated between the towns of 
Rijssen and Markelo (Fig. 8). No large-scale excavations have taken place here yet, 
and only two settlement sites dated to the period under discussion are known. 
Both Late Bronze Age sites were found close to each other south of a moraine ridge 
(Groenewoudt and Thomas 1979). They probably represent different habitation 
phases of one settlement. Far more interesting observations, however, can be made 
by the analysis of burial sites. 
The ice-pushed ridge complex of Rijssen-Markelo stands out for the presence 
of a large number of barrows pre-dating the Late Bronze Age (van Beek 2009, 
307-319). Approximately 70 barrows are known, most of which cluster in small 
groups on the highest parts and western slopes of the ridge. Hardly any of these 
monuments have been excavated professionally. Therefore detailed information 
on individual barrows is lacking, let alone insight in the genesis of barrow groups. 
It is clear, however, that these monuments partly determined the structure of the 
late prehistoric funerary landscape. At least eight Late Bronze Age and/or Early 
Iron Age burial sites are known, three of which are situated adjacent to older 
Fig. 7. Schematic overview of the most important Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age sites 
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Fig. 8. Distribution pattern of barrows, urnfields and settlement sites plotted on the digital 
elevation model of the Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (copyright AHN) of the ice-pushed 
ridge of Rijssen-Markelo. M = Markelo, R = Rijssen. 
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barrows. A fourth site consists of a Late Bronze Age cremation burial placed in the 
body of an older barrow and a second one near the base of this mound. Therefore 
the site location of at least half of the burial sites has been influenced by older 
monuments, even though continuity of use of such funerary landscapes can not 
be proven (cf. Fontijn 1996). Similar patterns of reuse occur far less frequently in 
the regions discussed above. 
On average, the remaining four burial sites are located at slightly lower 
positions than the barrows dating to older phases. The settlements discussed 
above are situated at a distance of 800 m from the nearest known cemeteries. 
Their location is relatively low-lying compared to the urnfields and barrows on 
the slopes and higher parts of the neighboring ice-pushed ridges (Fig. 10E). The 
latter are probably unsuitable for long-term habitation because of the presence of 
gravelly morainic sediments in the subsoil. Therefore it appears that most urnfields 
in this microregion were not situated in the center of settlement territories, and 
did not structure the movements of settlements. 
One urnfield displays a different site location. It is situated on a large, elongated 
coversand ridge alongside the lower slope of the ice-pushed ridge. Similar terrain 
forms are present alongside all ice-pushed ridges in Twente. They offer excellent 
conditions for long-term habitation, generally are characterised by a high density 
of archaeological sites from different phases and are likely to have formed the most 
important settlement areas in these ice-pushed ridge landscapes in the Late Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age. In the vicinity of the town of Enter, situated on a small 
ice-pushed ridge near the microregion discussed here, three urnfields, as well as a 
number of settlement sites, were found in a very similar geophysical setting (van 
Beek 2009, 318-319). In these cases, both settlement and burial site are located on 
the same sandy ridge adjacent to an ice-pushed ridge (Fig. 10D).
Northeastern Twente (prov. Overijssel)
The physical geographical structure of northeastern Twente is roughly comparable 
to southwestern Twente, especially with regard to its diversity and the dominance 
of ice-pushed ridge complexes. A very large number of barrows and urnfields is 
known from this area (Verlinde 1987, 59-162; Hijszeler 1961; 1966; Louwen 
2010). Most are situated on or near the high ice-pushed ridge of Ootmarsum 
(Fig. 9). We will briefly discuss this microregion which displays some patterns that 
are similar to the previous test area. One of these parallels is the small number 
of Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age settlement sites that are known. Most 
of these have been discovered through chance finds and hardly provide detailed 
information (but see de Wit et al. 2002). Burial sites provide far better insights 
into late prehistoric landscape ordering. The numerous barrows pre-dating the 
Late Bronze Age display a preference for the highest parts of the ice-pushed ridge, 
as well as for positions alongside dry valleys. Some monuments are aligned along 
the central axes of the ridge. 
18 urnfields are known from the ice-pushed ridge and its adjacent moraine 
and coversand landscape, as well as five possible cemeteries. Most of them are 
situated on the ice-pushed ridge itself or in its immediate vicinity. Some urnfields 
are incorporated in larger ‘funerary landscapes’ with origins in the Late Neolithic 
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and Early and Middle Bronze Age, whereas the site locations of others do not 
seem to have been influenced by older monuments. This pattern compares well 
to the site location of urnfields on the ice-pushed ridge of Rijssen-Markelo. Late 
Bronze Age and Early Iron Age settlement sites are not likely to be present on 
the highest parts of the ice-pushed ridge, but rather on its sandy slopes and/or 
adjacent moraine and coversand landscape (Fig. 10E). 
Reuse of older burial sites is not restricted to ice-pushed ridges. We find similar 
patterns in coversand landscapes in Twente as well. The urnfield of Oldenzaal-De 
Zandhorst developed around a Late Neolithic barrow, for example (Hijszeler and 
Verlinde 1975).
Fig. 9. Distribution pattern of barrows, urnfields and settlement sites plotted on the digital 
elevation model of the Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (copyright AHN) of the ice-pushed 
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Fig. 10. Schematic ‘snapshots’ of urnfield-settlement relations documented in different parts 
of the eastern Netherlands. Key: 
A: settlement and urnfield situated in different parts of the same, relatively large sandy ridge; 
B: settlement and urnfield situated on the same sandy ridge. The burial site, which is located 
in the ‘periphery’ of this landscape unit, is moved at a certain point in time; 
C: settlement and urnfield situated on separate sandy ridges. The landscape unit in which the 
urnfield is located might occasionally be used for short-term habitation; 
D: settlement and urnfield situated on the same coversand ridge deposited on/alongside the 
lower slopes of an ice-pushed ridge; 
E: settlement situated on a coversand ridge deposited on/alongside the lower slopes of an ice-
pushed ridge. Some of the burial sites (used by different communities) are situated near older 
barrows on higher parts of the adjacent ice-pushed ridge. Other urnfields appeared in ‘new’ 
locations within the same landscape unit.
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To summarize it appears that in the ice-pushed ridge landscapes of Twente, 
Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age settlement areas and urnfields – the latter 
sometimes part of ‘funerary landscapes’ with older origins – often are found in 
different parts of the same microregion. This does not apply to sandy ridges 
alongside ice-pushed ridges, where both site categories can be found. Even in the 
latter cases, however, it has not been demonstrated yet that these cemeteries took 
central positions within settlement territories. 
Site variety and general appearance of urnfields 
The third scale level of analysis concerns the individual cemetery. Unfortunately 
only a limited number of eastern Netherlands urnfields have been investigated 
professionally, and (almost) completely excavated burial sites are rare (Verlinde 
1987, 170-171). Despite this relatively low knowledge level the available data 
do give rise to some interesting observations. Attention will mainly be given 
here to the population size of the local community and the life span and general 
appearance of urnfields. 
We will first focus on estimations of the size of the local community that made 
use of an urnfield. Verlinde already attempted to make such calculations by using 
five burial sites that have been almost fully excavated. Four of these are situated in 
the ice-pushed ridge landscape of Twente, the fifth on a coversand ridge along the 
Vecht valley. The latter site, near the hamlet of Mariënberg, actually consists of 
three small burial sites that were used by the same community. Verlinde estimated 
the size of the populations making use of the burial sites in these five microregions 
to vary between 10 and 20 persons (1987, 324-326). 
Of the urnfields in Overijssel for which reliable dates are available, 33 date 
to the Late Bronze Age and 14 to the Early Iron Age. Only twelve were in use 
during (parts of ) both phases (Verlinde 1987, 322-323, with recent additions). 
The remarkable difference between both phases can partly be explained from 
the chronology used by Verlinde, in which the Late Bronze Age lasts 350 years 
and the Early Iron Age only 200 years. More important is the observation that 
apparently only a limited number of burial sites was in use during the whole 
time span of the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. Obviously it is important 
to take into account the fact that urnfields with long life spans are likely to be 
underrepresented, because only relatively few sites have been excavated completely. 
All evidence, however, points to the conclusion that displacements of burial sites 
were quite normal facts. This has been demonstrated in some of the test areas 
discussed above and becomes increasingly clear if we bring the number of burials 
in urnfields into the picture. 
The eastern Netherlands provide us with 22 burial sites for which the exact 
number of burials is known, or which allow at least general estimations (Fig. 11). 
Three more sites consist of over a 100 burials but do not allow more detailed 
statements. At least five sites consist of only one or a few burials and were clearly 
used for short periods of time, probably by the inhabitants of single farmsteads. 
Only one site, Haarle, indisputably consists of over 150 burials. It seems that 
urnfields as large as this site are actually quite rare. The number of burials in more 
than half of the sites listed does not even exceed 60. These urnfields have been used 
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for no longer than a few centuries, and often probably shorter. All this implies that 
Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age landscape ordering and territorial structures 
in the eastern Netherlands were not only quite diverse – as demonstrated in our 
test areas – but also less stable and ‘fixed’ than expected.
To conclude this eastern Netherlands case study a remark has to be made on 
the general appearance of urnfields. As mentioned above, urnfields are generally 
perceived as large, collective burial sites that were used for many centuries and 
consist of large numbers of urn burials with ditched structures. We might have to 
rethink, however, how representative this image actually is. Many burial sites do 
not conform to this ‘traditional’ view at all. That a large variety existed in the size 
and life span of urnfields has been demonstrated above. Furthermore a number of 
sites that have been discussed for example almost completely lack urns or ditched 
structures, or yield remarkable grave goods. Most of these ‘strange’ burial sites have 
been found relatively recently during large-scale settlement research in the most 
intensively investigated parts of the eastern Netherlands. It is in these regions that 
a more detailed view of Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age burial practices starts 
to emerge, shedding some light on what might still be expected in other regions. 
Fig. 11. Estimates of the numbers of burials in eastern Netherlands burial sites dated to the 
Late Bronze Age and/or Early Iron Age. Site estimates in the table that are exactly on the 
boundary of two histogram categories have been classified in the upper categories. The three 
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PART B URNFIELDS IN THE LOW COUNTRIES: 
  NEW PERSPECTIVES
In the second part of this paper the data from our eastern Netherlands case 
study will be placed in a wider perspective, by discussing patterns that have been 
documented in other parts of the Low Countries. This allows an assessment of 
the representativity of the research results. A critical analysis of some of the most 
important building blocks underneath our general perception of urnfields and 
their position in Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age societies demonstrates that 
our current interpretative frameworks probably are too onedimensional. The 
topics addressed here might open new perspectives and function as focal points 
for future research.
Regional differentiation
Our case study has demonstrated that the eastern Netherlands are characterised 
by a high degree of diversity in burial practice and landscape ordering during 
the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. This leads to the question whether this 
heterogeneity is typical for the eastern Netherlands or has existed elsewhere as 
well. This question can be addressed on different scale levels. In this section we 
will focus on supraregional patterns. Some observations on differentiation within 
specific regions can be found in the next sections. 
Various regional differences in Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age burial 
practices are known to have existed within the Low Countries. Regional variations 
in the character of burial monuments and urn types for example are reflected in 
the so-called ‘urnfield provinces’ that have been distinguished (see above). Also, 
the earliest urnfields in the northern Netherlands are generally dated to around 
1150 BC, whereas they in the southern Netherlands only appear from c. 1050 BC 
onwards (e.g. Hessing and Kooi 2005, 632-633). Remarkable differences are also 
found between Pleistocene landscapes, which are the main focus of this paper, and 
so-called Holocene regions. As these differences clearly illustrate that Late Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age burial practices were actually quite diverse two examples 
will briefly be discussed here. 
The first is that hardly any ‘formal’ Late Bronze Age and Iron Age sites have 
yet been found in the northern and western coastal zones of the Netherlands. 
The burials that have so far been recorded consist of isolated inhumations within 
settlements. Furthermore, small numbers of disarticulated human remains 
have frequently been found (Hessing 1993; Hessing and Kooi 2005, 633-634). 
It is assumed that these inhumations were not the common form of burial in 
the coastal regions but rather reflect a ‘special’ category, possibly with some 
kind of ritual background. This has been suggested for human remains found 
in Westfrisia as well (IJzereef 1981, 209-212). According to Hessing and Kooi 
(2005, 634) the absence of urnfields might be explained from the environmental 
conditions of these regions. The dynamic character of the landscape possibly 
precluded the formation of ‘stable’ settlement territories containing large, ‘fixed’ 
and long-lived urnfields. Small cemeteries – if present in the first place – have 
poorer archaeological visibility, and might also be obscured from our views by e.g. 
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erosion and sedimentation. It seems unjustified, however, to ascribe these patterns 
to physical geographical factors alone. They certainly also reflect the cultural and 
ideological values of local communities, resulting in specific burial practices and 
landscape ordering patterns that differ from other regions. 
A second example of regional differentiation is the recent discovery of Early 
Iron Age inhumation burials in various cemeteries in the eastern part of the central 
Dutch river area, especially the Waalsprong region (e.g. van den Broeke 2011). 
Most of these cemeteries consist of both inhumation and cremation burials, in 
varying proportions. Similar burial sites are unknown from other parts of the Low 
Countries. According to van den Broeke (2011, 140-141) the inhumation burials 
possibly reflect a group of immigrants originating from the German Middle Rhine 
region. This hypothesis still has to be tested. Interestingly, in the Middle Iron 
Age inhumation burials were more common in the eastern part of the central 
Dutch river area than elsewhere as well, as has been documented at Geldermalsen, 
Meteren and again the Waalsprong region (Hulst 1999; Meijlink 2001; van den 
Broeke and Hessing 2005). 
The genesis of urnfields
Various theories have been developed to explain the widespread appearance of 
urnfields in the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. These will not be elaborated 
upon here (but for example see Gerritsen 2003, 237-239). As we have seen 
already, the genesis of urnfields nowadays is generally thought to reflect important 
ideological transformations, even theories on the exact causes and development of 
this process differ (Fokkens 1997; Gerritsen 2003; Roymans and Kortlang 1999). 
Here, we will focus on the reliability of the general assumption that the earliest 
urnfields appeared in the Late Bronze Age.
A recent study of urnfields in the Belgian Scheldt basin and adjacent parts of 
northern France by De Mulder has led to important new insights (De Mulder 
2011). By systematic use of 14C-analysis it is demonstrated that various urnfields 
in these regions contain burials dated to the second half of the Middle Bronze 
Age. This for example goes for Bliqcuy, Aalter and Neerharen-Rekem in Belgium 
and Verneuil-en-Halatte, La Croix-Saint-Ouen, Migennes, Changis-sur-Marne, 
Marolles-sur-Seine and Mareuil-lès-Meaux in France. It generally concerns 
cremation burials without peripheral structures. Most of these sites appear to have 
been used continuously from the second half of the Middle Bronze Age (c. 1500 
BC) onwards until at least the Late Bronze Age (De Mulder 2011, 203). 
This pattern still has to be analysed more thoroughly, but the large number of 
sites and 14C-dates indicate that the observed trend is probably reliable. It seems 
therefore that part of the burial sites in Belgium and northern France classified as 
urnfields actually were founded centuries before the Late Bronze Age.
The trend observed by De Mulder raises a series of important questions. What 
did these Middle Bronze Age ‘urnfield predecessors’ look like exactly? Were they 
collective burial sites? Should they be described as urnfields already, or did they 
‘develop into’ urnfields in the course of time? And if the former is true, what 
does this mean with regard to current interpretations with regard to the genesis 
of urnfields? It is a well-known fact that many urnfields in the Low Countries 
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are situated near older burial monuments. Especially the often considerable age 
differences and lack of continuity between both have been stressed (Fontijn 
1996; Gerritsen 2003, 143-145) whereas the sites discussed above appear to have 
been used continuously. Is the latter pattern typical for the Scheldt basin – and 
therefore yet another example of regional differentiation – or were similar sites 
present in other parts of the Low Countries? It is difficult to tell yet, as 14C-dates 
of urnfield burials are still relatively rare in both Germany and the Netherlands. 
More systematic 14C-analyses obtained through sensible sampling strategies, 
however, should be able to provide the answer.
Urnfield size, life span and burial communities 
Our case study has demonstrated that the number of burials in urnfields in the 
eastern Netherlands varies considerably and that movements of cemeteries were 
common. Do urnfield in other Pleistocene sandy regions within the northwest 
European plain display similar characteristics? 
With regard to the number of burials in cemeteries a first reference can be 
made to research in the central Dutch Veluwe region. Verlinde and Hulst (2010, 
75-76) divide the urnfields in this region for which reliable size estimates can 
be made into three categories: small (1-9 burials), medium-sized (10-100) and 
large (more than 100). No less than 33 out of 37 sites are classified as ‘small’ or 
‘medium-sized’. Similar classifications are not available for other regions, but it is 
clear that cemeteries consisting of no more than a few dozen burials have existed 
in large parts of the Low Countries. In the Meuse-Demer-Scheldt region the sites 
of Beegden (Fig. 12), Oss-IJsselstraat and Oss-Ussen are examples (Gerritsen et 
al. 2005, 7; Roymans 1999). De Mulder (2011, 201-203) notes that both size 
Fig. 12. Plan of the small Early Iron Age urnfield of Beegden, situated in the southern Dutch 
province of Limburg. The cemetery was probably used for one or two generations only (after 
Roymans 1999, fig. 4).
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and life span of burial sites in the Belgian Scheldt basin and northern France vary 
considerably. At Aire-sur-la-Lys (France) for example different clusters of Middle 
and Late Bronze Age burials are found, resulting in an image of burial zones rather 
than large, formal cemeteries.
The exact life span of many urnfields can not be determined because fully 
excavated cemeteries are rare throughout the Low Countries. Even if this bias is 
taken into account, all available regional overviews point to the fact that a high 
percentage of these cemeteries were used in (parts of ) either the Late Bronze Age or 
the Early Iron Age. This goes for the northern (Kooi 1979, 153-156) and central 
Netherlands (Hulst and Verlinde 2010, 78; 138-160), the Meuse-Demer-Scheldt 
region (Gerritsen 2003, 291-298), the Belgian Scheldt basin and northern France 
(De Mulder 2010, 489-492) and the German region of Westfalia (Mecke 1998, 
114-220). In the Meuse-Demer-Scheldt region for example numerous urnfields 
were founded in the Early Iron Age (Gerritsen 2003, 220-221; Roymans and 
Kortlang 1999, 38-39). 
It will not be argued here that large urnfields with long life spans were absent 
in the Low Countries. They clearly were not, and their numbers are undoubtedly 
underrepresented because of the lack of large scale excavations. All evidence, 
however, points to the fact that large, long-lived cemeteries represent only one 
burial site category: an option rather than a rule. As exactly these sites so far have 
dominated our perception of Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age burial sites it 
is essential that we start looking beyond their boundaries in order to obtain more 
reliable insights into the actual variety in burial practices. The same goes for the 
important role they have been awarded with regard to landscape organization, 
territoriality and ideology (next section). 
As pointed out by Gerritsen it is generally assumed that the great majority 
of the population was buried in urnfields. Infants seem to be underrepresented, 
but all other members of society are present in more or less expected numbers. 
The people buried in a cemetery were probably in some way connected in life. 
Therefore ‘burial communities’ probably closely resembled social communities 
(Gerritsen 2003, 138, 146-147). Estimates of the size of these Late Bronze Age 
and Early Iron Age burial communities are quite uniform. They roughly vary 
between five and 25 persons (Hessing and Kooi 2005, 647-649). Therefore we 
might conclude that an ‘average’ cemetery was used by the inhabitants of between 
one and three or four farmsteads inhabited by nuclear families, even though some 
researchers give slightly higher estimates (Gerritsen 2003, 146-147). 
This general pattern appears reliable, but exceptions do occur. Obviously, very 
small burial sites consisting of only a few burials can not be interpreted as a reliable 
cross-section of society. Because of a lack of physical anthropological studies it is 
not possible to tell yet whether specific patterns are present in the selection of 
persons buried in these short-lived cemeteries or if they reflect mere chance. The 
latter seems likely. Another exception is the extremely large urnfield of Weert-
Boshoverheide, situated in the soutern part of the Netherlands (Bloemers 1993; 
Hissel and Theunissen 2012). The number of burials present has recently been 
estimated at c. 3000. The urnfield, described as ‘too large for its environment’, 
must have been used by a far larger community than an ‘average’ cemetery. Possibly 
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people from a very wide region were buried here. That practice might in some way 
have functioned to enhance social connections on a supraregional level (Hissel 
and Theunissen 2012). Physical anthropological research has yielded deviating 
results as well. Fifty burials were analysed. Only one (possibly) female individual 
is present, whereas all other burials contain adult men and children (d’Hollosy 
1990). No parallels for the Weert urnfield are known yet.
Landscape organization and territoriality 
Urnfields are thought to have been located, both geographically and symbolically, 
at the heart of the settlement territories (Roymans and Fokkens 1991; Roymans 
and Kortlang 1999). They were used by communities in the construction of their 
social identity, which was based on the relationship with a specific area and on the 
ancestors who had lived there before and were buried in the cemetery. Whereas 
the territorial ordering of the Middle Bronze Age landscape is considered to have 
been relatively ‘open and loose’, with isolated barrows and barrow groups for a 
selective group of people that provided means for identification with land and 
ancestors, these relations became much more fixed and formalised in the Late 
Bronze Age and Early Iron Age (Gerritsen 2003, 190-192). 
The idea that urnfields played a major role in the representation of territorial 
claims is often underbuilt by their assumed fixed location in the landscape, as 
well as their monumental character. This monumentality rather depended on the 
clustering and vast spread of burial monuments rather than on their individual 
character. Claims to a settlement territory were represented and negotiated through 
an idiom of ancestral ownership. The appropriation of ‘mythical’ ancestors could 
also take the shape of reusing (far) older burial monuments present in the territory. 
Such practices have been described as the purposeful creation of a fictituous 
genealogical link, whereas both groups were not linked genealogically (Fontijn 
1996; Gerritsen 2003, 143-145). Celtic Field systems are also thought to have 
functioned as a focus of communal identity and territoriality. In the course of 
time the system of low banks became more pronounced and visible, resulting 
in a physical and permanent record of the history of a local community and its 
interaction with the land (Gerritsen 2003, 190-192). 
These theories form an elegant explanatory framework for the changes in 
burial practice and landscape ordering that took place in the Late Bronze Age and 
Early Iron Age. When they are tested to the archaeological evidence, however, 
some serious problems arise. As discussed above, the relatively short life spans 
of various cemeteries demonstrate that landscape ordering within settlement 
territories often was far less stable than expected. It is difficult to see how this 
category of burial sites could have functioned as territorial markers. Also, our 
eastern Netherlands case study has demonstrated that landscape organization in 
that region was very diverse, and that literally none of the urnfields situated in the 
test areas actually were situated at the centre of a settlement territory. It would be 
very interesting to see whether these patterns are parallelled in other parts of the 
Low Countries as well. Unfortunately the geographical position of urnfields in the 
cultural landscape has hardly been formally tested yet in other regions. Gerritsen 
has published case studies of four microregions in the Meuse-Demer-Scheldt 
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region (Gerritsen 2003, 204-219), but it is difficult to assess the reliability of his 
conclusions. Urnfields and settlements are not depicted on the same distribution 
maps, and sites are plotted on 19th maps instead of using detailed soil data. One 
of the urnfields in his Weert-Nederweert region seems to be located on the central 
part of a large coversand ridge and therefore might have taken a central position 
in a settlement territory. Most other cemeteries, however, rather appear to be 
positioned in more ‘peripheral’ locations. Furthermore, in the Oss region – one of 
the most intensively investigated parts of the Netherlands – only small cemeteries 
have been found. On a more general note, we might refer again to the apparent 
increase of urnfields in the Meuse-Demer-Scheldt region (see above). This trend 
is mainly interpreted as a result of population growth (Gerritsen 2003, 220-221; 
Roymans and Kortlang 1999, 38-39). This explanation might be true. But the very 
fact that these people founded new cemeteries and did not use the same, centrally 
positioned urnfield with a Late Bronze Age origin points to the changeability of 
territorial structures. 
Urnfields on the move
Ever since the late 18th and 19th centuries, urnfields have played an important part in 
the perception, description and chronological divisions of late prehistoric societies 
in Europe (Stig Sørensen and Rebay-Salisbury 2008). The important meaning 
attributed to these cemeteries has fossilised in well-known terms as ‘Urnfield 
culture’ and ‘Urnfield period’, that are still current in some regions. Therefore it is 
not remarkable that urnfields have been placed central (literally and figuratively) 
when Dutch models on Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age landscape ordering 
were developed, and that especially the largest and most impressive examples were 
crucial in that process. In this paper it has been demonstrated, however, that the 
scope of these models is too limited. Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age burial 
practices and landscape organization were far more diverse and dynamic than 
previously assumed. Some urnfields might indeed have functioned as focal points 
and territorial markers of local communities, but they are only part of the story. 
Various others were short-lived, less monumental or situated decentral within 
settlement territories. 
Obviously, the research results give rise to a series of interesting new questions 
that might be addressed in future research. For example, why did some urnfields 
evolve into large, fixed cemeteries, and others did not? Gerritsen, who mainly 
emphasizes aspects of uniformity and stability in Late Bronze Age and Early Iron 
Age burial practices and territorial structures, also briefly mentions the continued 
existence of a considerable degree of flux in the actual constitution and distribution 
of social groups (Gerritsen 2003, 243). That degree in flux in fact seems to have 
been quite large, and may be part of the explanation. Physical geographical and 
economical factors probably were important as well. All settlement territories were 
different, and some offered more suitable conditions for continuous habitation 
and the emergence of ‘fixed’ territorial structures than others. Another important 
question is why some burial sites were positioned near older burial monuments, 
and others were not. Do such choices reflect local differences in the interactions 
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with ancestors? Were these links only established when territorial claims needed to 
be made?
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döserygg and skegrie 
Megalithic centres in south-west Scania, southern 
Sweden
By Magnus Andersson and Björn Wallebom
Abstract
Two impressive megalithic complexes, dated to the early and middle Neolithic 
periods, have been discovered on the archaeological sites of Döserygg and Skegrie 
in south-western Scania. At least 20 megalithic monuments (dolmens) have been 
found at Döserygg as well as a palisade and other complex structures. The site has 
yielded a rich find of material consisting of grave goods, ritual deposits and votive 
offerings. A few kilometres south of Döserygg, a dolmen not far from the still 
standing Skegriedösen (Skegrie dolmen) was also discovered. These sites contribute 
to an entirely new understanding of the way society was organized during that 
era. This article gives a brief presentation of the two sites and their contexts. The 
analysis of the material from the excavations is still in its infancy. Several years of 
analysis remains, and more detailed studies will be presented further on.
Keywords: Neolithic, Döserygg, Skegrie, Megalithic monument, Dolmen, Palisade
Monuments of stone
More than 6000 years ago, people in the Stone Age societies of Western Europe 
began to build monuments and graves out of large stones; these are known as 
megalithic monuments or megalithic tombs (from the Greek mega, large, and 
lithos, stone). More or less complex monuments and tombs occur along the whole 
coast of Western Europe, in the British Isles, and in the Mediterranean area. 
The most famous examples are Stonehenge in England, Newgrange in Ireland, 
and the long rows of stones at Carnac in France. In southern Scandinavia there 
are megaliths above all in Denmark, but also in Scania, along the west coast of 
Sweden, and in the Falköping district (e.g. Burenhult 1999, 284ff.). 
Megalithic tombs were erected in southern Sweden at the start of the Neolithic, 
between 5600 and 5300 years ago (e.g. Tilley 1999, 3). They were built of large, 
unworked stone slabs, and they are usually divided into dolmens and passage graves. 
A dolmen consists of several slabs making up a burial chamber. The chamber is 
enclosed in a rectangular or round mound of earth and stone – long dolmens and 
round dolmens respectively – edged by lying or standing stones. The passage grave 
is a development of the dolmen with the addition of a covered passage leading 
into the burial chamber. Dolmens are chiefly assumed to have been tombs for a 
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single person, but they may sometimes have been used for several burials. Passage 
graves, on the other hand, were always intended for several people, perhaps the 
inhabitants of a farm or a kin group. 
Megalithic graves in Söderslätt, south-west Scania
In Scania, in southern Sweden, megalithic graves can be found above all in the 
coastal regions, where they occur in a number of concentrations (e.g. Andersson 
2004a, 170; Burenhult 1999, 288ff.; Strömberg 1980; Tilley 1999, 4) (Fig. 1). 
These coincide with areas of settlement density and sacrificial sites from the same 
time (Karsten 1994) and probably correspond to the settlement regions at the 
start of the Neolithic. A concentration of megalithic graves can be found in south-
west Scania. Dolmens are particularly numerous in this part. Of the roughly 45 
surviving dolmens in Scania, almost half are in the south-west plains also known 
as Söderslätt (Sköld 1968, 33). Moreover, studies of the degree of preservation of 
megalithic tombs, partly through analyses of old field names and maps, shows that 
there used to be even more. It is calculated that just 200 or 300 years ago there 
were nearly a 150 megalithic tombs in south-west Scania (Larsson 2007; Sandén 
Fig. 1. Distribution of megalithic graves in Scania, southern Sweden. Denser hatching 
indicates concentrations (revised after Andersson 2004a, 170).
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Fig. 2. South-west Scania, with Döserygg and Skegrie marked (illustration: Magnus 
Andersson).
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1995). Despite this density of megaliths, not one of them has been excavated in 
modern times.
Now, however, when the National Road Administration is planning to rebuild 
the very busy E6 highway between Vellinge and Trelleborg in south-west Scania to 
motorway standard, we archaeologists have an opportunity to gain new insight into 
this megalith-rich setting. In 2006–2008 The Swedish National Heritage Board, 
Southern Excavations Department conducted excavations along the planned 
course of the road. At two sites, Döserygg and Skegrie (Fig. 2), excavated in the 
autumns of 2007 and 2008, there were significant remains from the Neolithic, 
including traces of a large number of megalithic tombs (Andersson and Wallebom 
2011a; Söderberg in press).
Döserygg
Under the soil, a dolmen landscape
The most striking thing we found was at the small village of Södra Håslöv. In 
the preliminary studies preceding the excavation a map from the 1770’s was 
found to show a dark, oblong patch with four dots in the middle, drawn in the 
middle of a field. The place was called “Döserygg” on the map. It seems obvious 
that this indicates a ploughed-out megalithic tomb, and the name meaning 
“Dolmen Ridge” suggests a dolmen. Yet even if there is nothing left above 
ground, we know that there are almost always traces surviving under ground. 
We thus expected to find traces of a dolmen. This is how they occur today, above 
all in Scania: separately, scattered like solitary islands in the arable landscape. 
But the mark on the map revealed not just one dolmen but a whole dolmen 
Fig. 3. The earth is stripped to reveal a dolmen. In this case several of the kerbstones still 
survived (photo: Cecilia Cronberg). 
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landscape. Under the topsoil cover were the remains of no less than 20 dolmens. 
The dolmens had suffered varying degrees of damage but were still surprisingly well 
preserved. Virtually all the wall slabs and roof slabs in the chambers were missing, 
as were the kerbstones. The majority of the dolmens nevertheless consisted of 
stone packings and were surrounded by a rim of small stones places in a rectangular 
form around the tomb. Most of these were completely intact, clearly revealing 
where the dolmens had once stood (Fig. 3 and 4). Gaps in the rims and dark 
impressions in the earth showed where the kerbstones had been placed. In most of 
the dolmens there were also remains of the mound that had originally covered the 
burial chamber. The chambers themselves were indicated by impressions of the 
wall slabs. In one of the larger long dolmens the impressions revealed a structure 
that had been divided into two burial chambers. Dolmens with more than one 
chamber are unusual in Sweden. Only one was known previously (Blomqvist 
1989). It too has two chambers and is located in Söderslätt, in Skegrie Parish. 
In the dolmens we unearthed a great many interesting finds (Fig. 5). The 
most common finds were flint objects, chiefly axes, scrapers, and blades. A 
considerable proportion of the flint objects displayed damage that suggested 
deliberate destruction. Moreover, a large share of them were burnt. We 
also found a lot of pottery of varying type and quality. Most of the finds 
Fig. 4. Ground plan of one of the dolmens at Döserygg (illustration: Henrik Pihl).
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Fig. 5. Examples of finds from one of the dolmens: thin-bladed axe, scraper, two flake axes (the 
small one is made from a fragmented polished flint axe) and pottery (photo: Staffan Hyll).
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occurred around the burial chambers and beside the kerbstones. No traces 
of human remains were found, however, which can be easily explained by 
the generally poor preservation conditions for organic material on the site. 
Altogether, the finds and radiocarbon dates (appendix 1) indicate activities above 
all connected to the construction of the dolmens on the site at the start of the 
Neolithic, and also show that the burial monuments were highly significant later 
in the Neolithic.
The palisade through the dolmen landscape
Apart from all the dolmens, perhaps the most spectacular find was two parallel 
trenches filled with stones, running in a north-south direction the whole length of 
the excavated area (Fig. 6). As we gradually exposed them by machine, their course 
became increasingly clear. The width between the trenches varied between 3 and 8 m. 
We were able to follow them for almost 640 m and could see where they disappeared 
outside the excavated area in both directions, without revealing either a start or a 
finish. The excavation showed that there had been closely spaced posts and 
standing stones at places in the trenches (Fig. 7). The posts had been buried to 
depths varying between 0.3 and 0.8 m and were stabilized with large amounts of 
stone. The diameter of the posts varied between 0.15 and 0.25 m. The variation 
in the depth of the trenches and the thickness of the posts may mean that the 
palisade varied in height and thickness at different stages of its length, although 
the effects of ploughing may have affected the degree of preservation to some 
extent. An estimate of the number of posts required to build the palisade can 
be based on a section of three to four posts per metre, which gives roughly 
5000 posts for the length of the trenches within the excavated area alone. 
Cutting through the trenches there were also three distinct openings which we 
interpret as entrances (or exits), that is to say, breaks in the otherwise fairly regular 
and continuous line of posts in trenches. Two of the openings had a width of 
about 2 m and were marked with retracted posts or standing stones and other 
adjacent structural devices. The openings appear to have been monumental 
in character and placed in strategic locations. The third opening had a width 
of about 1 m and only broke the eastern palisade trench. In the trenches we 
found copious flakes from axe manufacture, axe fragments, scrapers, and a lot 
of burnt flint. In addition we found several broken whetstones for sharpening 
axes. The finds and the datings (appendix 1) suggest that they are contemporary 
with the dolmens. The trenches with the closely spaced posts probably belong 
to the first phase of construction at Döserygg and were perhaps also the first 
manifestation on the site together with the first dolmens. Between the trenches 
there were only a few features along the entire course: some foundations for 
standing stones, occasional stone packings and a few hearths. With regard to 
the latter, it should be noted that they all contained large amounts of burnt 
flint pieces, a feature often associated with ritual activities (e.g. Larsson 2000). 
Moreover, also worth mentioning is that, in the central part of the excavated area, 
where the palisade curved slightly over a small rise, there was a hard-packed area 
of stone, resembling a floor, which was an integral part of the palisade. Gaps along 
the edges of the stone packing revealed places where there were probably originally 
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Fig. 6. The palisade trenches viewed from the south after the removal of the topsoil (photo: 
Conleth Hanlon).
Fig. 7. Part of the western 
trench after excavation. In 
the trench there were clear 
impressions of posts which 
were stabilized with large 
amounts of stone (photo: 
Björn Wallebom).
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standing or laying stones. A larger area without stones in the middle of the feature 
may have been the site of a larger block. The stone packing forms an open but 
nevertheless defined space in the palisade. However, the function of the structure 
is not known.
It is perfectly obvious that the dolmens and the trenches were constructed in 
relation to each other. The dolmens were clearly oriented along and on either side 
of the trenches (Fig. 8 and 9). The trenches are thus not a limit in the sense of an 
enclosure. Based on this, our initial interpretation was that the structure could 
be part of a palisade-lined road that passes through the burial area (Andersson 
and Nilsson 2009; Andersson and Wallebom 2011a). Perhaps a processional 
road or a way to distinguish the living passers-by from the dead in the graves. 
The link between more or less magnificent graves, often from several different 
periods, and particularly important pieces of road is well substantiated today in 
archaeology (cf. e.g. Rudebeck 2002). The palisade follows the course of the old 
highway between Trelleborg and Malmö that goes back at least to the seventeenth 
century. It is striking that there are several dolmens right beside this highway. 
The highway is possibly an ancient transport route linking the megalithic tombs 
in the area. According to our initial idea, the palisade at Döserygg, in this 
perspective, could be a part of this route which was given this monumental design 
where it passed the tombs. It is worth noting, moreover, that the site is at the 
location of a fork in the road. Junctions and crossroads have been natural meeting 
places and have often been symbolically charged sites (cf. Rudebeck 2002). 
However, after the two seasons of contract archaeology in 2007 and 2008, two 
smaller complementary research excavations have been conducted in the vicinity 
to the Döserygg site. The site was excavated during two days in the late summer 
Fig. 8. Part of the excavated area viewed from the west. In the foreground and beside the 
palisade, two dolmens are being excavated. The palisade trenches can be discerned between 
them (photo: Conleth Hanlon).
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of 2009 (Andersson and Wallebom 2011b) and for a period of five days in the 
autumn of 2011 (Andersson and Wallebom in press). The aim of the excavations 
were primarily to investigate the direction of the two palisade trenches to the 
south, outside the already excavated area, on the other side of the old motorway. 
In this respect, the excavation in 2009 was not successful, although the remains of 
yet another dolmen were discovered. In 2011 we finally rediscovered the palisade 
trenches and were also able to follow them for another 95 m in an eastward 
direction. However, we did not have the opportunity to continue the excavation at 
this time. Although it is still open for discussion whether the palisade trenches will 
turn to the south (as it turns to the north in the northern part of the excavation 
area, see Fig. 9), in a course to other megaliths situated in the southern region, 
the most reasonable interpretation is that it crosses the ridge and in fact forms an 
unusual type of early Neolithic enclosure, similar to those unearthed for example 
in Sarup, Denmark (cf. e.g. Andersen 1997; 1999a; 1999b). To find out the answer, 
Fig. 9. Schematic plan of the excavated area, marking the dolmens, the palisade, and other 
features (illustration: Henrik Pihl).
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the intent is now to continue the research in the autumn of 2012, and follow the 
palisade trenches both to the south and to the north of the site.
Stones in lines and other stone structures
Clearly oriented along the palisade there were also several rectangular and 
continuous ditch-like dark features which followed the palisade along the 
whole edge of the western palisade trench. Looking at the plan of the site, these 
ditches are very similar to the so called system-ditches. These were made use 
of at many enclosed structures in the European Neolithic in the second half of 
the 5th millennium and throughout the 4th millennium BC (cf. Andersen 1997, 
284ff.). However, in most parts the ditches within the excavated area at Döserygg, 
showed few similarities with the character of system-ditches as seen at Sarup and 
other enclosed sites. The ditches proved to have very few finds, almost none, but 
they did contain foundations for and impressions left by large stones which had 
been raised upright along the palisade. The impressions were of exactly the same 
character, with packing stones and homogenous filling, as the impressions of the 
kerbstones and chamberstones in the dolmens. The impressions of stones in the 
ditches tended to be distributed in groups of two and four, but they also occurred 
in continuous longer series of seven to ten (Fig. 10). The size varied from 0.5 m 
up to over 1 m in diameter. The number amounted to at least 300 within the 
excavated area alone.
The phenomenon of standing stones in long rows like this was not 
previously known in Scandinavia. The closest parallels can be found in the 
British Isles and in France, with sites like Avebury (e.g. Gillings et al. 2008; 
Harding 2003; Smith 1965) and Carnac (e.g. Burl 1993; Roughley et al. 2002). 
Foundations for and impressions left by standing stones are now known not just 
along the palisade but at several places in the excavated area. They were found 
both as solitaries and in groups, for instance at and around the burial monuments. 
Fig. 10. Plan and section of one of the ditches with a series of ten impressions of stones  
(illustration: Björn Wallebom).
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In some places the fallen stones were even lying where they once stood. Perhaps 
they served as dividers or boundary markers between the dolmens, as some kind 
of plot borders for the graves of different farms or families. 
A boundary between land and water
Döserygg is located on a former ridge that once had wetlands on either side. 
Today we cannot see any traces of the wetland since it has been drained. On 
the former shoreline we found several interesting things. These included a 
long, narrow stone packing of varying density, well-laid in places in recurrent 
square formations, constituting a boundary between land and water (Fig. 
11). We were able to follow it in every place where the former wetland was 
included in the excavated area, corresponding to a stretch of almost 500 m. 
Beside the stone packing there were some places with small stone foundations 
sticking out into the former wetland. It is possible that there were jetties here. 
The most bewildering thing about the stone packing was that it cut across the 
palisade at a couple of places. At the same time the trenches for the palisade could 
be clearly discerned at the intersections, which suggests that the palisade existed 
when the stone packing was laid. The function is not entirely obvious, but the 
stratigraphic conditions suggest that the stone packing was constructed after the 
palisade and the dolmens, but still during the time when the site was actively 
used. The interpretation that is currently preferred is that this was constructed in 
connection with a flood as an attempt to save the structures close to the wetland 
from the rising water level. 
Fig. 11. Part of the stone packing on the former shoreline viewed from the south 
(photo: Anders Edring).
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Wet and dry deposits
In the wetland we discovered several finds that can be dated to the Neolithic. 
They were above all objects of flint, including several flint axes and large 
numbers of scrapers, some of which had been subjected to destruction or had 
been burned to pieces. In the central part of the excavated area, where one of 
the dolmens was adjacent to the edge of the wetland, we found, right beside 
the dolmen, out in the wetland, a deposit of two pots containing burnt animal 
bones. The pottery is of early Funnel Beaker type with simple impressions 
under the rim and can be dated to the start of the Neolithic. Beside the pot 
there were numerous flint objects, including several concentrations of scrapers. 
We interpret the finds from the wetland as deliberate depositions or sacrifices. 
The phenomenon of votive deposits in wetlands is known from much of prehistory, 
not least the Neolithic. Moreover, cultic and votive sites with deposits in wetland 
increase significantly at the start of the Neolithic, simultaneously with the start of 
megalithic tomb construction in southern Scandinavia (Andersson 2004b, 187ff.; 
Karsten 1994). It was not just in the wetland that we were able to detect different 
kinds of sacrificial acts. These also took place on dry land. In a couple of pits 
beside the openings in the palisade we found deposits of pots together with large 
quantities of flint flakes and parts of axes. In a pit just beside one of the dolmens 
we found almost 40 deposited flint scrapers in a dense concentration. Several of 
the scrapers were stacked on each other as if they had originally been in a basket or 
a leather pouch when they were deposited in the pit. The same pit also contained 
large quantities of flakes and fragments of polished flint axes and some pottery. Just 
Fig. 12. Perhaps this was what Döserygg looked like one day 5500 years ago 
(illustration: Staffan Hyll).
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as in the wetland, there were several places close to the dolmens with concentrations 
of deliberately broken or burnt flint objects, above all fragments of axes and chisels. 
Ritual destruction of objects is a phenomenon that is attested with varying 
frequency throughout the Stone Age (Karsten 1994). Above all, fire seems to 
have been important, perhaps because of its transforming role and its symbolic 
significance in both sacred and profane contexts. The burning of flint gives an 
immediate audiovisual experience. During the burning the flint undergoes a series 
of changes. For example, it breaks with a dull crack while simultaneously changing 
colour to white (cf. Nilsson and Hanlon 2006, 172). There is a striking similarity 
to the cremation of a human body (cf. Larsson 2000, 101), so one can understand 
why the burning of flint could have been part of some kind of passage rite (van 
Gennep 1960).
The Skegrie dolmens
A few kilometres south of Döserygg stands the well-known Skegrie dolmen. This 
is one of the best-preserved in Scania today, an excellent example of a long dolmen 
(Fig. 13). The dolmen is not directly affected by the motorway plans, but an 
area about 50 m to the west of it is affected, which gave us the opportunity to 
investigate it. The excavation showed that the Skegrie monument was not the 
only dolmen on the site. A few dozen metres north-west of the surviving dolmen, 
a little way down a gentle slope towards a former wetland, traces of yet another 
dolmen – a round dolmen – were discovered (Fig. 14). Although the dolmen was 
largely destroyed, it was possible to discern several interesting details (Fig. 15). 
The burial chamber had been constructed of three wall slabs. These had stood in 
such a way as to form a rectangular chamber. Inside the chamber was a paved floor 
of just over a square metre. Towards the south-east, as an entrance and threshold 
to the burial chamber, there were four flat stones. Leading into the chamber was 
a narrow, well-laid path of crushed flint and pebbles. Unfortunately, no skeletal 
remains were found in the chamber, but we may assume that the limited space 
in the chamber was intended for just one person, who was probably placed in 
Fig. 13. The Skegrie dolmen viewed from the north-west. Today it stands in solitary majesty, 
but it used to have the company of at least one other dolmen (photo: Thomas Hansson).
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Fig. 14. From the Skegrie dolmen it was just a very short distance to the newly discovered 
dolmen (photo: Cecilia Cronberg).
Fig. 15. Schematic ground plan of the newly discovered round dolmen (illustration: Thomas 
Hansson).
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seated position with his or her back towards one of the wall slabs. The chamber 
was surrounded by a stone packing and a stone rim in which several impressions 
and foundations of kerbstones were found. It seems as if in the first phase this was 
Fig. 16. Schematic plan of the excavated area at Skegrie, showing the relationship between 
the existing dolmen and the newly discovered dolmen and other features (illustration: 
Kenneth Stark).
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a round dolmen which may have been expanded into a long dolmen. The finds 
in the dolmen were sparse, consisting above all of flint flakes and pottery, a sea 
urchin, and a flint axe.
Apart from the dolmen, foundations for single and double standing stones 
were uncovered in places. These may also very well have belonged to megalithic 
structures. A little way south of the dolmen were two foundation ditches similar 
to those along the palisade at Döserygg. In this connection it may also be worth 
mentioning the western kerb of the existing dolmen. This is distinguished by 
four large blocks of stone, partly separated from the other stones in the kerb. The 
similarities to the foundation ditches at Döserygg as regards the dimensions and 
the number of the stones is striking. It may also be worth noting the direction of 
the kerbstones, which corresponds in many ways to that of the two foundation 
ditches in the excavated area. It cannot be ruled out that they belonged to a 
continuous megalithic structure similar to the one along the palisade at Döserygg. 
The Neolithic remains at Skegrie also include a number of pits (Fig. 16) in which 
objects were placed, interpreted as ritual depositions or sacrifices. Many of the pits 
contained large quantities of finds. For example, a single pit measuring about 1 m 
in diameter and with a depth of 0.3 m had over seven kilos of knapped flint, copious 
potsherds, and a small amount of burnt bones. The flint mainly consists of flakes 
and debitage, but the material also includes parts of a large number of polished 
axes, several scrapers, and a transverse arrowhead. Among the pottery there were 
sherds from both finely decorated funnel beakers and coarse, undecorated storage 
vessels, along with sherds of several different clay discs decorated with stick marks 
and wavy bands. The burnt bones seem to be exclusively from animals. 
To sum up, we may note that the excavation at Skegrie, just like the one 
at Döserygg, shows that the dolmens were not solitaries. Several occur together, 
moreover in complex settings and with other types of structures. The two 
sites differ in size, of course, and also partly in the nature of the activities. At 
Döserygg, for example, there were many ritual deposits in the wetland. At 
Skegrie we could not find any such deposits; instead they were on the top of 
the plateau. It should be added that only limited areas were excavated, as 
dictated by the extent of the development for the motorway. Perhaps future 
research efforts outside this limited area will increase and qualify our knowledge. 
In addition, the excavations at Skegrie corroborate the assumption that there were 
further groups of megalithic tombs along the course of the old road. 
An organized society
It is perfectly obvious that Döserygg and Skegrie were sites of great significance. 
The dolmens were probably graves for the leading stratum of the population. 
But the sites were much more than just cemeteries. The palisade and 
deposits or sacrifices in adjacent wetland and around the graves show that 
ceremonies were held, perhaps open to the entire population of the district. 
The rituals associated with the burial monuments may have been intended 
to legitimize and maintain the supremacy of the elite through the sacrifice 
of surplus production to the ancestors (Andersson 2003; Nordquist 2001). 
The megalithic graves were also symbols of permanence. The endurance of the 
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monuments is a reminder that people in the Neolithic were not just committed to 
the past but also to the future. The graves built of stone were a mediator between 
past, present, and future. In addition, the whole idea of constructing megalithic 
tombs suggests a new view of the landscape. It was an activity that involved the 
first remodelling of the surrounding nature: moving large stones, clearing forest, 
and levelling surfaces. Unlike the older flat-earth graves, the megalithic tombs 
were visible in the landscape in a completely new way. The impressive monuments 
at Döserygg and Skegrie, built of thousands of wooden posts and hundreds of 
stones each weighing several tons, indicate a well-organized society. Felling trees 
and making posts required labour, as did the digging of trenches and foundation 
ditches. The transport of stone, probably brought from coastal areas where stones 
are exposed and more easily accessible, is an organizational chapter on its own. 
There must have been powerful forces with the ability to summon the resources 
in terms of manpower and material required to erect the monuments. Besides the 
manpower, this network of resources must have involved a number of specialists, 
everything from the stonesmiths who made all the axes needed for felling and 
working timber, to the skilled “megalithic architects”, designers, and builders.
Among Iron Age farmers
Judging by the archaeological remains, Döserygg and Skegrie were actively used 
for just over a 1000 years in the Neolithic. There is a great deal to suggest that 
the sites then lost their significance as ritual centres, but that they continued 
to be respected and were left undisturbed for several subsequent millennia. At 
Döserygg there is no trace of any later activities to speak of, no settlement site 
remains, no graves or other clear ritual remains of later periods. It is not until 
the Late Iron Age (c. 500–1000 AD) that we see the first signs of settlement, 
with a small sunken-floor hut on the eastern edge of the excavated area. 
The situation seems to be similar at Skegrie. It was not until the Iron 
Age that the site was claimed for settlement. Here, however, the traces of 
settlement are more noticeable and more intensive. The people appear to 
have lived in the midst of the Neolithic monuments. It seems as if Iron Age 
people respected the monuments to a large extent and adapted the location 
of their houses to suit them. In one case a standing stone had even been 
incorporated as part of the wall in a sunken-floor hut (Söderberg in press). 
Moreover, there are signs suggesting that Iron Age people deposited objects at the 
dolmens, perhaps as some kind of votive act. A cutting of an Arabian coin and a gilded 
pendant close to the chamber of the newly discovered dolmen could be examples 
of this. It is not particularly rare to find objects and traces of later activities when 
excavating megalithic tombs. A case in point is the Trollasten dolmen in south-east 
Scania. The excavation of the burial chamber uncovered large quantities of Viking 
Age pottery and some other artefacts from the Viking Age (Strömberg 1968). 
There may be many explanations for why people chose to respect megaliths and 
even integrate them in the settlement structure at Skegrie. Perhaps they found 
the old monuments attractive or viewed them as assets ascribed to the ancestors, 
which gave the owner or the kindred of the farm the right to the land. There 
is a great deal of source material to corroborate this. For instance, both Old 
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Norwegian and Old Swedish laws state that burial mounds could serve as “title 
deeds” for a family’s land holdings (e.g. Anglert 2003, 121; Skre 1998). Also, 
it is not unusual to find that the mounds constructed during the Bronze Age, 
sometimes covering megalithic graves (e.g. Hansen 1931; Jacobsson 1986), were 
used for new burials in the Iron Age (e.g. Anglert 2003, 118; Strömberg 1961, 60). 
This might suggest the persistence of a tradition. Yet another category of sources 
revealing the significance of barrows in the context of settlement is place-names. 
The ending -ie, as in Skegrie, is a worn-down form of hög meaning “mound”. 
Place-name scholars think that this element, which is particularly widespread in 
Söderslätt, may go back to the Iron Age (Skansjö 1983, 64; 95). The Skegrie 
dolmen has an eye-catching location beside the church, adjacent to a farm that 
is probably contemporary with the creation of the place-name. It therefore seems 
reasonable to assume that it was the Skegrie dolmen that gave its name to the 
village, although little survives today of the mound to which the name refers, 
which once covered the dolmen.
The destruction of the monuments
There is thus a great deal to suggest that the stone monuments were allowed 
to stand undisturbed until the Iron Age. So when did the destruction of the 
monuments begin? There is reason to believe that the first demolition came with 
the introduction of Christianity and that in some places the new religion in its 
missionary zeal wanted to eradicate old cultic sites like Döserygg and Skegrie. A 
good deal of stone was no doubt used to build the many churches that manifested 
the new religion in the 12th and 13th centuries. The use of slabs from the megalithic 
graves to build churches may also have symbolized continuity with older 
traditions. Although most of the churches in Söderslätt are mainly built of other 
material than granite (Anglert 1995, 69ff.), a considerable amount of stone must 
have been used to build the foundation walls of all these churches, here in this 
part of Scandinavia with the greatest density of churches (Skansjö 1983, 172ff.). 
In addition, a great deal of stone was used to build the town of Malmö, above 
all in the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries, and especially the castle of Malmöhus. 
It is surely not a coincidence that the number of megalithic tombs is small in 
the Malmö area, and that none of the megalithic tombs documented in the 
vicinity of the town survive. Large amounts of material of different kinds were 
transported to Malmö from a large area in connection with the fortification of 
the town (Rosborn 1977). It therefore cannot be ruled out that the development 
of the town may have affected the stock of megalithic tombs in a wider area. 
Other towns in the region needed large amounts of stone, requiring long-
distance transports. There are examples from the town of Landskrona dating to 
the mid-18th century showing how the shortage of stone was solved by making 
advance payments to “farmers, horsemen, and cottagers” in order to increase 
the transports of broken and unbroken stone. Fisherman likewise brought stone 
by sea for the construction of the town’s fortifications (Jönsson 1993, 229). 
The best-documented destruction of megalithic tombs took place in the 18th 
century and from the early to the mid-19th century (Sandén 1995, 68). Above 
all, a lot of stone was needed for the construction of new farms as a result of the 
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enclosures. At the same time, several megalithic tombs were cleared because they 
were regarded as an obstacle to agriculture when new arable fields were broken 
and the district became fully tilled (Skansjö 1983, 104). This was also a time when 
new harbours were built in many nearby towns, such as Trelleborg and Ystad. 
Besides this, we know that some churchmen were still active, going more or 
less berserk among the antiquities in their parishes. There are several recorded 
descriptions of this. We have an account, for instance, of how Per Hindström, vicar 
of Dalköpinge and Gislöv at the end of the 18th century, deliberately destroyed 
megalithic tombs as a way to eradicate superstition among his parishioners: 
‘P.H. has acquired a Herostratic reputation for his vandalism as regards the 
antiquities of the parish. “Whether out of affected heroism or a wish to drive 
superstition out of his congregation, he was not deterred by the legends [that 
the village was seen burning when they tried to blast away the dolmens] or 
the fate of his predecessors; no, with a dreadful lack of shame he simply had 
them blown up”, in particular the most remarkable monument in the district, 
the legendary dolmen of Jelle, located west of Gislöv in homestead no. 27 near 
the priest’s road from Dalköpinge to Gislöv, but in addition 4 other dolmens, 
including the so-called Mode’s dolmen in Simmarödsmarken, the stones of 
which were placed in the church tower in Gislöv, and one that was called the 
Torberg dolmen’ (authors translation, Lunds stifts herdaminne 1951, 315ff.). 
It was presumably in this connection that the last megalithic tombs at Döserygg 
disappeared. From maps and records by parish priests in different writings we 
know that there was at least one dolmen, and probably two, still standing in the 
mid-18th century. They have vanished on later maps and are no longer mentioned 
in any written sources. No records of any more dolmens apart from the one still 
standing at Skegrie can be found in the historical source material, which may 
mean that the destruction of the other monuments took place early. There may 
be many reasons why only “the Skegrie dolmen” of all the dolmens at Skegrie was 
allowed to stand. Perhaps this sole magnificent example was considered sufficient 
as a “title deed” to the land owned by the family.
Towards a new outlook
After the excavations at Döserygg and Skegrie, we certainly see the phenomenon of 
megalithic tombs with new eyes. Nothing like Döserygg has ever been found before 
in Scandinavia. The complexity is of a kind that requires us to look at the British 
Isles and France to find counterparts. We still know very little about what sites of 
this kind looked like, why they were built, and what role they played in their society. 
With Döserygg we are able, for the first time, to study how a large-scale 
megalithic burial place and assembly site from the earliest part of the Neolithic 
was organized. Döserygg is at present in a class of its own by virtue of its 
size and complexity. But what does it actually look like around the existing 
solitary dolmens? Are there elements at other sites to suggest that similar 
complex settings like Döserygg and Skegrie may have existed elsewhere? 
It is clear that our image of megalithic tombs as solitary monuments must be 
completely reappraised. There were in fact groups of megalithic tombs and composite 
megalithic cemeteries. Both Döserygg and Skegrie, moreover, indicate that the 
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destruction of monuments was much more extensive and effective than we previously 
imagined. The estimated number of megalithic tombs that originally existed in 
Söderslätt must presumably be raised considerably, perhaps to several hundred. If 
we assume that similar sites have also existed elsewhere in Scania, for the province 
as a whole the number may be over a thousand, perhaps even several thousand. 
To sum up, we may note that the E6 project has also given us an opportunity to 
shed more light on the question of prehistoric communication. Along the old 
highway, now the E6, there seems to have been a route that was used as early as the 
Neolithic and in places, as at Döserygg and Skegrie, was of a magnificent format. 
At the moment we have only started analysing the material from the excavations. 
Several years of analysis remain. Some of our current ideas will probably be 
modified, and new discoveries will expand the picture. One thing, however, is 
certain: we are on the way to a new outlook on the Neolithic and megalithic 
tradition, as regards both Söderslätt and Scandinavia and Western Europe as a 
whole.
Translated by Alan Crozier. 
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Appendix . Radiocarbon dates from Döserygg 
Lab. No. Context Dated Material Date BP Cal. 1 sig. 68,2 Cal. 2 sig. 95,4








4060-3950 BC ( 91.2)
Ua-29519 Dolmen 2 Bone (Red deer) 5140+403 4500-3300 BC (68.2) 4900-2900 BC (95.4)






Ua-29516 Dolmen 2 Cereal 2092+30 170-50 BC (68.2) 200-40 BC (95.4)










Ua-29521 Dolmen 7 Cereal 3619+30 2025-1940 BC (68.2) 2120-2090 BC (3.7)
2040-1890 BC (91.7)
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Lab. No. Context Dated Material Date BP Cal. 1 sig. 68,2 Cal. 2 sig. 95,4




Ua-29126 Dolmen 12 Charcoal 1312+34 660-710 AD (50.0)
740-770 AD (18.2)
650-780 AD (95.4)
Ua-29121 Dolmen 13 Charcoal 4953+52 3780-3660 BC (68.2) 3940-3870 BC (9.8)
3810-3640 BC (85.6)
Ua-29120 Pit just beside dolmen 8 Charcoal 4966+36 3785-3700 BC (68.2) 3910-3870 BC (4.3)
3800-3560 BC (91.1)
Ua-29128 Pit beside the north 
opening of the palisade
Charcoal 5029+38 3940-3850 BC (43.9)
3820-3760 BC (24.3)
3950-3710 BC (95.4)
Ua-28695 Palisade Charcoal 5080+50 3960-3900 BC (24.5)
3880-3800 BC (43.7)
3980-3760 BC (95.4)














Charcoal 5195+50 4045-3955 BC (68.2) 4230-4190 BC (3.8)
4170-3930 BC (87.6)
3860-3810 BC (4.0)










Ua-28693 Wetland Bone 1445+35 590-650 AD (68.2) 555-655 AD (95.4)




(Hearth on top of the 
former wetland)
Charcoal 1820 +35 80-235 AD BC (68.2) 80-260 AD (91.0)
290-330 AD (4.4)
Ua-28703 Foundation for standing 
stone





Ua-29123 Foundation for standing 
stone
Charcoal 4276+36 2915-2880 BC (68.2) 3010-2860 BC (90.1)
2810-2750 BC (5.3)
Ua-29523 Foundation for standing 
stone
Cereal 4031+30 2580-2545 BC (23.6)
2540-2485 BC (44.6)
2630-2470 BC (95.4)




Post alignMents in the Barrow 




In the last two decennia in the southern Netherlands new examples have been 
discovered of post alignments in the context of burial mounds and urnfields. 
In this article the alignments in the ‘barrow cemeteries’ of Oss-Vorstengraf and 
Oss-Zevenbergen are discussed and placed in a wider geographical and temporal 
context.
Keywords: Post alignment, burial mounds, barrow landscape
Introduction
Between 1997 and 2007, the Faculty of Archaeology and ARCHOL b.v. 
investigated an extensive barrow landscape south of Oss (Fig. 1). Two clusters of 
burial mounds were present here: the Oss-Vorstengraf and the Oss-Zevenbergen 
cluster, laying 400 m apart. Originally these clusters probably were connected, 
but in present time they are divided by a junction of highways that may have 
destroyed or obscured several monuments. 
The clusters have a totally different preservation history. In the Vorstengraf 
cluster all mounds were totally destroyed by later activities (an extensive junkyard), 
and nothing was visible of the original barrows. However, we knew they had 
been there – though not where exactly – because some had been excavated in the 
1930’s (Bursch 1937). The cluster derives its name Vorstengraf (chieftains burial) 
from an extremely rich Early Iron Age burial underneath a very large mound (53 
m in diameter) that had accidently been discovered here in 1932 (cf. Holwerda 
1934; Modderman 1964; Fokkens and Jansen 2004). The purpose of our 1997 
excavations was to find the original location back and at the same time investigate 
the extends of the original cemetery. In order to do so we first surveyed the whole 
area of 10 ha with narrow test trenches (1.5 m wide), sometimes 100 m long, and 
10 m apart (Fig. 1). This gave us good insight in the location of burial monuments, 
but also of features in the area in between them.
In contrast, in the Zevenbergen cluster all mounds had been preserved as 
visible monuments (though not undisturbed) and were ‘protected’ by forest. Here 
the forest had to be removed before we could start the research. When this had 
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been done, in 2004, all seven mounds (Zeven bergen) were visible (Figs. 1, 4; cf. 
Fokkens et al. 2009; Fontijn et al. 2013). Here we applied the same methodology. 
Before starting to excavate the barrows, we surveyed the whole area in between 
the mounds with test trenches in order to bring the archaeological landscape into 
view. In that stage we already discovered long post alignments, which prompted 
us to excavate the entire area between the mounds (Fig. 4).
This methodology had, as far as we know, not been applied consistently before. 
That probably is the reason that we found so many features that were not at all 
expected, but nevertheless proved to be an integral part of such barrow landscapes. 
One class of those features we would like to highlight here: post alignments. The 
goal of this paper is to describe the alignments that we have found in these mound 
clusters and to compare them with similar alignments elsewhere.
The post alignment at Oss-Vorstengraf
Our research at Vorstengraf demonstrated that the enormous mound that had been 
erected over the chieftains burial incorporated an older Bronze Age mound (Fig. 
2). Probably associated with this mound is a double post alignment, that we have 
indicated as an allée because the alignment could also be interpreted as a corridor 
leading towards the Bronze Age mound. This should be seen as descriptive label, 
however, because we have no real indication that such alignments were used as 
‘road’ or corridor (see discussion below).
Fig.1.The location of Oss-Vorstengraf (A) and Oss-Zevenbergen (B). In white the survey and 
excavation trenches are indicated that we have used to explore the area (100 ha)(Drawing: 





This allée presently is still 16 m long, and its orientation is nw-se. The south-
eastern part is disturbed, so it could have been substantially longer (Fig. 2). The 
posts stood 1.5 m apart and the distance between the rows was 1 m. On the west 
end four extra posts were placed, so there the alignment was partly triple. The 
alignment is not very straight. There is a slight indication that groups of four sets 
of posts are present with a bit larger spaces in between those groups. This is also 
suggested by a comparable ‘allée’ underneath mound 7 of the Zevenbergen cluster 
(Fontijn et al. 2013, 292-293; Fig. 2). 
The association of the Vorstengraf allée with the Middle Bronze Age mound 
is based on circumstantial evidence: we know of more examples of such allées 
in association with Bronze Age barrows, most notably mound 75 at Zeijen (Fig. 
3; Van Giffen 1949). This mound is securely dated to the Middle Bronze Age, 
and has comparable dimensions. Like the Oss-alignment, the alignment at Zeijen 
possibly too consists of segments, is in any case not sharply aligned and not 
Fig. 2. The double post alignment of Oss-Vorstengraf (A) with the post alignment of Oss-
Zevenbergen (B) below. This demonstrates that the Oss-Vorstengraf alignment actually may 













Fig. 3. The Middle Bronze Age burial mound of Zeijen pith a double post alignment leading 
up to the barrow (A), compared to the post alignment of Oss-Vorstengraf (B) (source: Zeijen: 
Van Giffen 1949; Oss: drawing H. Fokkens).
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oriented towards the centre of the mound, but a bit more north of the centre. 
That aspect can be seen in many alignments (see discussion below). In all we 
think that the allée of Oss-Vorstengraf is associated with a Middle Bronze Age 
barrow and dates to that same period. The allée of Oss-Zevenbergen is dated to 
the same period on the basis of the same circumstantial evidence (cf. Fontijn et al. 
2013, 292). That alignment is not associated with a Bronze Age burial mound, 
but interestingly with a natural wind blown dune in the shape of a mound. It 
is possible that this dune was interpreted as a burial mound in later periods (cf. 
Fontijn et al. 2013, 292-293).
Fig. 4. Post alignments in the Oss-Zevenbergen barrow cluster. The green – brown colours 
indicate the height above mean sea level (NAP) in meters (drawing Archol b.v. and Joëlla van 




















The post alignment at Oss-Zevenbergen
At Oss-Zevenbergen also post alignments have been found, but of a different 
type. There are five alignments of single rows of posts, and one small allée (Fig. 
4, Fig. 2), The latter was excavated in 2007 when the last barrow was investigated 
(mound 7, see above; Fontijn et al. 2013). All single lines of posts are spaced 
wider than the allées. They do not seem to be running towards mounds, but rather 
divide the space between them. One of the alignments is over 100 m long, the 
others are shorter. Since the individual mounds are of a different date (Middle 
Bronze Age – Early Iron Age), the chronology is difficult to establish. Direct 
indications in the form of datable finds are absent. The palynological research of 
one of the postholes indicates an Early or Middle Bronze Age date based on the 
lack of Fagus-pollen (Fokkens et al. 2009, section 8.3.7). It is our view, however, 
that this date is much too old. De Kort (2009) also indicates that infiltration of 
older pollen in postholes can be a problem.
In our opinion there are a number of arguments for making a well-balanced 
choice. In the first place we can establish that the post rows and accompanying 
structures do not transect any of the mounds, nor are they transected by the 
mounds. They seem to have taken the location of the mounds into account and 
referred to it. This term is used here to indicate that people deliberately constructed 
the post rows in relation to the mounds. In other words, they are probably ritual 
structures that need to be viewed in relation to the mounds. The uniform character 
of the features, the post rows and the accompanying structures strongly give the 
impression that we are not dealing with additions that were constructed over many 
centuries. If this were the case, then one post row would likely have disintegrated 
before the other was constructed. The configuration rather has the characteristics 
of a configuration that was constructed in a relatively short time period, a couple 
of years at the most. The fact that the whole cemetery was compartmentalized, 
including mound 3, suggests that the whole configuration dates rather later, 
possibly to the Early Iron Age. 
It is not easy to interpret post rows such as those present in the cemetery of 
Oss-Zevenbergen. It seems clear to us that the five post rows form an integral part 
of the cemetery. That is to say, that they were constructed in the cemetery and 
with a reference to it, without it being clear whether this was done in connection 
with burials. Indications that they are part of the cemetery are that they are almost 
the same in nature and have the same characteristics:
Their location and orientation apparently has to do with the location of the 
mounds and the present relief. Mounds, however, are never ‘hit’ and the post 
rows are never oriented on the centre of the mounds;
The rows do not run straight nor on a line. Within small margins deviations 
are possible;
The distances between the posts varies per row and within rows. The posts 
are at least 1.6 and at the most 3 m from each other. The minimum of 1.6 






The size of the postholes, 30-50 cm in diameter, 25-70 cm wide and 35-65 
cm deep, suggests the posts themselves must have been of considerable size 
and length: on average 20-30 cm in cross-section and probably 2 m or longer. 
This is indicated by the depth of the postholes: originally 80 cm or more 
(Fig. 5).
Comparable finds 
There are parallels for post alignments as we have found in Oss-Zevenbergen, 
but they so far have been considered more the exception than the rule. This is 
probably partly because extensive excavation of barrow cemeteries is rare in the 
Netherlands. In the past only individual mounds were excavated. Interestingly, 
when we applied a similar methodology to an urnfield at Slabroekse Heide, a few 
kilometres further south, also a post alignment was found. Here also a very rich 
Iron Age burial has been discovered, so these alignments may have been associated 
with rich burial sites (Jansen and Van Wijk 2008, 104 ff.). 
Looking at the data from other regions, post alignments in cemeteries, especially 
in urnfields, are not common, but neither are they rare. Wilhelmi (1986) was the 
first to draw attention to this phenomenon, but his discussed only one type, the 
double post row or allée. We have indicated these as a type 2 alignment. Single 
rows are indicated as type 1, and multiple rows as type 3. The typology proposed 
here is purely intended as a categorical classification. Table 1 gives an overview 
of the sites known to us with post rows of the various types. In this table I have 
left out the post rows that Verlinde has recognised in Colmschate (Verlinde 2001, 
589) because in my opinion they are too suggestive to accept as structures. 
•
Fig. 5. Posts of the alignment in situ. The white lines indicate the outline of the actual post 
pits. The dark colours outside that originate from natural processes of iron transport in the 
soil profile (photo: Archol b.v.).
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Type Location length date author
1 Oss-Zevenbergen 8 – 116 m EIA Fokkens et al. 2009; Fig. 4
1 Uden-Slabroek >125 m MBA-EIA Jansen et al. in prep.
1 Barleycroft 77.5 – 129 m MBA Evans & Knight 2004
1 Raalte-de Zegge >10 m E/MIA Verlinde 2001
1 Gent-Hogeweg c. 20 m MBA? Tina Dyselinck (information Aug. 2012)
2 and 1 Dartmoor (many) many  > 100 m LN and EBA Newman 2011; Emmett 1979
1 Glauberg 15 m? MIA Hermann 2005
2 Hüsby 40 m MBA Freudenberg 2012
2 Oss-Vorstengraf >16 m MBA/LBA Fokkens en Jansen 2004
2 Oss-Zevenbergen 6 m < HA C Fontijn et al. 2013; Fig. 4, Fig. 2
2 Telgte > 25 m MBA? Wilhelmi 1974, 1986
2 Achmer > 27 m EBA Wilhelmi 1986
2 Wiesens 65 m EBA Wilhelmi 1986
2 Westerholt 121/17 m EBA Wilhelmi 1986; Fig. 7
2 Haps 60 m MBA/ LBA Verwers 1972
2 Zeijen 37 m MBA Van Giffen 1949; Fig. 3
1/2 Hesel 56 m MBA? Schwartz 2004
?* Knegsel-Huismeer > 5 m MBA Theunissen 1999, fig. 3.22
?** Sint Oedenrode 36 m < EIA Van der Sanden 1981: 320, 325
Table 1. Survey of published 
structures known to the 
author. The palisades of 
Knegsel-Huismeer (*) 
and Sint Oedenrode (**) 
are discarded here as 
alignments. In our view the 
configuration at Knegsel 
may have be a burial 
monument with post-setting. 
The post cluster at Sint 
Oedenrode rather is indeed 
wide cluster, almost like a 
medieval landweer.
Fig. 6. One of the Merrivale 
stone alignments in 
Dartmoor oriented on a 
cairn/stone circle as part of 
it (photo: H. Fokkens, Oct. 
2011.
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Though the classification in itself has no dating value, it turns out that the 
type 2 alignments, the allées, prove to mostly date to the Bronze Age (cf. table 1). 
These are all post rows that connect with, and are clearly oriented on, mounds. 
Sometimes they consist of bundles of rows (Wiesens, Achmer, Westerholt). Clear 
examples of alignments oriented on mounds also come from Dartmoor (Newman 
2011; Fig. 6). These are single, double and sometimes even multiple rows of stones 
that are oriented on cairns. They cannot be sharply dated, but most likely date 
from the Late Neolithic or the Early Bronze Age (Newman 2011, 41). 
Though there is no direct dating evidence, the allée of Oss-Vorstengraf has 
to be older than the Vorstengraf itself as it was found underneath the mound 
(Fokkens and Jansen 2004, 137). Since the type 2 post rows discovered elsewhere 
in the Netherlands and abroad are dated to the Middle or Late Bronze Age, we 
suggest a Middle Bronze Age date for the Oss-Vorstengraf row as well. This fits 
with the date of the mound on which is probably was oriented.
Until recently no Dutch parallels of single post rows (type 1) related to burial 
monuments were known. But during new research of the cemetery of Slabroek, 
a single post row was discovered that appears to transect the cemetery (Jansen 
and Van Wijk 2008). Slabroek is located only a few kilometers south of Oss-
Zevenbergen, which might mean that we are dealing with a regional tradition 
here. Possibly this tradition is related to rich Hallstatt C burials, since in Slabroek 
a very rich Ha C burial was discovered as well (Jansen and Van der Laan 2011). 
At Slabroek we are dealing with a rather large Late Bronze and Early Iron Age 
urnfield that connects with older mounds. The date for the post row is therefore 
unclear, but possibly comparable to those of Oss-Zevenbergen. 
Outside of the Netherlands a good parallel for single post rows is known from 
England (Barleycroft; Evans and Knight 2004), but they also occur in Dartmoor 
(Newman 2011). In Germany there is an example of a single post row that connects 
with a double row, which in turn refers to a mound (Hesel; Schwarz 2004). Lastly 
there is also a striking parallel from the princely burial by the Glauberg. To the 
north of the mound runs a ditch with on its inner side a post row of four posts. 
Directly next to it at the end there is a four-post structure with two centre posts 
that is indicated as a temple (Hermann 2005). The complex dates from the fifth 
century BC. 
The problem with the post rows from Barleycroft is that even though they 
compartmentalize the landscape, they do not refer to burial mounds. There are 
mounds in this landscape, but they are located separately from the post rows. 
The situation is therefore different from Oss, Slabroek and the other examples 
mentioned that do relate directly to barrows. The post rows of Barleycroft are 
nonetheless an interesting parallel because they are also associated with two-post 
and four-post structures that in this case are located at the end of the rows, or 
rather form a connecting element between the post rows (Evans and Knight 2004, 
89). 
In conclusion we suggest that the single rows (type 1) all date to the Early or 
the beginning of the Middle Iron Age.
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Final discussion
It is very difficult to discuss meaning, for one because there may be a fundamental 
difference between type 1 and type 2. Type 2, the allées, are oriented on barrows or 
cairns, though not on the grave itself. Type 1, the alignments, seem to divide the 
landscape between barrows. The allées have other characteristics as well that may 
point at a different meaning. They have in common, for instance, that they all 
stop a few meters short of the barrow they are referencing, and that they generally 
are not oriented on the primary burial underneath the mound. That may imply 
that they were later additions and represent interaction with (distant) ancestors 
rather than a direct association with the primary burial. 
There is also a strong possibility that we are not dealing with alignments at all, 
but with small structures of sets of (eight) posts, over time set in sequence. This idea 
evolved from the discovery of a double row of four pair of posts found underneath 
a Hallstatt C burial at Oss-Zevenbergen (mound 7: Fontijn et al. 2013; Fig. 2). 
This short row appears to reference to a natural sand dune underneath barrow 7. 
Fig. 7. The alignments of Westerholt (A). Very clearly they consist of eight-post settings or 
structures (after Wilhelmi 1986). Below (B) on the same scale the alignment of four-post 













This dune was probably mistaken for an older burial mound. Projected over the 
rows underneath Oss-Vorstengraf, it becomes clear that there too we are probably 
dealing with sets of four pairs of posts. What they represent is not clear, but they 
might even be small structures. At closer inspection these eight-post structures are 
never set exactly in one line, which causes the ‘allées’ always to look a bit ‘wobbly’. 
If this is the case, then these structures reference each other and therefore can be 
considered to be roughly contemporary. 
If we look at the other examples of type 2 alignments, it becomes clear that 
they all share the same characteristics. A very clear example are, for instance, the 
converging alignments of Westerholt (Fig. 7A). Just as clear are the alignments at 
Wiesens (Schwarz 2004). There too we have sets of eight posts with short breaks 
in between, exactly comparable to the Oss-Vorstengraf alignment. Yet another 
fine example of such a configurations provides the barrow of Hüsby (Fig. 7B; 
Freudenberg 2012, 634). At Hüsby the structures consist of four rather than eight 
posts, thus closely resembling granaries. Even the double alignment at Zeijen 
might exist of compartments of sets of posts, though the published plan does not 
allow to say this with certainty (Fig. 3). 
Therefore I suggest that the alignments of type 2 were not intended as 
alignments at all, but were small structures placed in succession to each other. 
That accounts for the often ‘wobbly’ appearance and the compartimentalisation of 
these structures. How we have to interpret these structures is a matter of debate. 
M
Fig. 8. Structures (granary?) 
associated with one of the post 
alignments. The posts are 
comparable to the post of the 
alignment proper. The white 
lines indicate the probable 
outline of the post pit, the dark 
colours around it originate from 
natural processes (drawing: 
Archol b.v. and H. Fokkens).
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Considering that the alignments of type 1 are substantial in size and not 
oriented on graves (the centre of the mound), they could have been intended as 
delineation or separation. Such rows of posts have the effect that when you look 
along them to the end, you cannot see what is located on the other side. In this 
manner at least the longer rows separate the burial monuments from each other. 
On the other hand, from a distance they are ‘permeable’: one can see and walk 
through them. One might also view these alignments as connections between the 
points where they end. Post row 1 of Oss-Zevenbergen, for example, runs from 
the relatively high cover sand ridge to the terrace located a metre further down. 
Soil formation reveals that it was wetter there, but the question remains whether 
the difference in moisture level in the soil was actually visible in prehistory. 
Of significance for an interpretation are, in our opinion, also the small 
rectangular structures that are associated with the alignments (Fig. 8). It is not 
unthinkable that these were granaries or were supposed to represent them. The 
association of burials with grain storage or with buildings used for that purpose is 
a frequently occurring phenomenon (cf. Bradley 2005). In many cultures fertility 
and death are viewed as related to each other in a cyclical process. It is well possible 
that granaries were placed in cemeteries in this manner, and should be associated 
with ancestor rituals and not viewed as purely economic structures. Bradley shows 
how rituals and daily life can be interwoven with each other and are sometimes 
hard to separate. In Oss, as well as in Barleycroft, this appears to be the case. 
Whether such an interpretation could also be attached to the eight- and four 
post structures associated with Middle Bronze Age burial mounds is difficult to 
say. What is certain indeed, is that barrow ‘cemeteries’ like we excavated at Oss 
have been complex ritual landscapes with a very long time depth. The burial 
mounds were there to stay. They were intended for eternity, or so it seems, and to 
become the focus of ritual activities until generations later. 
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BronZe age Barrow research in sandy 
flanders (nw BelgiuM): an overview
By Jeroen De Reu and Jean Bourgeois
Abstract
Since the beginning of the 1980’s, Sandy Flanders (north-western Belgium) has 
been the subject of systematic and intensive aerial photographical surveys which 
chiefly aimed to discover new archaeological sites. One of the major results of 
these surveys has been in the area of Bronze Age barrow research where more 
than thousand monuments have been discovered. In addition to the photographic 
surveys, several barrow sites have been further investigated during excavations. 
Over recent years, in the framework of our research project, this dataset has 
been entered into a systematic and thorough inventory including a total of 1105 
identified and precisely located Bronze Age burial monuments. This detailed 
inventory now forms the basis of an extensive statistical and GIS-based analysis of 
the Bronze Age barrow phenomenon in north-western Belgium. This approach is 
leading to new insights into the distribution and the location of the burial mounds 
in the landscape and in the mutual relations between the different monuments.
Keywords: Bronze Age, barrows, landscape research, Geographic Information Systems, 
aerial photography, excavations, spatial analysis, Belgium
Introduction
The burial mound or barrow is one of the most widespread funerary monuments 
of (north-western) Europe and even Eurasia. The Bronze Age barrow in particular 
is one of the best-known, recognisable and studied remnants of the northwest 
European Bronze Age, mainly as a result of their high visibility and recognisability 
in the present-day landscape. For example, in Scandinavia tens of thousands of 
burial mounds have been preserved and are still clearly perceptible in the landscape 
(Holst et al. 2001; Johansen et al. 2004). In the Netherlands too (Bourgeois, 
Q. and Arnoldussen 2006; Lohof 1991; Theunissen 1999), as well as in Central 
Europe (Forenbaher 1993) and in the British Isles (Bradley 2007; Last 2007) 
large numbers of barrows are preserved in the landscape, while others have been 
identified by means of excavations or aerial photography. However, in regions 
such as Sandy Flanders (north-western Belgium) and northern France (Toron 
2006), these monuments have all but disappeared from the landscape, mainly 
due to intensive agricultural activities and erosion. Yet at the same time, these 
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Fig. 1. Selection of aerial photographs revealing Bronze Age monuments. 
(A) Three single ditched barrows and a long barrow at Zedelgem; (B) four single ditched 
barrows at Hansbeke “Veer”: (C): several monuments and traces of a building at Zulte; (D) 
two single ditched barrows and a multiple ditched barrow with adjoining circle at Oedelem; 
(E) two double ditched and one single ditched barrow at Koekelare “Potboezem”; (F) two 
double ditched barrows at Ghent “Hogeweg”; (G) multiple ditched barrow at Kortemark; 
(H) rectangular monument in association with a barrow at Koekelare “Boutikel” (images 
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intensively farmed areas do offer good opportunities for detecting the remnants 
of these Bronze Age barrows through aerial photographical surveys (Fig. 1). In 
particular, the circular ditches surrounding the former mounds are easily detected 
from the air (Ampe et al. 1996).
The aim of this paper is to provide a historical overview and a state of Bronze 
Age barrow research in Sandy Flanders (north-western Belgium). The first part 
of this article concerns the history and evolution of research on the Bronze Age 
barrows in Sandy Flanders starting from the first observations during the early 
1980’s until the present day. In the second part, the new research initiatives will 
be presented.
Sandy Flanders
The study area, Sandy Flanders, is situated in north-western Belgium, roughly 
between the North Sea coast, the lower valley of the Scheldt River and the modern 
city of Antwerp (Fig. 2). The area is situated on the southern edge of the lower 
Pleistocene sands of the great north-western European plain. It is only in the 
northernmost parts of Sandy Flanders that these aeolian sands are sealed with peat 




The chief impetus for Bronze Age barrow research in Sandy Flanders was the 
development of archaeological aerial photography in the late 1970’s, led by the 
main protagonists of this research, Jacques Semey, pilot, and Jan Vanmoerkerke, 
at that time an archaeology student. The foundation for this aerial archaeological 
research was laid when pilot Jacques Semey was struck by obvious anomalies 
(crop marks, soil marks, etc.) in the landscape below him. Since 1984, in close 
collaboration with and under the guidance of the Department of Archaeology 
of the Ghent University, Sandy Flanders became the subject of systematic and 
intensive aerial photographical surveys with the main purpose of discovering 
archaeological sites (Bourgeois, J. et al. 2002; 2005; Meganck et al. 2004). Thus 
over the past three decades, these surveys have resulted in a dataset of more 
than 70,000 photographs (Fig. 2, C), allowing researchers to build up extensive 
archaeological datasets and distribution maps. 
One of the major results of the aerial surveys has been in Bronze Age barrow 
research. When the surveys started, not a single monument was known in the area 
(Ampe et al. 1996; Bourgeois, J. and Cherretté 2005; De Laet 1982). In Belgium, 
this phenomenon had only been recorded in the Campine area (De Laet 1961; 
Meex 1976; Van Impe 1976; Van Impe and Beex 1977), in the Flemish Ardennes 
(Fourny 1985) and in Walloon Brabant (Fourny and Van Assche 1993; Van Assche 
et al. 2010). In these regions several monuments had survived the ravages of time 
and remained visible in the landscape, yet in Sandy Flanders, not a single mound 
was preserved, mainly due to intensive agricultural activities and erosion. However, 
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this picture changed completely when it became clear that the numerous circular 
features being observed from the air were the remnants of vanished Early/Middle 
Bronze Age burial mounds. Based on the excavation data, these remnants could 
be identified as the circular ditches which once surrounded the mounds. Today, 
mainly thanks to the aerial archaeology, more than 1100 barrows are known in 
Sandy Flanders (Fig. 2, B) (Ampe et al. 1995; 1996; Bourgeois, J. and Cherretté 
2005; Bourgeois, J. et al. 1998; 1999; De Reu et al. 2010; 2011a; 2011c).
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Excavations
History of the excavations on Bronze Age barrows in north-
western Belgium
The earliest excavations, starting in the 1980’s, were conducted mostly by the 
Department of Archaeology of the Ghent University. These small-scale excavations, 
mostly consisting of one or more trenches, shared one key research question, 
namely the evaluation of the ‘circular features’ visible on the aerial photographs. 
Key excavations happened at these sites: Ghent “Hogeweg” (Raveschot et al. 1984), 
Evergem “Ralingen” (Semey and Vanmoerkerke 1983), Evergem “Molenhoek” 
(Semey and Vanmoerkerke 1985), Lovendegem “Brouwerijstraat” (Semey and 
Vanmoerkerke 1986), Lovendegem “Vellare” (Bourgeois, J. et al. 1999, 76-78) 
and Ursel “Rozestraat” (Fig. 11 and 12) (Bourgeois, J. et al. 1989).
The 1990’s saw a clear increase in the number of rescue excavations and a 
decrease in the research-focused excavations at unthreatened sites. This trend started 
early in the 1990’s with large-scale rescue excavations in industrial zones and other 
developed areas. At this time, several aerial detected monuments were preventively 
Fig. 2. (left page)
Spatial distribution of the Bronze Age barrows 
in north-western Belgium (A-B), with indication 
of the excavated sites (A). Spatial distribution of 
the aerial photographs taken by the Department 
of Archaeology of the Ghent University in north-
western Belgium (C). 
(1) Aalter “Woestijne” (prov. East Flanders); 
(2) Beveren “Nerenhoek” (prov. East Flanders); 
(3) Deinze “RWZI” (prov. East Flanders); 
(4) Destelbergen “Eenbeekeinde” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(5) Dendermonde “Hoogveld-J” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(6) Erembodegem “Zuid IV” (prov. East Flanders); 
(7) Evergem “Molenhoek” (prov. East Flanders); 
(8) Evergem “Ralingen” (prov. East Flanders); 
(9) Ghent “Hogeweg” (prov. East Flanders); 
(10) Hertsberge “Papenvijvers 4” (prov. West 
Flanders); 
(11) Kemzeke “Verkeerswisselaar” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(12) Knesselare “Flabbaert” (prov. East Flanders); 
(13) Kortemark “Koutermolenstraat” (prov. West 
Flanders); 
(14) Kruibeke “Bazelstraat” (prov. East Flanders); 
(15) Kruibeke “Hogen Akkerhoek” (prov. East 
Flanders; 
(16) Lovendegem “Brouwerijstraat” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(17) Lovendegem “Vellare” (prov. East Flanders); 
(18) Maldegem “Burkel” (prov. East Flanders); 
(19) Maldegem “Vliegplein” (prov. East Flanders); 
(20) Merelbeke “Axxes” (prov. East Flanders); 
(21) Moortsele “Uilhoek” (prov. East Flanders); 
(22) Oedelem “Drie Koningen” (prov. West 
Flanders); 
(23) Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (prov. West Flanders); 
(24) Oostwinkel “Veldhoek” (prov. East Flanders); 
(25) Rumbeke “Mandelstaat” (prov. West 
Flanders); 
(26) Sint-Andries “Refuge” (prov. West Flanders); 
(27) Sint-Denijs-Westrem “Flanders-Expo” (prov. 
East Flanders); 
(28) Sint-Gillis-Waas “Houtvoort” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(29) Sint-Gillis-Waas “Kluizemolen” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(30) Sint-Niklaas “Europark-Zuid” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(31) Stekene “Bormte” (prov. East Flanders); 
(32) Stekene “Kerkstraat” (prov. East Flanders); 
(33) Ursel “Rozestraat” (prov. East Flanders); 
(34) Varsenare “d’Hooghe Noene” (prov. West 
Flanders); 
(35) Velzeke “Provinciebaan” (prov. East Flanders); 
(36) Vosselare “Kouter” (prov. East Flanders); 
(37) Vrasene “Profruco” (prov. East Flanders); 
(38) Waardamme “Vijvers” (prov. West Flanders); 
(39) Wondelgem “Lange Velden” (prov. East 
Flanders); 
(40) Zele “Kamershoek” (prov. East Flanders).
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excavated, for example at the Maldegem “Vliegplein” (Fig. 3) (Bourgeois, J. et al. 
1994), Knesselare “Flabbaert” (Bourgeois, J. et al. 1993) and Deinze “RWZI” (De 
Clercq and Van Strydonck 2002) sites. It is also important to note that a certain 
number of previously unknown monuments were discovered during these rescue 
excavations, including the sites of Sint-Gillis-Waas “Kluizenmolen” (Bourgeois, 
J. et al. 1999, 103-106; Meganck et al. 2001), Kemzeke “Verkeerswisselaar” 
Fig. 3. Maldegem-Vliegplein, Bronze Age barrows discovered by aerial archaeology in 1990 
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(Bourgeois, J. et al. 1993) and Sint-Niklaas “Europark-Zuid” (Bourgeois, J. and 
Meganck 1993).
The trend of increasing rescue excavations continued during the 2000’s. 
Academic-led research on funerary monuments has (almost) come to a halt, except 
for the scientific excavation at Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (Fig. 5 and 6) (Bourgeois, J. 
et al. 2001; Cherretté and Bourgeois 2005b), and instead preventive operations in 
the framework of heritage management have taken over (De Clercq et al. 2012). 
Several known and unknown monuments have been preventively excavated or 
discovered during such preventive excavations, including the sites of Waardamme 
“Vijvers” (Fig. 4) (Demeyere and Bourgeois 2005), Zele “Kamershoek” (De Clercq 
et al. 2005) and the new excavations at the site of Ghent “Hogeweg” (Laloo and 
Blanchaert 2010).
Overview of the excavations on Bronze Age barrows in north-
western Belgium
Since the early 1980’s, 70 circular structures have been excavated partly or 
completely during academic-led or developer-led excavations in Sandy Flanders. 
This work has led to a much better understanding of the morphology of the 
monuments and the chronology of the Bronze Age barrow phenomenon in the 
region. Figure 2, A shows the spatial distribution of the excavated barrows in 
relation to all aerially detected barrows, while table 1 provides an overview of the 
excavated sites.
Bronze Age barrow database
The continuous interplay between evidence from the systematic aerial surveys 
and from the academic excavations (and later the development-led excavations) 
contributed greatly to our knowledge and understanding of Early and Middle 
Bronze Age burial practice in north-western Belgium. The systematic aerial 
surveys led to the discovery of large numbers of monuments, while the excavations 
resulted in a better understanding of the monuments themselves. This research 
was reported in several regional syntheses of the Bronze Age barrow phenomenon 
(Ampe et al. 1995; Bourgeois, J. et al. 1998; 1999) and also in some important 
international overview papers (Ampe et al. 1996; Bourgeois, J. and Cherretté 
2005).
However, despite the high intensity of Bronze Age barrow research and the 
rapid gathering of knowledge about the subject during the 1980’s and 1990’s, the 
last decade has seen a certain stagnation, even though the excavations at Oedelem 
“Wulfsberge” (Fig. 5) (Bourgeois, J. et al. 2001; Cherretté and Bourgeois 2002; 
2003; 2005b) and Waardamme “Vijvers” (Fig. 4) (Demeyere and Bourgeois 2005) 
have produced their share of new data and information. These two sites are the 
best 14C-dated sites in the region (Tab. 1 see end of chapter). In addition, the 
development of new digitising and inventory techniques, in particular the GIS 
technology, meant that the Bronze Age barrow database was no longer up-to-date. 
Furthermore, there was evidence for a certain number of wrong attributions and a 
lack of accuracy in the localisation of the barrows. It therefore became imperative 
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that a thorough review of the dataset was conducted and a new systematic inventory 
put together, in order for new insights and knowledge to be gained. In particular, 
information related to the spatial distribution and the environmental location of 
the barrows in the landscape can be collected, reflecting land use strategies and 
perceptions of Bronze Age communities in the region. The use of spatial statistics 
Fig. 4. Excavation plan Waardamme “Vijvers” (after Demeyere and Bourgeois 2005). (I-VIII: 
Bronze Age barrows; N: Final Neolithic house; IH: Early Iron Age house; IO: Early Iron Age 
outbuildings; R: Roman cemetery).
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and spatial analyses in a GIS environment is a new research approach for (later) 
prehistoric Sandy Flanders.
The first step towards constructing this inventory was to systematically review 
all the available aerial photographs in order to detect circular features. Then, one 
aerial photograph was selected for each circular feature and this was used for 
georeferencing in a GIS environment (e.g. Figure 6). In terms of the technical 
aspects of the georeferencing process (De Reu et al. 2010), an average of ten ground 
control points was used, while the transformation method was a second order 
polynomial transformation as advised for rectifying oblique aerial photographs 
(Antrop and De Maeyer 2008), and the root mean square error (RMS error) 
was kept as low as possible. In total, more than 2000 features were digitised as 
polygons and were given a ‘coefficient of certainty’, defining how likely it is that an 
observed feature is a Bronze Age barrow. The coefficient is based on several criteria 
Fig. 5. Excavation plan Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (after Cherretté and Bourgeois 2005b). Red: 
Bronze Age monuments; blue: Iron Age monuments and ditches; orange: post configurations; 
black: Roman, Medieval and modern traces).
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including the shape of the features (typology), their completeness (whether the 
entire monument was observed or only a part or a segment), their visibility on the 
aerial photograph (if sharply delineated or not) and the number of independent 
observations (confirmation of observations). Based on this coefficient, the features 
were subdivided into three groups of high, good and low probability. Features 
with high probability can be interpreted as Bronze Age barrows with a certainty of 
100% (644 monuments). They score high or maximum values on all of the above-
mentioned criteria. The group with good probability includes features which are 
highly likely to be Bronze Age barrows (461 monuments), but for which the 
interpretation contains a minor uncertainty. They score at least good or acceptable 
values on all criteria. As such, a total of 1105 circular features (the monuments 
with high and good probability) were identified as Bronze Age barrows. Finally, 
features with low probability score too low on one or more criteria to be reliably 
interpreted as Bronze Age barrows. In several cases, sites in this group probably 
contain features with a natural origin, features related to agricultural activities, 
younger anthropogenic sites such as Medieval and Post-Medieval moated sites 
(e.g. Bats et al. 2006), or cropmarks which are difficult to read. The features in 
this group are rejected for further analysis and set aside until new observations are 
conducted that obtain more information about their origins. All circular features 
are precisely located (georeferenced) in a GIS environment and a linked database 
comprises both spatial and environmental information.
Fig. 6. Georeferenced aerial photograph of Oedelem “Wulfsberge”, revealing two barrows 
(image 117121: J. Semey, Department of Archaeology, Ghent University).
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This detailed inventory forms the basis of a comprehensive statistical and 
GIS-based analysis of the Bronze Age barrow phenomenon in north-western 
Belgium (De Reu 2012). This approach enables a better understanding of the 
Bronze Age barrow building strategies in Sandy Flanders. Within the approach, 
several parameters are analysed, including spatial (nearest neighbour distance, 
multi-scalar patterning, density, anisotropy, etc.), environmental (soil texture, soil 
drainage, elevation, slope, aspect, relative topography, etc.) and other parameters 
(monument typology, visibility, intervisibility, etc.). 
Barrow analysis, some preliminary results
Monument typology
The first results of the systematic inventory and the digitising of the data on 
Bronze Age barrows are related to the individual monuments, and concern the 
barrow typology and the shape and size of the barrows. It is important to note that 
the survey method itself has had an influence on these results.
The large majority of barrows, about 85% of them (Fig. 7), are characterised 
by a single circular ditch (e.g. Fig. 1, A-C). Barrows with a double circular ditch 
(e.g. Fig. 1, E-F) appear in 10% of the cases (Fig. 7), while less than 5% of the 
monuments can be interpreted as adjoining circles (Fig. 7), namely circular ditches 
attached to an already existing monument (e.g. Fig. 1, D). There is only evidence 
of a few long barrows (“langbedden” in Dutch, “Langgraben” in German) (e.g. 
Fig. 1, A), post circles (Fig. 5) or multiple ditched barrows (e.g. Fig. 1, G and 9), 
in the study area, together representing less than 1% of the monuments (Fig. 7). 
The monument diameters were calculated based on the digitised polygons, in 
the same way as during fieldwork and measured from the midpoint (the deepest 
point) of the outer ditch (Ampe et al. 1996). This makes it possible to compare the 
diameters of the different barrows, despite the differences in width of the ditches 
and the state of preservation of the monuments. The double ditched barrows have 
Fig. 7. Typology of the Bronze Age barrows in north-western Belgium.
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an average diameter of 31.5 m (Fig. 8). This makes them clearly larger (7 m on 
average) than the simple ditched monuments which have an average diameter of 
24.5 m (Fig. 8). The adjoining circles are even smaller with an average diameter 
of 21 m (Fig. 8). For the sake of completeness, we can note that the average 
diameter of the few multiple ditched barrows and post circles measure respectively 
38.0 m and 10.5 m. It seems likely that both the size of the monuments and the 
number of ditches are indications of the importance of the monuments, the buried 
person(s) or the social group. Indeed, the double ditched barrows not only have an 
additional circular ditch, but they also turn out to be larger than the single ditched 
monuments. Single ditched barrows are larger than adjoining circles, which are 
structures which were added later to an already existing monument. 
However, it is also worth discussing the impact of the aerial survey method on 
the results. A first observation is that the double and multiple ditched barrows 
have generally higher coefficients of certainty. This can obviously be linked to their 
higher recognisability compared to single ditched barrows and adjoining circles 
and their clear differentiation from other natural and/or anthropogenic circular 
features. The size of the circular features also influences the final interpretation. 
In general, small circular structures appear to have a lower coefficient than the 
larger ones. This is especially true for single ditched monuments and adjoining 
circles. Post circles are not seen on aerial surveys but are only documented during 
excavations. In north-western Belgium, three post circles are documented, of 
which two have been excavated at the site of Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (Fig. 5) 
(Cherretté and Bourgeois 2002; 2005b). The third post circle has been excavated 
at Sint-Gillis-Waas “Kluizenmolen” (Bourgeois, J. et al. 1999, 103-106), however, 
it consists only of a few posts added to an existing monument. At the site of 
Oedelem, alongside the two post circles the excavation also revealed two single 
ditched barrows and one double ditched barrow (Tab. 1; Fig. 5). It is important 
Fig. 8. Diameters of the Bronze Age barrows in north-western Belgium.
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to note that the systematic aerial photographic surveys only detected the barrows 
surrounded with one or more ditches as peripheral structure. Although the ditched 
barrows were observed several times, the post circles were not visible on a single 
image (Fig. 6). This illustrates exactly how difficult it is to detect post circles 
during aerial photographic surveys and thus it can be expected that more post 
circles will be discovered in the future during excavations. However, unlike in 
the Netherlands, the number of post circles is still expected to remain rather low 
compared to the monuments with a ditch as peripheral structure. Another type of 
barrow that is absent from the dataset is the barrow without peripheral structures 
(e.g. without circular ditches or post circles), again unlike monuments found in 
the Netherlands for example (e.g. Theunissen 1999). Even if this type of barrow 
ever was also present in Sandy Flanders, the monuments can simply no longer be 
traced today by any means because of intensive agricultural activities and erosion, 
resulting in the disappearance of the mounds from the landscape, and a lack of 
peripheral structures.
Another observation is that during some excavations, more monuments 
were discovered than had been expected from the aerial imagery (Cherretté and 
Bourgeois 2005b). Examples of this can be found at the aforementioned site of 
Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (Cherretté and Bourgeois 2002; 2005b), and at the sites of 
Waardamme “Vijvers” (Demeyere and Bourgeois 2005), Ghent “Hogeweg” (Laloo 
and Blanchaert 2010) and Maldegem “Vliegplein” (Fig. 3) (Bourgeois, J. et al. 
1994). Finally, in some cases the typology of the monuments needed to be reviewed 
based on the observations made during excavations. For example, according to the 
aerial imagery a number of monuments had been interpreted as single ditched 
Fig. 9. Excavation plan Sint-Andries “Refuge” (after Cordemans and Hillewaert 2001).
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barrows, however excavation then showed that these barrows were in fact double 
ditched barrows. Examples of this can be found at the sites of Evergem “Ralingen” 
(Semey and Vanmoerkerke 1983) and Kortemark “Koutermolenstraat” (Bourgeois, 
J. and Meganck 1993). At both of these sites, unlike the outer ditches of the 
monuments, the inner ditches were not visible as cropmarks on the aerial imagery. 
In other cases, on closer examination a double ditched monument proved to be 
two succeeding single ditched monuments. Such distinctions can only be made 
after excavations and based on pedological observations and 14C dates. A good 
example of such a monument was excavated at the site of Sint-Andries “Refuge” 
(Fig. 9) (Cordemans and Hillewaert 2001; Hillewaert and Hoorne 2006). This 
site revealed a multiple ditched monument, consisting of four concentric ditches 
of which the inner ditch was interpreted as a foundation trench of a post circle. 
In fact the monument consisted of two successive monuments each consisting 
of two double ditches. By the time of the construction of the second monument 
(namely the two outer ditches), the two inner ditches from the first phase of 
the monument had been covered over. However, despite these comments and 
observations, it is unlikely that these will significantly change the broader picture 
regarding the typology of the Bronze Age barrow phenomenon.
Chronological framework
Also an inventory and a review of the available 14C dates was made. In most cases, 
14C dates were obtained by using charcoal samples taken from the ditches of the 
monuments (as no graves are preserved). To build a truthful chronology of the 
barrow phenomenon, only 14C dates that were taken from the bottom layers of the 
ditches were used (Tab. 1; Fig. 10). Furthermore, not all excavated barrows have 
been 14C dated, in which case the monuments have been dated based on typo-
chronological characteristics, the presence of ceramics (e.g. Hilversum pottery) 
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Fig. 10. (both left page and this page)
Chronology of the Bronze Age barrows in north-western Belgium. The lab ID’s can be found 
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and/or the archaeological stratigraphy of the site. In some cases, the classification 
of the monuments as (Middle) Bronze Age needs to be viewed with caution (e.g. 
Wondelgem “Lange Velden”). 
Using this series of 14C dates, it was possible to formulate a chronology for the 
Bronze Age barrow phenomenon in Sandy Flanders (Fig. 10). The oldest barrows 
date back to the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age. Examples of these early 
barrows can be found on the sites at Deinze “RWZI” (De Clercq and Van Strydonck 
2002), Evergem “Ralingen” (Van Strydonck 1983), and Ursel “Rozestraat” (Van 
Strydonck 1989). The climax of the barrow phenomenon can be placed in the 
Middle Bronze Age A, largely between 1700 and 1400 BC (Fig. 10). It seems 
likely that no new barrows were built after that period, but that older, already 
existing monuments were reused (Bourgeois, J. and Talon 2009).
As an exception to this rule, two circular monuments which do date from 
a later period can be found on the sites of Destelbergen “Eenbeekeinde” (De 
Laet et al. 1986) and Velzeke “Provinciebaan” (De Mulder et al. 2007). In both 
cases, these are rather small monuments, measuring 11 m and 8.5 m respectively. 
However, their association with Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age urnfield 
cemeteries is striking, as both monuments were found in the middle of these 
cemeteries. In the past, such circular monuments have been interpreted by the 
excavators in the tradition of the Middle Bronze Age monuments, and seen as 
founder monuments of the urnfield cemetery (e.g. De Laet et al. 1986). However, 
recent research has revealed that these monuments were built after the cemetery 
had already been in use for a long time. At Destelbergen, the cremation grave in 
the centre of the circular monument has been 14C-dated to the Early Iron Age 
(De Mulder et al. 2009). As such, these are similar to other circular monuments 
found in Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age urnfield cemeteries in other regions 
(e.g. Hessing and Kooi 2005; Roymans 1995). 
Fig. 11. Excavation plan Ursel “Rozestraat” (after Bourgeois, J. et al. 1989).
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There have been frequent instances of multiphase barrows and the reuse of 
barrows, mainly in the form of the addition of new ditches, the filling up or the 
redigging of ditches and the construction of a larger mound. Examples can be found 
at the sites of Sint-Andries “Refuge” (Fig. 9; Cordemans and Hillewaert 2001; 
Hillewaert and Hoorne 2006), Ursel “Rozestraat” (Fig. 11 and 12) (Bourgeois, 
J. et al. 1989), Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (Bourgeois, J. et al. 2001; Cherretté and 
Bourgeois 2003) and Waardamme “Vijvers” (Demeyere and Bourgeois 2005). 
Fig. 12. Aerial photograph (A) and excavations (B) of the multiple phased barrow at Ursel 





Reuse of barrows was not restricted to the Bronze Age. There is clear archaeological 
evidence for the reuse of Bronze Age barrows and Bronze Age barrow cemeteries for 
ritual practices in more recent periods, also giving us information about the long-
term history and later perceptions towards these monuments in the landscape. 
These phases of reuse provide important information about the preservation of 
the Bronze Age monuments in the landscape. For example, we can observe a direct 
association between Bronze Age barrows and rectangular or quadrangular Iron 
Age monuments at the sites of Ursel “Rozenstraat” (Fig. 11 and 12) (Bourgeois, 
J. 1998; Bourgeois, J. et al. 1989) and Dendermonde “Hoogveld-J” (Fig. 13; 
Vandecatsye and Laisnez 2009), whereby the barrows are enclosed and delimited 
by a rectangular monument. At the site of Oedelem “Wulfsberge” (Bourgeois, J. et 
al. 2001; Cherretté and Bourgeois 2003; 2005b), two quadrangular monuments 
were meticulously placed in between the earlier barrows. At the site of Ghent 
“Hogeweg” (Vanmoerkerke 1985), a small Late Iron Age rectangular monument 
was placed in between the inner and outer ditches of one of the Bronze Age 
Fig. 13. Excavation plan Dendermonde “Hoogveld-J” (after Vandecatsye and Laisnez 2009).
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monuments. At the site of Ursel “Rozenstraat” (Fig. 11 and 12; Bourgeois, J. 
1998; Bourgeois, J. et al. 1989), a second Iron Age rectangular monument was 
placed next to the pre-existing monument. There is a clear association between 
this monument and a Late Iron Age and Early Roman cemetery. Indeed, there are 
several instances of Roman cremation graves being found in or around a Bronze 
Age barrow (Vermeulen and Bourgeois 2000), for example, the sites of Waardamme 
“Vijvers” (Demeyere et al. 2005), Evergem “Ralingen” (Semey and Vanmoerkerke 
1984), Evergem “Molenhoek” (Verlot 1984), Kemzeke “Verkeerswisselaar” (Van 
Roeyen and Van Hove 1992a) and Sint-Gillis-Waas “Kluizemolen” (Van Hove and 
Van Roeyen 1991). The collection of aerial photographs also include evidence 
of several reused barrow cemeteries. For example, quadrangular enclosures near 
Bronze Age barrows can be observed at Koekelare “Boutikel” (Fig. 1, H) and Sint-
Gillis-Waas “Reinakker”. The site of Koekelare “Boutikel” was further investigated 
through a geophysical survey by means of a GPR (ground penetrating radar; 
Verdonck et al. 2009), while the monuments at Sint-Gillis-Waas “Reinakker” were 
further analysed by means of archaeological augerings (Van De Vijver 2008).
Current research topics
The general distribution map of all known and precisely located Bronze Age 
barrows shows a clear non-random distribution over the study area, characterised 
by micro-areas with a high density, low density or complete absence of the burial 
moments. Using kernel density estimates (Baxter and Beardah 1996; Baxter et 
al. 1997), it is possible to roughly delimit these micro-areas, characterised by 
presence or absence of Bronze Age barrows, and to get insights in their global 
distribution pattern (Fig. 2, A). The main questions are how these patterns can be 
explained and which were the (most) important parameters influencing the choice 
to erect a barrow on a certain location in the landscape. The areas characterised by 
a relatively high concentration of Bronze Age barrows appear to be very attractive 
to our protohistoric ancestors. Other areas seem to be unattractive, as these 
are characterised by a complete absence of monuments despite several surveys. 
An explanation for these patterns can probably be found in the environmental 
characteristics of the area, however other parameters have played undoubtedly a 
role too. 
The investigation of these parameters is currently one of the objectives of 
a PhD research, entitled “Land of the Dead. A comprehensive study of the 
Bronze Age burial landscape in north-western Belgium”. The main objectives 
of the research are (i) the study of the (Middle) Bronze Age landscapes and 
communities in north-western Belgium (De Reu et al. 2011a; 2011c; 2013), and 
(ii) the investigation and development of GIS methodologies for the analysis and 
modelling of archaeological landscapes (De Reu et al. 2011b; 2012). 
Conclusions
Despite their wide distribution and long research traditions, Bronze Age barrows 
rarely have been studied on a larger scale than the regional context. On the one 
hand, this is related to the different and highly fragmented national archaeological 
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research traditions. On the other hand, the often asymmetrical cartographic (e.g. 
regional maps and digital elevation models (DEM), national coordinate systems) 
and archaeological data (state of research, publications, research methods, 
accuracy of inventories, preservation of monuments, etc.) present an obstacle to 
intra-regional comparisons and studies. However, such studies are important for a 
solid intra-regional social and cultural understanding of Bronze Age communities 
and the Bronze Age barrow phenomenon. For example, a comparison of the 
Bronze Age barrow phenomenon in Sandy Flanders, with that in the valley of the 
Somme (northern France; Toron 2006), Kent (England; Perkins 2010) and other 
regions could provide new insights into the evolution of the Bronze Age barrow 
phenomenon and the processes behind it. To this end, this overview paper has 
aimed to collect, describe and synthesise the available data on the Bronze Age 
barrow phenomenon on the sandy soils of north-western Belgium. 
It is clear that many years of intensive aerial surveys and the increasing number 
of excavations on known and unknown sites has led to a considerable increase 
in our knowledge about the Early/Middle Bronze Age landscape and society in 
Sandy Flanders. Without the important contribution of the aerial photography, 
however, such a large dataset would have been unimaginable. The academic-led 
research executed in the 1980’s and 1990’s and the more recent excavations in the 
framework of heritage management decisions have been key to the identification, 
evaluation and interpretation of the features observed. The accumulated dataset 
shows both the definite possibilities but also limitations of the prospection 
method, and the importance of a thorough follow-up of development projects. 
The extensive inventory of the available data also led to the formulation of 
new research questions, requiring a different methodological approach. The use of 
GIS applications presents new possibilities and opportunities for approaching and 
analysing such a large dataset in archaeological landscape research. This approach 
offers the chance to gain new insights into the spatial distribution of Bronze Age 
barrows in the landscape and into the perception of the Bronze Age communities 
towards these monuments.
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ZooMing out:  
Barrows in a landscaPe

197doorenbosch
a history of oPen sPace
Barrow landscapes and the significance of heaths –  
the case of the Echoput barrows
By Marieke Doorenbosch
Abstract
Barrows were built in open spaces, the origins of which are often unknown. 
When and how were the open spaces created and what were they used for prior 
to the barrow building? The palynological research on two Iron Age barrows near 
Apeldoorn (the Netherlands) revealed part of the history of a barrow landscape. 
The mounds were built in heath vegetation that was already present long before 
the construction of the barrows. This place was carefully chosen by prehistoric 
man as the location for their burials, and the mounds were probably prominent 
features in the landscape. The heathland was maintained, which most likely 
involved grazing and probably burning of heath. This heath management must 
have taken place already long before the barrows were built. It will be shown that 
the picture drawn by this research can be applied to barrows in the Netherlands 
in general. Especially barrow alignments must have been built in long stretched 
heath areas, forming small corridor-like heaths as early as the 3rd millennium 
BC. These ancestral passage heathlands seem to have formed a stable element in 
the landscape, being maintained for many centuries. Management of such vast 
heathlands is an intensive job that was a structural and long-lived part of the 
way prehistoric man dealt with the landscape. The barrow landscapes must have 
formed part of the economic zone of prehistoric communities. This article will 
show that pollen analyses of barrows can reveal important information about 
the barrow landscape and about the role barrows played in the everyday life of 
prehistoric man. 
Keywords: Pollen analysis, barrow landscape, heath, heath management
Introduction
Analysis of ancient pollen can be a useful method for reconstructing pre- and 
protohistorical vegetation. Even if the surroundings of prehistoric monuments are 
not excavated, pollen samples can hold information on their wider environment 
– on the trees and herbs that grew there, and on the way in which people 
interfered with and used this environment. This contribution will demonstrate 
how it is possible to reconstruct the environment of prehistoric barrows by taking 
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palynological samples from them. In addition to this, analyzing samples of soils 
underneath mounds makes it possible not only to reconstruct what the vegetation 
looked like when the barrow was built, but also to get an idea of the environmental 
history before the mound was built. This contribution will use the research done 
on two Iron Age “twin barrows” from the Echoput in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands 
as an example (Fig. 1; Doorenbosch 2011). One outcome of that research, the 
conclusion that these barrows were situated on a heath, will be discussed further, 
as it now seems that barrows in this part of Europe were preferably situated on 
man-made and managed heaths.
Fig. 1. Location of Apeldoorn-Echoput in the Netherlands.
Apeldoorn-Echoput
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Some remarks on pollen research
Pollen research has a long history in prehistoric archaeology, especially in the 
Netherlands. It already was used to reconstruct the environment around 
prehistoric barrows before World War II by van Giffen and further developed 
by Waterbolk (1954) later on. The research of the latter, and that of van Zeist 
(1967), Groenman-van Waateringe and Casparie (Casparie and Groenman-van 
Waateringe 1980) refined research techniques and created a large database of 
pollen samples from Dutch barrows.
Since then, the environmental analysis of barrows has been carried out 
according to the routines set out by the four scientists mentioned and have yielded 
interesting results. Research by Casparie and Groenman-van Waateringe (1980) 
and Groenman-van Waateringe (2005), for example, demonstrated that barrows 
were built in open spaces covered with heath vegetation. Given the large number of 
analyses done in the past, the general feeling in the last decade has been that there 
was sufficient knowledge on 3rd and 2nd millennium cal BC barrows. However, 
this has recently been brought into question (Fontijn 2007). Unresolved issues, 
for example, are: how old were the open spaces in which barrows were built? Were 
they created for the occasion of the construction of a burial monument or were 
they much older than that? How large were the open spaces in which barrows were 
built and how do they relate to the landscape of the living? 
The Echoput case study
The above mentioned questions were the starting point for my PhD project 
focusing on 3rd and 2nd millennium cal BC barrows from the southern and central 
Netherlands (Doorenbosch in prep.). These investigations are for an important 
part a re-interpretation of the rich database of pollen from Dutch barrows, but 
also involve new fieldwork. As a matter of fact, this fieldwork was the first done 
on barrows in the Low Countries in decades. One of the first fieldwork projects 
focused on a very small but intriguing barrow landscape: the two burial mounds 
crowning the top of a small, high hill in the municipality of Apeldoorn: the Echoput 
mounds. In the summer of 2007 these two barrows and their environment at the 
site Echoput were partially excavated (Fontijn et al. 2011). Part of this project 
was to find out more about the landscape in which the barrows were built: what 
did the landscape look like at the time? Was there indeed an open spot in the 
landscape before the mounds were built? What was the size of this open place, and 
when and with what purpose was this open space created? It is well possible that 
there already was an open spot long before the barrows were built. If it was already 
there, it is an intriguing question what the purpose of this open place was. Was 
it, for example, part of an economic zone of a settlement? In order to answer such 
questions, the vegetation that was growing in the surroundings of the open space 
has to be reconstructed. In this article, the research method, sampling strategy 
and the results will be recapitulated in order to trigger a broader discussion on 
the relationship between heaths and barrow landscapes in North-West Europe. 
The results of the Echoput research were recently published (Doorenbosch 2011). 
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What follows is a summary of those results that are useful for the discussion that 
follows. For more details, including discussion of samples taken from features 
other than the barrows, the reader is referred to the site publication mentioned. 
Setting
The Echoput hill is one of the highest places in this part of the Veluwe (95 m + 
Dutch Ordnance Level = NAP). The hilltop is a rather small area, flanked on one 
side by a steep slope. Orographic precipitation creates relatively moist conditions 
at this high place. The hilltop is crowned by two mounds, indicated as nos 1 and 
2 (Fig. 2 and 3). The first has a diameter of 22 m (originally 19 m), the second 
has a diameter of 14.5 m. These barrows were partially excavated (one quadrant 
of mound 1 and two quadrants of mound 2; Bourgeois and Fontijn 2011; van 
der Linde and Fontijn 2011). Both appear to be barrows built out of (well-
recognizable) sods and marked by a ring ditch. Posts were placed in one segment 
of the ditch of mound 2. The central grave of mound 1 was not excavated and 
that of mound 2 was disturbed by grave robbers. The rectangular pit found in the 
centre of mound 2 suggests that it originally was an inhumation grave. Mound 1 
had a nonstandard form: a flat top. A Late Iron Age cremation grave and remains 
of what might have been either pyre debris or another grave indicates that the 
mound was used for funerary practices after it had been constructed. Disturbances 
in the top of mound 2 make it unclear if this mound had a similar shape and later 
use. It appears that there are many similarities between mound 1 and 2 and that 
they were built in the same period, probably in a short time span (Fontijn et al. 
2011). The similarities are so striking that one might speak of “twin mounds”, 
even though this term properly speaking is incorrect as mound 1 is larger than 
mound 2. Before the excavation nothing was known on these barrows, which 
made their dating all the more surprising: the research shows that both must 
have been constructed in the 4th or 3rd century BC (Bourgeois and Fontijn 2011, 
81; 87-88; van der Linde and Fontijn 2011, 62-63). In the Dutch chronology, 
this is the later part of the Middle Iron Age or the earlier part of the Late Iron 
Age. For this period, graves tend to be inconspicuous cremation graves without 
a conspicuous grave monument – the Echoput barrows, as sizeable mounds, are 
really exceptional in this respect.
As this is of relevance for the assessment of the pollen samples from the mounds, 
some information on the present environment should be given. The surrounding 
area is covered with mixed forest (deciduous and coniferous forest). The deciduous 
forest consists mainly of oak coppice (Quercus sp.), with an undergrowth of 
blueberries (Vaccinium myrtillus) and grasses, but also birches (Betula sp.) and 
beeches (Fagus sylvatica) are present. The coniferous forest consists mostly of pines 
(Pinus sp.), together with some Douglas-firs (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and larches 
(Larix sp.). 
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Fig. 2. Excavation of the Echoput as seen from the south. The excavation of mound 2 and its 
environment is in full swing (photograph: A.J. Louwen).
Fig. 3. The excavation of mound 1 as seen from the northeast. The sods with which the mound 
was built are visible at the surface and in the profiles (photograph: A.J. Louwen). 
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Research method
Pollen sampling and analysis
Pollen research from barrows rests on the following principles. When pollen is 
deposited on the surface it gets more or less evenly distributed in the topsoil. 
Corrosion and outwash make pollen disappear, but under normal circumstances 
the influx and disappearance of pollen is in balance. As a consequence, pollen in 
the topsoil represents the local and regional vegetation that was present. When a 
barrow is built, it seals off the pollen-containing topsoil from the air, preventing 
new pollen from depositing on the surface and reducing corrosion and outwash 
of the pollen present underneath the barrow. This pollen represents the vegetation 
of the local and regional surroundings from a time span right before the barrow 
construction (van Zeist 1967). 
As remarked, both mounds showed strong similarities in construction and 
soil properties. They were both built on a Moder Podzol (Dutch classification: 
holtpodsol; A horizon underneath barrow). They were constructed of still clearly 
visible sods, which were taken from a holtpodsol identical to the one they were 
placed on top of. The old surface was recognizable in the soil profile (Fig. 4a, b 
and 5). For each mound individual samples were collected from different locations 
in and under the barrows. These were taken from the old surface underneath 
the barrows on locations where the old surface was clearly visible. Also, several 
samples from the top (e.g. the old surface) of several well recognizable sods of 
both barrows were taken. This was done to see if the sods were cut from the same 
environment as the one on which the mound was built (sods could also have been 
cut somewhere else and brought to this location). Samples were also taken from 
the bottom of the ditch fill around mound 1 and from the fill of a small pit that 
was found underneath mound 1 to find possible indications about the origin of 
the pit. For sampling, about 10 cm3 of soil was collected by taking a piece of soil 
out of about 1 cm high, 5 cm wide and 2 cm deep. From these samples a selection 
was made to analyse, based on the quality (colour and texture) of the soil. Table 1 
provides an overview of analysed samples. The location of the analysed samples in 
the barrows is shown in figure 4a and 4b. 
A new approach in the palynological research of barrows was applied in this 
investigation: a series of samples were taken also from a section of the soil profile 
underneath the barrows, of which the samples from underneath mound 2 were 
analysed. About 10 cm3 of soil was collected every centimetre over a depth of 
30 cm, containing the A and most of the B horizon (Fig. 4b and 5). Pollen that 
is present in this profile is presumed to represent the vegetation development in 
the period preceding the barrow building, which is shown in a pollen diagram. 
Sediments which consist of an accumulation of material, like peat or lake 
sediments, with pollen representing the vegetation of a certain period of time 
in each accumulated layer, is ideal for reconstructing vegetation development. 
Although such accumulation processes do not take place in mineral soils, pollen in 
them is still believed to show enough vertical distribution to represent consecutive 











































































































































































































































    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
























































    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



































Fig. 5. Profile section through mound 1 (view to the southeast, profile no. 10; after van der 
Linde and Fontijn 2011, figure 2.4).
Table 1. Overview of the analysed 
samples taken from the barrows. 
The marked samples contained 
no or not enough pollen. For the 
exact location of the analysed 
samples, see figure 4a and 4b.
Sample location Sample name
Barrow 1 Profile 1.9 Sod samples A1.9 sod 1
 A1.9 sod 2
Old surface samples A1.9 o.s. 1
A1.9 o.s. 2
Profile 1.10 Ditch samples A1 ditch
Sod samples A1.10 sod 3
A1.10 sod 4
Old surface samples A1.10 o.s. 3
A1.10 o.s. 4
 Level 1.10 S 17 VNR 267 
Barrow 2 Profile 2.1 Soil profile series 1-24
Profile 2.1 Soil profile series 25-29
Profile 2.1 Sod samples A2.1 sod 1
A2.1 sod 2
A2.1 sod 3




soil pollen diagrams will be discussed in the section regarding the pre-barrow 
landscape. 
To extract the pollen, the sediments were treated with potassium hydroxide 
and heavy liquid (specific gravity 2.0) and finally they were acetolysed. Grains 
were identified with the aid of the keys of Faegri et al.(1989), Moore et al. 
(2001), Punt et al. (1976-2009) supplemented by Reille (1992; 1995; 1998), 
several lists set up by van Geel (published by van Hoeve and Hendrikse 1998) 
and the reference collection of the Faculty of Archaeology of Leiden University. 
To calculate pollen spectra a pollen sum of ∑AP–Betula (van Zeist 1967) has been 
applied. A minimum of 300 arboreal pollen grains (excluding Betula) per sample 
have been counted.
Results
In what follows, the results published in more detail in Doorenbosch 2011 are 
recapitulated. From mound 1 three old surface samples and four sod samples 
appeared to be suitable for analysis, from mound 2 three samples of the old surface 
and three sod samples were analysed. For both mounds pollen spectra are shown 
in figure 6. From the pollen series that was taken, the soil profile underneath 
mound 2 results could be obtained from sample 1 through sample 25 (Fig. 7). 
Pollen from the old surface underneath the mounds and from the 
sods
Samples from the old surface beneath mound 1 and 2 yielded very similar results 
and will be discussed together (Fig. 6). Also, no differences were found between 
pollen in samples from the old surface and pollen in samples from the vegetation 
part of the sods. For both mounds this implies that sods were taken from an 
environment with vegetation similar to what was growing at the location where 
both mounds were built. Lithology features further indicate that the sods are from 
a soil with the same characteristics as the top of the Echoput hill (Bourgeois and 
Fontijn 2011, 75; van der Linde and Fontijn 2011, 47). The sods therefore must 
have been cut in the immediate surroundings of the mounds.
For the old surface (under the mound and in the top of the sods), the percentage 
of non arboreal pollen (NAP) exceeds the percentage of arboreal pollen (AP) in 
all samples. Especially heath (Calluna vulgaris) pollen shows high percentages, 
followed by Poaceae. The most abundant tree pollen types are Alnus (35-70%), 
Quercus (15-40%) and Corylus (15-25%). The presence of Carpinus in some of 
the spectra should be noted. Anthropogenic indicators (following the definition 
by Behre (1986)) are present in all the samples, with Plantago lanceolata and 
Asteraceae tubuliflorae as the most dominant. Non-pollen palynomorphs were 
mostly represented by Sphagnum and moss features, but also Debarya glyptosperma 
and Zygnema type 314 (van Hoeve and Hendrikse 1998) are notable. 
Pollen from the soil profile underneath mound 2
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In this oldest part of the diagram a decrease of tree pollen from 40% to 20% 
indicates that forest cover declined. The forest at the beginning of this period 
consisted mainly of Tilia, Quercus and Alnus. A decline of Tilia pollen is notable 
in this zone, as well as the appearance of Fagus pollen. The percentage of Alnus 
pollen shows an increase as well. Heath pollen, on the other hand, shows an 
increase, indicating that heath cover expanded, as well as Poaceae. Anthropogenic 
indicators, like Plantago lanceolata, Artemisia and Asteraceae tubuliflorae are 
present in low amounts.
Zone 2
In zone 2 Tilia decreases further until almost no Tilia pollen was found anymore. 
Corylus pollen increases and the other tree species remain quite stable. Calluna 
vulgaris fluctuates between 100 and 200%, Poaceae between 50 and 100%. 
Anthropogenic indicators are present in higher amounts than in zone 1. The 
percentages of ferns and mosses have decreased, as well as Sphagnum.
Zone 3
Zone 3 shows a peak of Tilia pollen and a decrease of Calluna vulgaris. This zone 
is based on the top samples taken from the soil profile, and it is very well possible 
that part of the sod above the old surface is included in these samples. This sod 
also contains a soil profile, similar to the soil profile underneath the barrow. As a 
consequence it is likely that these samples do not represent the youngest vegetation 
composition in this diagram, but older vegetation composition, comparable to 
part of zone 2 in the diagram. 
Charcoal particles were found in all soil profile samples.
Discussion
The strong similarities between pollen samples from the two barrows fit in well 
with the archaeological dating evidence for their contemporaneity. The occurrence 
of Carpinus confirms the Iron Age dating of both mounds (cf. Janssen 1974). The 
presence of Secale (mound 2, sod 2) was not expected for this period as this cereal 
species (rye) was not yet commonly introduced in the Netherlands during the Iron 
Age. However, some early Iron Age finds have been reported for northern and 
western Europe (van Zeist 1976).
The barrow landscape
The pollen spectra of the old surfaces and the sods of both mounds indicate that 
they were built in an environment where herbal vegetation was more abundant 
than forest. Heath (e.g. Calluna vulgaris) and less, but still in considerable 
amounts, grasses (e.g. Poaceae) were the dominant species. Heath pollen tends not 
to spread far from its source (De Kort 2002), implying that the Echoput barrows 
were built in an open spot that was covered mainly with heath vegetation. Non-
pollen palynomorphs such as Debarya glyptosperma and Zygnema type 314 (van 
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Hoeve and Hendrikse 1998) suggest the presence of some water at the site, at least 
during part of the year, conditions which still exist in present times. The presence 
of human activity at the Echoput hill is indicated by anthropogenic indicators like 
Plantago lanceolata and Asteraceae. This is confirmed by archaeological evidence 
in the form of pottery sherds and flint fragments found in the old surface and 
sods (Louwen et al. 2011). However, the pollen percentages of anthropogenic 
indicators are too low to conclude that the site was a settlement area or that 
there were (former) arable fields nearby. This is consistent with the data from 
the excavations in the close surroundings of the barrows. No traces of Iron Age 
settlement were found around the mounds (Valentijn and Fontijn 2011).
The forest in the surroundings of the mounds, indicated by the arboreal pollen 
component, was dominated by Alnus, Quercus and Corylus. Alnus pollen most 
likely comes from alder carr that was probably present in the stream valleys, where 
the soil was more saturated with water. The dominance of Alnus pollen within 
the total arboreal pollen content is suggestive of an open landscape in which the 
alder pollen was free to travel without for a sizable forest blocked its way. Corylus 
probably surrounded the heathland area at the edge of a forest or was part of an 
open forest, as it would not have been able to grow in the reduced light conditions 
of a closed forest. Also, Corylus requires mostly, but not truly, wet conditions. 
The same is true for Quercus (Weeda et al. 1985). Both trees were probably part 
of the forest on the slopes around the Echoput hill. So summing up, we get the 
following picture for the Echoput. The hilltop of the Echoput was a clearance as 
indicated by the open vegetation in the surroundings of the barrows. This is in 
contrast to the wetter stream valleys below where there was an alder carr. However, 
the clearance of the hilltop must have taken place long before the barrows were 
built. This is indicated by the diversity of the herbal vegetation at the hilltop. 
Such diversity needs some time to develop.
Sod cutting and how it changed the environment
The barrows were built in an open place dominated by heath, but how large was 
this open space? Its minimum size can be estimated by calculating the number of 
sods required to build the mounds and the surface of heath that had to be stripped 
for this. We can reasonably work from a number of premises. The first is that the 
excavation results show that the barrows were built in the same period, either at 
the same time or one relatively quickly after the other. The second is that the 
similarities between pollen from sods and the old surface underneath the mound 
and in lithology of sods and the Echoput hill top all imply that the sods were cut 
from the small Echoput hill top and not from the hill flanks. A third premise to 
work from is that the soil profile shows that the surface beneath both barrows 
was not used for sod cutting (Bourgeois and Fontijn 2011, 70; van der Linde 
and Fontijn 2011, 40). Regeneration of heath after sod cutting takes a period of 
about 5-40 years (Gimingham 1988). It is well possible but cannot be proven that 
mound 1 and 2 are contemporary or that one was built not long after the other 
(Fontijn 2011, 153). Assuming that the period between the construction of the 
first and the second burial mound had been too short for the heath vegetation 
to regenerate, the open space had to be large enough to cut sods for building 
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two barrows. Knowing the height and the diameter of the mounds and the sods, 
the minimum size of the open area that was needed can be calculated. For this 
calculation the assumption has to be made that the barrows were smoothly shaped 
spherical segments (Fig.8).
The volume of this spherical segment can be calculated with the following 
formula:
Vss= 1/6 . π . h . (3r2+1h2)
Vss = Volume spherical segment
h = height of the barrow
r = radius of the barrow
Knowing the height of the sods, the necessary area per 1 m3 can be calculated.
The measurements of the mounds are:
Mound 1: r = 9.5m (d = 19m), h = 1.08m
Mound 2: r = 7.25m (d = 14.5m), h = 1.0m
Sods: average h = 0. 25 m
The calculated area to be stripped for mound 2 is 332 m2. For mound 1 a 
correction should be made, because this barrow was not completely spherical, 
but had a flattened top. Taking this into account, the stripped area for mound 1 
was 902 m2. A total area of 1234 m2 was used for sod cutting. This implies that a 
minimum area of 1683 m2, the surface beneath the mounds included, consisted 
of open vegetation (see Fig. 9). To put this into perspective: the amount of heath 
that has to be stripped to create truly monumental mounds such as the Early Iron 
Age “chieftain’s grave” of Oss (d = 53 m) is 15000 m2 (De Kort 1999). Another 
conspicuous, large Early Iron Age barrow in Oss, mound 3 (d = 30 m) from the 
Zevenbergen barrow group, an estimated 2350 m2 had to be stripped (De Leeuwe 
2007, 214). For mound 7 (d = 36m), another monumental Early Iron Age mound 
from Oss-Zevenbergen, this is at least 815 m2 (Bakels and Achterkamp in press). 
The Echoput mounds are clearly not at the top of energy expenditure in the 
Iron Age barrows, but when compared with their contemporary graves which are 
Fig. 8. A schematic drawing of a barrow. To calculate the minimum area that has been 
used for sod cutting to build a barrow, a barrow can be seen as a smoothly shaped spherical 
segment, which has been built with uniform sized sods (after Doorenbosch 2011, figure 5.6).
 sod
h
    r
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mainly flat graves or have very small mounds, it is clear that quite some effort was 
invested in making these particular two barrows. 
The barrows, already located on a relatively high place in the environment, 
were then probably even more prominent in the landscape, knowing that the 
direct surroundings were cleared from the topsoil, creating a bare, vegetation-
free environment. This will have increased their visibility in the surrounding 
landscape. 
The landscape before the mounds
The question if it is possible to compile a pollen diagram from a mineral soil 
has been the subject of many discussions (Dimbleby 1961; 1985; Havinga 1963; 
1984; van Mourik 2003). The process of pollen distribution in a mineral soil 
has been correlated to soil development and the activity of soil fauna by various 
researches. Van Mourik (2003), for example, has shown that the pollen sequence 
in a 70 year old mineral soil underneath planted Larix and Fagus forest reflect the 
transition from a former heath to the present planted forest. In the same research 
he showed that pollen in a mineral soil are protected from decay and distributed 
in the soil through soil fauna activity. The processes of pollen distribution are 
not entirely clear. A sequence of pollen samples from bottom to top, however, 
represents a pollen diagram that matches with general vegetation development 
(Havinga 1963; van Mourik 2003). When a burial mound is constructed, pollen 
no longer deposits on the soil that is now covered by the mound. In addition to 
this, the process of pollen distribution through the buried soil practically stops. 
Old surface underneath barrow
Area used for sod cutting
0 25 50m
Fig. 9. View of the Echoput hill with the two excavated barrows, based on digital elevation 
model of the AHN (copyright AHN). Around each barrow the minimum area that had to be 
used for sod cutting has been pointed out (after Doorenbosch 2011, figure 5.7).
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The position of the pollen grains underneath the barrow is captured, enabling 
the reconstruction of vegetation development in the time span leading up to the 
barrow building. So, the pollen diagram derived from the soil under mound 2 
represents the vegetation development of a certain period before the barrow was 
built. Questions remain about the length of this period. A suggested downward 
movement rate of 30 years per cm (Dimbleby 1985) would imply a vegetation 
development of approximately 700 years. This, however, cannot be confirmed. 
The previously mentioned 70 year old soil investigated by van Mourik (2003) had 
a depth of 10 cm, implying a rate of 7 years per cm. The so-called Dimbleby-factor 
obviously cannot be applied to every mineral soil and the vegetation development 
that will be discussed below cannot be placed exactly in time. In Doorenbosch 
(in prep.) the discussion about pollen diagrams derived from mineral soils will be 
further explored. 
The pollen diagram shows that the heath vegetation was already relatively 
dominant in the open place where later on the barrows were built. Forest cover 
was probably higher. Alder carr was present in the wetter areas, while Quercus and 
Tilia dominated the drier sites. A decline of Tilia is indicated by decreasing Tilia 
pollen percentages. At the same time, an increase of Fagus pollen has taken place. 
Such developments in forest cover is presumed to have taken place generally in 
the Netherlands as has been shown by several pollen analyses of lake and peat 
sediments (Fanta 1995; Jansen 1974; van Geel 1978). The increase in percentages 
of Alnus pollen could indicate an expansion of alder carr, although this increase 
could also be primarily related to the decrease of Tilia pollen. The reduction of 
total forest cover seems to be accompanied by expansion of the heath vegetation. 
At the time the barrows were built the vegetation was, at least locally, dominated 
by heath. The pollen diagram does not reveal how the open place was created nor 
what it was used for before the barrows were built. Indications of human activities 
at the site in several periods before the barrows were built, are evidenced by finds 
from below and beyond the mounds, although they certainly do not hint at a 
very intensive use of this site in the Bronze Age or Early Iron Age (Fontijn et al. 
2011). The absence of cereal pollen grains and high amounts of arable weeds like 
Artemisia vulgaris in the diagram demonstrate that the location had not been used 
for crop cultivation. As already shown, the size of the heathland can be estimated. 
The minimum size of the heath must have been 1396 m2 based on the amount 
of sods that was used to build the barrows, which corresponds to a hypothetical 
circular open spot with a radius of about 21 m (the shape of the heathland is 
unknown). However, based on the ratio of arboreal pollen versus non arboreal 
pollen, the size of the open space is estimated at around 200 m radius expanding 
to around 300 m radius at the moment the barrows were built (Doorenbosch in 
prep.). To maintain the heath, the landscape must have been managed. Methods of 
heath management can involve sod cutting, mowing, grazing and burning. Sods 
were cut in the area to construct the Echoput barrows, but could also have been cut 
for other purposes. During sod cutting the soil is usually stripped of all vegetation. 
Plants are entirely removed and recovery of the vegetation is dependent on re-
establishment by seeds that were present in the deeper soil layers or by expansion 
of surrounding vegetation. Recovery of the heath vegetation after sod cutting 
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takes 5-40 years, depending on the thickness of the sods that were removed. Thin 
sods, preferably containing only the A horizon of the soil, were traditionally used 
as fuel or as bedding in stables. Regeneration after cutting thin sods takes only 5-8 
years (Pape 1970). When thicker sods were cut, containing the A and E horizon, 
regeneration takes up to 40 years. Such sods were for example used as construction 
material (Stoutjesdijk, 1953; cf. Bakels and Achterkamp in press). Of the estimated 
size of the open space (see above, r = 200 to 300 m), only a part needed to 
be stripped for building the barrows. Consequently, sod cutting for the purpose 
of building the barrows cannot explain the presence of the heath vegetation in 
the area. Large scale sod cutting in heathland areas is mainly known from the 
Medieval Period into the 19th century, when the sods were used in stables to catch 
animal dung and subsequently were used on arable fields as fertilizer. Small scale 
practising of this way of farming may have taken place at the time the Echoput 
barrows were built. However, there are no indications of such arable fields in the 
environment. In addition, manual sod cutting is quite labour-intensive, and it is 
not likely that this heath area was managed solely by sod cutting.
The amount of grasses (Poaceae) together with Plantago lanceolata, Asteraceae 
liguliflorae, Succisa and Galium type could be an indication that the heathland 
has been grazed (Hjelle 1999). Mowing and grazing are comparable, they both 
keep the plants down. Grazing is more selective than mowing, while animals have 
a preference for certain species. Sheep prefer young Calluna heath and grass and 
herb vegetation in between the heath vegetation. They are not very fond of older 
Calluna plants (Elbersen et al. 2003). Cattle are less selective than sheep. They eat 
mainly grasses, although Calluna plants can form part of their diet, especially in 
winter (cf. Lake et al. 2001, 31). Bone evidence from several excavations suggests 
that prehistoric farming communities kept mainly sheep and cattle (Brinkkemper 
and van Wijngaarden-Bakker 2005, 493). Both sheep and cows are used in present 
times to maintain heathland areas by grazing. Historical data show that during 
the Medieval Period, grazing by only sheep was sufficient to maintain heathland 
vegetation. A stocking rate of one sheep per ha is assumed (Piek 1998). Also in 
present heathlands several studies mention that an average of one sheep per ha 
per year should be sufficient to manage the heathland (Elbersen 2003; Verbeek 
et al. 2006). The stocking rate of cattle in the past is not clear, although it is 
clear that cattle grazing in Dutch heathlands occurred on a large scale before the 
18th century (Bieleman 1987). Bokdam and Gleichman (1989) investigated the 
influence of grazing cattle on the development of Calluna heath. A stocking rate 
of 0.2 livestock unit per ha per year appeared to be inadequate against invasion by 
grasses and tree growth. Natuurmonumenten, a Dutch organization that protects 
and manages nature reserves in the Netherlands, has over 30 years of experience 
with grazing in heathland areas. They experienced that in dry heathland areas 
one head of cattle per 5-6 ha is sufficient to prevent grasses from becoming 
dominant in heathland areas (Siebel and Piek 2001). This, however, is in present 
environmental circumstances with a higher deposition of nutrients, and it is likely 
that in the past fewer cattle would have been adequate for maintaining heathland 
vegetation. To calculate the amount of livestock needed to maintain heathlands, 
an average of one sheep per ha and/or one head of cattle per 6 ha will be used. At 
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the Echoput, based on the ratio of arboreal versus non arboreal pollen grains, the 
area that was covered with heath vegetation at the time the barrows were built is 
estimated at 28 ha, implying a livestock of about 28 sheep and/or 4-5 cattle. 
Regular burning is also a traditional way of heath management, which destroys 
the upper part of the plants. When heath is burned every 10-12 years the heath 
vegetation is rejuvenated (Mallik and FitzPatrick 1996; Yallop et al. 2006). A 
combination of burning and grazing is nowadays often applied and seems to be very 
effective. Small scale burning generates young vegetation which is more nutritious 
to the grazing stock. Often particles of charcoal are found during excavations of 
barrows and in soil samples that were taken for palynological analyses (Karg 2008). 
The remains of charcoal found in all the pollen samples from the Echoput barrows 
may be an indication that humans burned the heath vegetation. A combination of 
grazing and burning and perhaps some sod cutting seems a plausible method of 
heath management at the Echoput area. 
The Echoput
Clearings in a forest are generally accepted as the setting in which barrows were 
built. However, the origins of these clearings are hardly known. This research has 
shown the vegetation history of such an open space. Forest clearing was shown 
to have taken place long before the barrows were built, although the exact origin 
still remains unclear. The open spot was already present at the beginning of this 
vegetation development, covered with heath vegetation mixed with grasses and 
other herbs. The open space, surrounded by a forest of Tilia and Quercus, had 
been used during at least some centuries by prehistoric man. This is indicated by 
the find of several features, dating to the Middle Bronze Age period (Valentijn and 
Fontijn 2011). The activity of prehistoric man is also confirmed by the presence 
of anthropogenic indicators in the pollen spectra. Mesolithic and Bell Beaker 
features have also been found, though it is not known if the forest already had 
been cleared by then. Although no traces of Bronze Age or Iron Age settlements 
were found, it is clear that the area was used by prehistoric man. It is very likely 
that it was included in the economic zone of farming communities as grazing 
grounds, keeping the vegetation open. Based on the high percentage of pollen 
from Poaceae, in combination with the presence of Plantago lanceolata, Asteraceae 
liguliflorae, Succisa and Galium type (Hjelle 1999), the use of this open spot as 
pasture is very plausible. Also, regular burning of heath could have taken place, 
indicating heath management was applied to keep the area open. The amounts of 
charcoal found in the pollen records indicate the use of fire. Before the barrows 
were built, the open area seems to have been used solely as a place for the living, 
since no indications have been found that people were buried there. This changed 
when the burial mounds were constructed in the later Middle Iron Age or early 
Late Iron Age. The vegetation in the area had changed by then: Tilia had declined 
and forest with a more open character, dominated by Quercus and Corylus, was 
now present. Heath vegetation at the top of the Echoput hill had expanded. 
Human related activities, like burning and cattle grazing were the main cause of 
this vegetation development. The upper surface of a large part of the heathland 
at the Echoput hill was stripped in order to get sods for the construction of the 
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barrows, except for the surface where the barrows were to be constructed. The 
two barrows must have been quite pronounced features in the landscape, placed 
on one of the highest locations in the area, cleared of surrounding vegetation. It 
is unknown whether the surrounding landscape was kept open after the barrows 
were built. Mound 1 has been re-used for numerous burial activities, relatively 
soon after its construction, indicating that the barrow landscape remained in use 
(van der Linde and Fontijn 2011, 44-46).
Barrows and heath management
The story of the Echoput shows that barrows were integrated into the everyday 
life of prehistoric man and yet formed a special place that was selected for burying 
their dead. The barrows were situated in a landscape that needed constant 
management to maintain. The Echoput is not an isolated case in the Netherlands. 
In the central and southern Netherlands pollen data of over 100 barrows dating 
to the Late Neolithic, the Bronze Age and Iron Age have shown that they were all 
built in heath (Doorenbosch in prep.). The conventional image of barrows in the 
Neolithic is that they were situated on man-made open places in the forest, but 
how these fit in the landscape organization at large is unclear. For the Bronze Age, 
it has long been thought that barrows were located close to houses (Roymans and 
Fokkens 1991). How do the heaths fit in such models? In the Late Neolithic A 
phase (2800–2450 BC) barrows were sometimes constructed in long alignments 
that could be several kilometres long (Bourgeois in prep.). Figure 10a shows the 
area of Epe-Niersen with an alignment of barrows that were dated to the Neolithic 
A. Pollen analyses have shown these barrows were built in a heath. An estimation 
of the size of these heath areas based on the ratio arboreal versus non arboreal 
pollen gives a radius of 100-200 m (Doorenbosch in prep.). The distance of these 
barrows to each other is on average around 400 m which makes it very likely 
that these heath areas were connected to each other, creating a long alignment 
of heath with a length of at least 1.6 km. This is even more obvious in the next 
phase when additional barrows were built (Fig. 10b). Another example is given in 
figure 11a-b, showing the barrow alignment of Renkum at two consecutive phases. 
Although the heath areas were probably smaller in this alignment (50-100 m in 
radius) it is still likely that a long alignment of heath vegetation was present when 
the barrows were built, with a length of approximately 4.5 km. This alignment 
was probably already present some time before the first barrows were built, since 
the heath vegetation would have taken some time to develop. This shows that as 
early as the early 3rd millennium BC there were small, corridor-like heaths in the 
landscape. These ancestral passage heath landscapes were probably managed and 
maintained for many centuries. For the barrow complex of Oss-Zevenbergen and 
immediate surroundings, for example, the earliest known barrows were probably 
built in heath as early as the Late Neolithic B, while the youngest mounds were 
erected in the Iron Age (Bakels and Achterkamp in press). It can be assumed 
that heath occurred during the entire period, being a very stable element in the 
landscape, implying intense involvement of prehistoric man for many generations 
(Doorenbosch in prep.). Also the Echoput case shows that in the Iron Age such 
heathland areas were still in use. Although not comparable yet with the enormous 
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heathlands that expanded when agricultural activities were intensified in historical 
times, it still requires extensive management to create and maintain such stretched 
areas of heath. It is likely that at the Echoput grazing was involved. This implies 
that the following numbers of animals must have been used. An alignment of 2 
km with a width of about 200 m gives an area of 40 ha, indicating a livestock of 
about 40 sheep and/or 6-7 cattle. For the Middle Bronze Age it has been argued 
that a livestock of 30 animals could be kept per household (Fokkens 2005, 427). 
For the Iron Age, estimated numbers are (much) lower (Brinkkemper and van 
Wijngaarden-Bakker 2005). Examples of open areas of 4.5 km (width 50-100 m) 
indicate that both in the Bronze Age and Iron Age, in order to keep this heath 
open, cooperation between households was necessary on a structural basis. For the 
case of the Echoput, on the other hand, we can think of maintenance by a smaller 
group (just one household?). 
Grazing could have been combined with burning of heath. However, many 
barrows were surrounded by wooden posts, which would be destroyed by fire. 
This makes at least large scale burning unlikely (Bakels and Achterkamp in press). 
This implies two things. The first is that management of such vast heaths was 
an intensive job that was a structural and long-lived part of the way prehistoric 
farming communities dealt with the landscape. The second thing is that barrows, 
because they were situated on those heaths, must have been part of the economic 
zone of prehistoric man. However, it is not clear where these people lived. There 
is hardly any evidence of settlements close to these barrow alignments like those 
of Epe-Vaassen or Renkum. In addition, the palynological results yield hardly any 
indications of arable fields in the environment. The conventional image of barrows 
situated close to the houses therefore cannot be supported for these cases. Also for 
the Iron Age mounds of the Echoput, there are no indications that people lived in 
the immediate surroundings (Fontijn 2011). So, with regard to the questions on 
the role of barrows in the landscape: they played an important role in the daily life 
of prehistoric people. Since barrows were built in long alignments it can hardly 
be denied that visibility must have played an important role (Bourgeois in prep.). 
They did not just bury their dead, but they created highly visible monuments. 
Not only were they pronounced features in the landscape with possibly highly 
sentimental value as monuments for their ancestors, they also formed part of a 
landscape that was kept under constant pressure by human activities to preserve 
the openness of the vegetation. Barrows were re-used and new barrows were added 
to the alignments, all in the same heath vegetation that must have been present 
for hundreds of years, assuming the activity of man. In later periods, from the 
Late Neolithic B onwards they also started building their barrows outside these 
alignments (Fig. 10b and 11b). These barrows too were built in heath vegetation. 
Why this happened is unclear (cf. Bourgeois in prep.). We also do not know if 
Fig. 10a-b. (left) Barrow alignments of Epe-Niersen at two consecutive phases Late Neolithic 
A and Late Neolithic B. The modelled heath area around each barrow is indicated. Based 
on digital elevation model of the AHN (copyright AHN; figure by Q. Bourgeois and M. 
Doorenbosch).
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these off-alignment heaths were already there for a long period of time and if they 
were connected to the alignment heaths. Perhaps they were more isolated and/or 
more “private places”? 
Conclusion 
It has been suggested that visibility played an important role in the building regime 
of barrows. The mounds of the Echoput were most likely prominent features in 
the landscape. This certainly must have been the case for these kilometres long 
alignments of barrows of Epe-Niersen and Renkum built in such vast open areas. 
The open areas that were chosen to build barrows in already had a long history of 
openness. When and how these open spaces were created is unknown. Constant 
pressure of man must have been involved in the maintenance of this openness, 
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Fig. 11a-b. (above and right) Barrow alignments of Renkum at two consecutive phases Late 
Neolithic A and Late Neolithic B. The modelled heath area around each barrow is indicated. 




while, as has been suggested in the case of the Echoput barrows, using the area as 
pasture possibly combined with regular small scale burning. In the Late Neolithic 
period they decided to turn these areas into monumental areas while building 
highly visible barrows in long alignments in a relatively short period of time. 
Also barrows that were not built in such alignments were placed in managed 
heath areas. Altogether people preferred to bury their dead at ancestral grounds. 
Summing up, heaths were not just places for the living, but just as much places 
for the dead.
This article has shown that the use of palynology can provide very useful 
knowledge about the landscapes in which barrows were constructed and reveal 
information about the role barrows played in the landscape and in the everyday 
life of prehistoric man. Yet, there are still many questions unanswered. Extensive 
excavations like the one that has been carried out at the Echoput could provide 
valuable information about the history of a barrow landscape. And studying the 
wider environment of barrows could enhance our understanding of where and 
how people lived in relation to the barrows. 
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Throughout prehistory and up to this present day, roads have played a crucial 
role in the exchange of knowledge and ideas, as well as resources. In the Bronze 
Age they formed part of a general landscape discourse where the communication 
lines were materially manifested and anchored by the barrows and conversely, 
where the erection and reuse of barrows were crucially dependent on roads and 
access. In this way certain linear structures emerged and became a very dominant 
characteristic of the landscape. This paper proposes that the relationship between 
roads and barrows not only existed as a large-scale spatial structure, but that it also 
played a crucial role in ideological navigation and genealogical contextualization.
The case study presents an analysis of possible mobility lines and barrow 
distributions in the Himmerland area, Denmark. It points towards the fact that 
barrows with a central position in the mobility complexes maintained an active 
mnemonic role in the landscape during the Late Bronze Age. It further argues 
that barrows and roads probably existed as two mutually dependent landscape 
components playing very different roles in both a collective and at the same time 
a very individual remembrance and contextualization. The road as a basis for 
a bodily experience to understand and remember more complex phenomena 
attached to the barrow landscape such as myths, genealogical time, individual 
biographies etc. – and vice versa. The barrows served as collective material anchors 
and fixations of movement. Together their mutual dependency constituted axial 
lines through the landscape which were actively used to maintain memories but 
also induced oblivion in a long-term perspective.
Keywords: Late Bronze Age, barrow lines, roads, landscape perception, memory, 
mobility, topographical mind. 
Introduction
Throughout the Bronze Age, a strong emphasis on travel and long-distance mobility 
can be observed in a number of contexts, such as iconographic depictions of ships 
and wheels, rich metal depositions and grave equipment with parts of wagons, 
mountings, cheek pieces, and harness (Jacob-Friesen 1970; Madsen 1872; Thrane 
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1963; 1984). These and many more examples indicate that movement probably 
played a central role in ideological conceptualisation and narrative compositions. 
However, roads and wayfaring have for a long time only been a rather insignificant 
part of the explanatory models of the organisation of the Bronze Age landscape and 
knowledge traditions (cf. Johansen et al. 2004). Reflections on their ideological 
significance and wider socio-religious impact (for example Rudebeck 2001; 2002) 
have yet not been considered in a Danish context. Instead, roads are often treated 
as a purely functional, economic feature and as a more or less passive precondition 
for contact between settlements or groups of people. While this is certainly an 
important part of their use and origin, it also reflects a rather specific theoretical 
and methodological way of approaching archaeological landscape phenomena. 
This approach often implicitly relies on a metric, Euclidian space that can be 
read directly off the landscape and that requires a somehow intact and unaltered 
memory. This means a landscape with conceptually and spatially well defined and 
separate landscape domains, constructed according to binary oppositions such 
as sacral/profane, nature/culture, centre/periphery etc. In this way we often end 
up with a static picture of the landscape where the variations in the distribution 
patterns are either overlooked or explained as anomalies.
I wish to propose another view that presupposes a dynamic dialectic between 
mobility and fixation, experience and reference, remembrance and oblivion. I 
will set out with a brief introduction to the empirical data, which consists of a 
20 by 15 km area on the outer edge of south-western Himmerland, Denmark. 
Subsequently it will be discussed how movement on the one hand works as a 
very basic, individual, tactile process, and on the other hand how a number of 
descriptions tied to movement and wayfaring rely on collective principles. In 
this way wayfaring involves a complex relationship between the individual actor 
and his/her spatial and semantic surroundings. Based on some simple parameters 
for the position of the roads, I will attempt to identify potential Late Bronze 
Age trackways and focus on how these hypothetical principles relate to other 
archaeological features. Finally I will discuss the different knowledge components 
that are embedded in the barrows and the roads and how the landscape can be 
actively used to maintain memories but also to induce oblivion.
Late Bronze Age barrow landscapes 
The praxis of erecting barrows over the dead can in South Scandinavia be traced 
back as far as to Corded Ware Culture (2900–2350 BC). As for the Early Bronze 
Age this tradition included a set of large-scale practises that periodically assembled 
an otherwise relatively dispersed population. Many of these barrows constituted 
focal points for the subsequent organisation of the landscape and the erection of 
new barrows, which in a number of cases resulted in the successive construction of 
linear arrangements. In Denmark, these linear patterns are particularly evident on 
the Jutish peninsula and particularly in the western and southern parts. Further 
east and on the northern side of the Limfjord, the barrow distributions are more 
unclear and dispersed. 
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Around the beginning of the Danish Late Bronze Age (c. 1100 BC) the 
cremation praxis had gained a general acceptance in the whole region. The most 
dominant practice was urn graves buried in older barrows, often only containing 
very few or no grave goods. Besides, cairns and flat graves including (urned) 
cremation burials and pits containing burnt bone and pyre remains are also known 
from Himmerland. Therefore, from this period and onwards only comparably few 
barrows were erected.
At a very early stage in archaeological research history, a conspicuous 
coincidence was noticed between barrows and places well suited for frequent 
traffic (Müller 1897; 1904, 5; see also Hansen and Nielsen 1979, 72; Johansen 
et al. 2004). The barrows are often placed along the top of ridges and tend to lie 
scattered over flat plateaus (Müller 1904, 11-14). The main thoroughfares appear 
as broad traffic corridors also recognizable by belts of wheel tracks, sometimes 
several hundred metres wide that have gradually accumulated (Egeberg 2004, 46-
47; Jørgensen 2001, 5-7; Samuelsson 2001, 178). However, in narrow passages 
Fig. 1. The distribution of barrows in Jutland. Used as a background map is dtm501, © KMS.
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or at fords where traffic was likely to have been 
more fixed, the barrows are similarly placed in more 
dense clusters or lines. The barrow lines can also be 
detected along watersheds together with systems of 
sunken roads and wheel tracks. Furthermore, barrow 
lines often can be seen along stretches of historical 
main roads (Lundbye 1920, 434) and examples exist 
on tracks in connection to and under burial mounds 
(Egeberg 2004, 46-49; Hansen and Nielsen 1979, 
note 7).1 Therefore it is very likely that the barrow 
distribution on a general level reflects more or less 
maintained mobility patterns in the landscape.
In this paper, the terms roads and trackways 
are not used in a modern sense as well-defined 
roads or material constructions per se. Instead, 
many prehistoric communication lines should 
probably be understood as trails, tracks and broad 
communication corridors consisting of individual 
courses, dislocations, stagnant periods etc. – without 
necessarily leaving any maintenance constructions 
other than the repetitive movement along them. In 
this sense, a road is first of all considered as certain 
praxis, as certain movement traces and recognizable 
or predictable routes between places.2 
Only few cases of concrete traces of roads are 
known from the Late Bronze Age. This can to a certain 
degree be explained by preservation conditions: 
trackways can be very difficult indeed to identify in 
excavations; they are erased quickly by ploughing 
and in many places threatened by modern building 
works. However, their scarcity is probably also 
due to more practical reasons. Road constructions 
were established first and foremost at impassable 
places where the traffic would also have been more 
permanent such as very hilly stretches, river crossings, 
and wetland areas (Winkler 2001, 47). In such areas, 
a few examples are known from Himmerland, e.g. 
the plank built road from Skalsådalen (Jørgensen 
1982, 146; Thorvildsen 1973) and the plank and 
later stone built Kvorning-road leading out into the 
Nørreå river valley (Iversen 1996; Jørgensen 1996, 
1 See e.g. Ejstrup Storgård, Henne and Lundshøj (Thovildsen and Kehler 1966, 401). 
2 One should probably also consider sailing to be an equally important way of travelling at 
this point in time. 
Fig. 2. Barrow line noticed by Sophus 
Müller in 1904 at Ravnstrup Mølle 
(here termed ‘Mögelkjær’; Müller 
1904, fig. 11, 16).
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50). There is, however, no reason to suppose that these cases are neither 
representative nor the norm for the actual road system. 
Most often, no relative stratigraphic relationship exists; samples for datings 
are normally not being taken and even when they are, it is very hard to determine 
what is actually being dated. Hence it is only rarely possible to ascertain a road as 
being prehistoric. However, only 12 km from the study area, a large barrow with 
more than 40 Late Bronze Age reburials was excavated in the autumn of 2010.3 
Ahead of the excavation, various hydro and distribution maps were generated and 
estimated that, in all probability, a trackway had been running closely past the 
barrow (Løvschal 2011). During the excavation a set of wheel tracks was identified 
running in an east-west direction, only c. 2-3 m north of the rim stones, and with 
an approximate 1.1 m width of the axle. 4 A sunken road could also be observed on 
Orto photos. However, most interestingly, when the barrow was fully excavated, 
underneath the outer kerb stones another wheel track was found, running parallel 
to the sunken road and thereby certain to predate the outer rim. These relative 
stratigraphic observations make it possible not just to establish some kind of 
relationship between barrow and trackway, but to ascertain that the barrow was 
erected in close connection to a road and that this road was possibly moved when 
the barrow was further enlarged.
When mind becomes matter
The above overall observations point towards the fact that there was a clear spatial 
connection and causality between the roads and barrows in the Late Bronze 
Age. Before we turn to the case studies, a short introduction to the concept of 
topographic conceptualisation and memory will be given as a potential approach 
to this relationship.
Spaces of reference
Within the last 15 years an increasing critique from various disciplines has been 
directed towards the classical cognitivist essentially brain bound understanding 
of cognition (cf. Bruner 1990; Fodor 1983; Rumelhardt and McClelland 1986). 
Instead, a much broader perspective on cognition is now being evoked within a 
range of academic disciplines.5 Here, cognition is not solely considered as something 
that takes place within the skull but rather grounded, embedded, and distributed 
across a number of relations and processes in the wider surroundings (Hutchins 
1995; Malafouris and Renfrew 2010; Sutton 2008; Sutton et al. 2010). 
Contemporary cognitive research stresses how the majority of cognitive 
functions are crucially attached to the body (Barsalou 1999, 580; 2008, 620; 
Barsalou et al. 2005, 22ff.; also see Wilson 2002, 632; Zlatev 2005). When we 
3 VSM 09641, Nøragergård Høje II, Parish of Viskum, Viborg amt.
4 This correlates with other datings of axles of carriage with an average width of 1.1 m 
(Schovsbo 1987, 112).
5 Disciplines such as social anthropology, political geography philosophy, studies of 
religion, neuroscience etc. (Casey 2001; Hastrup 2005; Malafouris and Renfrew 2010; 
Sheets-Johnstone 1999).
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think of something or commemorate earlier experiences, these processes are 
deeply dependent on the condition and motion of the body (Barsalou et al. 
2003, 52; Barsalou et al. 2005, 26). Consequently, when we recall something, 
a number of modal simulations are activated which potentially take place in the 
entire sensomotoric system. And vice versa: by affecting or structuring the body 
in certain ways, certain cognitive propensities are likely to be induced. In other 
words: we think with the body. Likewise human conceptualisation involves, not 
just the body, but also the interaction with our social surroundings, material 
artefacts, and the landscapes we live in and move within (Clark and Chalmers 
1998, 12-13; Malafouris 2004, 58ff.). These different elements are being drawn 
upon constantly in our everyday life in a so-called “cognitive offloading” so that 
we can use our cognitive resources for something else (Day 2004, 109ff.). To 
take an example, facilitating roads with road signs makes it possible to find a 
given route without having to remember every turn or when to adapt to certain 
behavioural descriptions, e.g. to lower the speed or be particularly attentive 
towards something. By actively navigating by means of these collective cues, we 
are using our surroundings to think with: they enable certain thoughts, memories, 
and behaviours which were otherwise not possible and concurrently contribute to 
a stabilisation of the conceptual integration (also see Berthoz 2000, 10; Glenberg 
1997; Sutton 2009; Turnbull 2007).
The involvement of the immediate geographical, social and historical 
surroundings, including our own bodies, thus takes an active position in cognitive 
anchoring, establishing perceptual categorisations and representations, and as a 
basic frame of reference. - Wayfaring is an example of such a process that involves 
both our bodies and our surroundings. 
Topographic memory 
The above section has drawn attention to the fact that the human being holds a 
number of cognitive models that are constantly being re-embedded and remodelled 
in the surroundings. This takes place on several cognitive and topographical 
levels: partly when using concrete spatial cues to navigate with, partly when using 
more abstract conceptions of space to think with (Christensen and Østergaard 
2010). The model of topographic mind expresses this relationship (see Fig. 3; 
Hastrup 2005; Østergaard 2011). The model contains three semantic domains: 
the individual, materiality and historicity. These domains are unified in a fourth 
domain of experience and remembrance or what can be termed topographic mind. 
In this study, this analytic terminology will work as a schematic account that 
links the individual together with his/her topographical and historical setting. 
The geographical space refers to the existing, concrete world that can be physically 
experienced such as monuments, a given topographic element etc. Symbolic space 
refers to the conceptual reproduction of this space or its referential meaning. 
Hence, this schematization, in a quite visual way, deals with the fact that there are 
fundamental conceptual and mnemonic differences in whether one simply refers 
to a mythic narrative on an abstract level (e.g. by means of storytelling) or if one, 
on a more concrete level, experiences an engagement or interaction with them 
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(e.g. by means of navigation). This dialectics between physical experience and 
inference has been discussed elsewhere (Bernardini 2004; Hodder 1994) and can 
be seen as supplementary to the domains of geographical and symbolic space. 
The model further argues that the locative coupling between geographic and 
symbolic space, between present and past, experience and reference, takes place on 
a very concrete level when an individual moves through a given semiotic landscape. 
When navigating in a landscape, the actor actively uses various topological 
properties and cultural elements as an active part of his/her wayfinding and 
memory processes. In this way, navigation in a concrete landscape also becomes 
navigation in a semantic landscape. The coupling of the above three domains is 
something that reoccurs in a number of other theoretical and empirical models 
(Gill 1998; Malafouris 2004). And in principle, it is very similar to the previously 
mentioned idea that the human being uses various concrete elements and 
experiences such as movement or spatial relations to comprehend more abstract 
phenomena, such as time, emotions, myths etc. (Boroditsky and Ramscar 2002; 
Lakoff and Johnson 1999, 34-35). However, the expounding of this model is 
tuned more towards a specific emphasis on movement and wayfaring as the main 
vehicle for the association of the individual with his/her historical context. Here 
the body and the motions of the body are crucial for the experience of a number 
of common principles and traditions. By structuring movement such as tempo, 
perspective, access etc., it is also potentially possible to induce a certain cognitive 
focus. Furthermore, the active use of the landscape to “move with” is crucial for 
the anchoring of socio-cultural memories and genealogical principles.
During wayfaring both the bodily space as well as the geographical space 
outside the body, constitute a basic frame of reference and define a number 
of spatial competences such as recognition and inference, sense of direction, 
navigation, geographical orientation and so on (Casey 2001; Levinson 2003, 9). 
These processes take place by means of both inscription and materialisation. On 
Fig. 3. Schematic account of the model of topographic memory.
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a concrete topographical level, repeated navigation according to the same focal 
signatures will naturally result in specific routes and trails that appear as being 
more natural than others (Hastrup 2005, 145; Snead 2009). On the level of the 
individual, when the body moves through a meaningfully constructed landscape, 
the mnemonic activation is essentially bound to each agent since emotions as well 
as memories are anchored in the kinaesthetic apparatus. In this way memories are 
temporary, dynamic constellations attached to the bodily and spatially anchored 
emotions and therefore open to modifications and new situations (Connerton 
1989, 72-104; Sinha and de López 2000, 28). On the other hand, movement and 
wayfaring will always entail an assimilation of generalized knowledge and values, 
because faring also is connected to deeply socially and culturally dependent rules 
and descriptions. These appear implicitly in the very layout of the road but also as 
explicit markings such as bumps, road signs, gates, landmarks etc. that crucially 
affect the way in which movement is configured. In this way, one is expected 
to adjust one’s behaviour and move very differently depending on which social 
context one is in. Consequently, one has to be precautious not to presuppose a 
constant, unequivocal, and definitive balancing between individual, geographic, 
and symbolic space. Instead, one should probably understand the various focal 
signatures as material anchors (cf. Hutchins 1995, 2005) and common reference 
points rather than fixed symbolic “storages” (cf. Donald 1991). These anchors can 
be used, understood, and remembered in very different ways just as inconsistencies 
between spatial configurations, praxis and meaning contents are likely to occur 
(also see Boyer 1990; Sutton 2008, 41). By studying how memories are maintained 
and manipulated in different ways by means of meaningful actions in the landscape 
it is potentially possible to get a further insight into this multivocality.
It is my claim that roads and wayfaring played a central role in the organization 
of the Late Bronze Age landscape and worked as a fundamentally conceptual 
and mnemonic tool in the intersection between the individual actor and his/her 
geographical and symbolic surroundings. Not only did the barrow lines constitute 
a visually very prominent and extensive spatial structure that made orientation 
easier, but their linear experience was also essentially linked to movement, 
succession and accumulation. In this light the movement of the body played a 
central role in the conceptualisation of the world, just as roads entailed an ordering 
and maintenance of the social-ideological narratives attached to the barrows and 
the landscape.
Thus by focusing on wayfaring and communication lines it is potentially 
possible to get an insight into how the individual might have gained a contextual 
understanding of his/her surroundings in the Late Bronze Age. 
Method
Methodologically, the study of Bronze Age roads is anchored in one of the oldest 
Danish archaeological research problematics and over time there have been 
various opinions on whether or not barrows can be used as reliable indications of 
communication networks (cf. this article, p. 233, see also La Cour 1927; Lundbye 
1919; 1920; Mathiassen 1948). This paper, however, holds as a basic assumption 
that the barrow lines did to a large degree reflect traffic lines. It also holds as a 
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premise that these road/barrow complexes did not develop by chance (Gansum 
1999) or reflect a random distribution, but rather that they emerged according to 
both local topographical and more general socio-ideological principles. Following 
this, it argues that the construction of the barrows, their reuse combined with the 
travel along them must have led to an increasing fixation of the mobility complex 
and a significant change of the surrounding landscape.
The area of investigation counts a 15 km long stretch from Ravnstrup Mølle 
and down to Havredal plantation where the barrow belt parts into two. The dataset 
consists of a collection of sites, based on various databases (e.g. The National 
Sites and Monuments Record), catalogues and publications (e.g. Aner and Kersten 
2008; AUD; Broholm 1946; Freudenberg 1989; Frost 2008; Lidegaard 1983; 
1992). The methodological approach is a three step process. First a mapping of all 
Late Bronze Age sites is carried out, including barrows, secondary burials, cooking 
pit lines and all other finds. Culture historical factors are added such as main roads 
and fords, traces of constructions etc. Secondly a number of natural variables such 
as hydrology and steepness are modelled (Schneider 2003). This part is hence very 
similar to least-cost path analyses that are frequently carried out in archaeological 
settings (Conolly and Lake 2006, 254). Third, I will carry out an analysis of the 
distribution of the barrows and an identification of the various linear structures. 
In this mapping, a main distinction is made between barrow lines and corridors. 
Barrow lines are defined according to a nearest-neighbour analysis with at least 
five barrows within a plausible line of sight and at a maximum distance of 500 
m. When situated in several parallel, linear courses these can appear in broad so-
called ‘belts’. Barrow lines situated along a topographically plausible trackway are 
indicated with a thin black line. Minor isolated or less dense barrow lines are not 
included in the mappings but will be considered in the discussion. The corridors 
are possible main trackways that are defined in up to 500 m broad zones. Their 
actual extent, however, probably has been considerably broader. Corridors are 
defined by more extensive stretches either in direct connection with a barrow 
line or along a watershed. In this way, they both include large main lines that can 
continue for several kilometres and shorter more narrowly defined and locally 
used barrow lines. 
Hence, the courses of the roads are identified according to three overall 
parameters: 1) obvious landscape conditions, 2) distributions of barrows, 3) 
archaeologically and historically known roads. Furthermore, viewshed-analyses 
have been carried out with an offset in a number of points that are related 
differently to the mobility complex such as at the foot and on top of barrows, 
random distributions with various distances to the corridors etc. 
Because barrows are used as a main indication of roads, the roads are subject 
to many of the same source critical problems as the barrows. This means first 
of all a significant fragmentation problem due to patterns of modern land use, 
lacking registrations and datings etc. As previously mentioned, the barrow lines 
are expected to reflect a long-term fixation of a mobility pattern, but their actual 
date and length of use is predominantly unknown. At the same time, depending 
on which spatial scale one is analysing, different structures become evident. On 
one scale, say 1:2 000 000, an almost continuous and passacaglic structure appears 
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quite well-defined and visible. However, on a more local scale, say 1:20 000 this 
structure might not be identifiable at all on either maps or in the landscape. 
Hence the very extraction and definition of barrow lines is highly difficult to do 
in a formalised way. GIS-programmes with this specific purpose do exist, however, 
the structures that appear are still essentially crucially dependent on which spatial 
scale one is operating on (Conolly and Lake 2006, 41; Johansen et al. 2004, 
41). By using barrow lines as guidelines for mobility lines, it is also a quite 
specific selection of roads that is being recognized in the material. In particular, 
identifying the smaller roads can be difficult because of their often shorter use 
span and equally weaker manifestation (Bakker 1976, 66; Rudebeck 2001, 96-
97). Essentially, this provides a problem for the unscrambling of different types of 
roads, their different meaning and function, when and how they actually emerge, 
their intensity of use and how fixed in the landscape they really were. In this way, 
there are clear limitations to the quality and explanatory value of the material just 
as there is a risk of ending up with a circular argument between roads and barrows. 
However, I hope to overcome some of these provisos by comparing the different 
culture variables with nature variables and by focusing on the relationship between 
direct and referentially experienced elements.
The following sections present a brief summary of the placement of the roads 
in the two case study areas. 
Late Bronze Age Himmerland
The landscape of south-western Himmerland is characterized by a fairly rolling 
terrain, divided by wetland areas, rivers and watercourses. Going 3000 years back 
in time, the area was dominated by an intensive cultural influence. In connection 
with the excavation of the Kvorning road, a number of borings and pollen 
samples were collected and analysed (Aaby 1993; see also Malmros 1993, 9-10). 
The pollen diagrams show a landscape where the vegetation was characterized 
by an increasingly open pasture land characterised by herbs, grasses, scattered 
hassle trees and bushes and areas of cultivation. They further show very high 
values for plantain red sorrel (rumex acetosella) and heather (calluna vulgaris), both 
indicating high pressure on the landscape due to grassing. This picture fits very 
well with the general picture of the rest of Denmark (Odgaard and Rasmussen 
2000). The area also is known for a very high degree of Bronze Age settlement, 
probably comparable to that of Thy6 (Jensen 1977). Furthermore, the landscape 
includes several intensively used ritual areas with scattered metal depositions and 
cooking pit lines which also correlate with central crossings and communication 
points (Frost 2008, 101-103). Thus, in Late Bronze Age the area accommodated 
various activities that must have attracted people and objects from far away, but 
also in itself was quite densely populated. 
6 Also see Trandersbakkeøen (hill island) in Northern Jutland (Runge 2009).
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Ravnstrup Mølle and Hærvejen
Ravnstrup Mølle is located just off a central communication corridor called 
Hærvejen7 (Fig. 4) – an old historical network of sunken roads and trackways 
running all the way from Viborg in the northern part of Jutland down to Bremen 
in Germany (Mathiessen 1930). It is marked by clusters of barrows and broad 
barrow belts that run more or less continuously down through the peninsula along 
the main water divide. 
At Ravnstrup Mølle, two distinct barrow lines can be identified. They were 
first noticed back in the beginning of the 20th century by Sophus Müller who saw 
them as evidence of ancient roads (see Fig. 2). The first barrow line is situated 
right at the border between a wetland area and a hillside. Here the barrows quite 
precisely follow the 25 m contour line parallel to a modern day main road and 
mark exactly where it has been possible to move dry shod. Further west, the 
barrow line curves and runs across the plateau which is thought to indicate the 
course of an associated trackway. The other barrow line runs further to the south 
on the plateau and almost parallel to the lower lying barrow line. Both of these 
lines adjoin further to the east.
7 or alternatively called The Oxen Road or Ochsenweg. 
Fig. 4. The linear distributions of barrows within in the two case study areas. Used as a 
background map is dtm501, © KMS.
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Finally, a barrow line can be detected by the historical ford just west of Ravnstrup. 
Several Late Bronze Age depositions are concentrated at this place. Further south, 
the barrow line thins out, but then, where the landscape becomes flatter, it adjoins 
the barrow belts along Hærvejen. Here it is characterised by a very broad corridor, 
consisting of several barrow lines that run more or less continuously through the 
landscape. Also, by far the greatest number of Late Bronze Age barrow reburials 
commit to these linear structures and are centrally placed on evident barrow lines. 
A few Late Bronze Age flat graves in the northern part of Ravnstrup Mølle have 
a more dispersed position. Most of these are connected to settlement areas. These 
observations indicate a quite complex distribution where the majority of barrows, 
including barrows from the Single Grave Culture, are situated in connection to 
roads. At most places, they conclude in narrow lines of singular barrows that 
succeed each other with an even spatial distribution. 
At other places the barrow lines become very broad and more extensive, so-
called belts, often with three or four barrows and sometimes more along side 
each other. These distributions sometimes can be detected only on a large spatial 
scale such as that seen along Hærvejen south of Ravnstrup Mølle. This group also 
includes scattered distributions such as barrows on plateaus where, apparently, 
people have been travelling over a much broader area and where the roads would 
have been much less well-defined and not always marked in an explicit way. These 
barrow distributions are associated with the roads in (at least) two different ways. 
Either they work as direct manifestations of the road such as seen at Ravnstrup 
Mølle, where the barrows quite precisely follow an apt topographical stretch, or 
they predominantly work as reference points, placed in a more scattered way along 
the communication corridors as singular barrows or as broad belts such as seen 
along Hærvejen. 
Furthermore a number of other find groups are somehow connected to the 
roads which also can be seen at the Nørreå river valley situated just a few km 
east of Ravnstrup Mølle. Settlement sites are typically found within a distance 
of 500 m or less from the communication lines, however, typically only two to 
four barrows are visible. This correlates with the observation that the Late Bronze 
Age secondary barrows appear to be situated in clusters within the barrow lines 
and points towards the fact that in these specific cases, one has probably used 
the local barrows in the vicinity of the settlement areas. Furthermore, cooking 
pit alignments seem to be connected to communication lines such as figure 5 
and the several alignments in connection with the Fårdal-site.8 These consist of 
one to three strings, up to several hundred meters long, and thus emphasize a 
general wish to maintain some simple linear principles and ideals. Finally, the 
metal depositions are also clearly attached to important places for transport and 
communication e.g. the metal depositions near the possible ford at Gammelbyvad 
(Broholm 1946, M86, 202), at Løvskal (Thrane 1967) and the deposit of a neck 
ring at Vigstrupgaarde (Kristiansen 1980, 87, fig. 1).
8 This phenomenon has also been observed at a number of Swedish sites such as Fosie 
VI (Björhem 2001), Fjälkestad (Björk 1998) and Stretered (Nordqvist 2001; see also 
Rudebeck and Ödman 2000, 215).
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These various distributions may reflect different types and conceptualisations 
of roads that are likely to have been far more complex than today. On a practical 
level, the mobility lines must have been associated with very diverse functions, 
use intensities, scales, frequencies, continuities and time spans. Such as high 
frequently travelled main roads for obtaining raw materials, exchanging cattle and 
goods, accessing pasture land, seasonal or functional specific roads (e.g. leading 
out into settlement, ritual or resource areas) or more ritually evident, low frequent 
roads, procession roads, or roads that end in a cul-de-sac in the wet lands9 etc.
However, examples also exist that demonstrate no apparent nexus. Instead the 
barrows are concentrated in distinct groups or clusters, at topologically impassable 
locations, or much more widely scattered in the landscape without any distinct 
pattern. Especially the very broad routes where one has been travelling over a far 
larger area cause a more blurred picture. Others again are used as an accentuation 
of certain topographic elements that do not seem to relate to communication 
corridors. These are e.g. shorter barrow lines in very hilly or humid terrain or 
cooking pit lines that show no clear connection to roads. These examples point 
towards the fact that there are some principles of the line that are copied or used in 
other semantic contexts but not necessarily directly associated with or dependent 
on roads. Within this group some main characteristics can be identified: 
Most of the burials without any evident connection to road stretches are flat 
graves and cremation pits, often found in connection to settlement areas. 
These graves have no or very little physical manifestation in the landscape and 
do not have nearly the same long-term mode of expression as the barrows.
When these graves appear as reburials in barrows, they show a significantly 
shorter use period and most often contain only one or two burials. 




Fig. 5. Part of the southern barrow line at Ravnstrup Mølle. Black dots represent barrows. 
Blue dots represent barrows with Late Bronze Age reburials. And crosses represent 
concentrations or alignments of cooking pits. Used as a background map is dtm501, © KMS.
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Thus, although there is a clear tendency towards emerging linear structures, 
a significant variation exists in the different principles for the way in which the 
barrows and roads are visually and semantically connected. The distribution 
maps are clearly an accumulation of all of these different spatial tenets, where 
some barrows clearly are connected to central communication lines whilst others 
are placed further away and cannot be connected directly to the same causality. 
However, these patterns reflect an “old design” in the sense that they are all erected 
in the Early Bronze Age or earlier. If we shift our focus to the Late Bronze Age, a 
somehow clearer pattern appears in the relationship between burials and possible 
movement patterns where by far most of the burials are found in close connection 
to barrow lines and communication corridors. Thus most of the barrows worked 
as a direct manifestation of the roads, others whose linearity was only visible in 
terms of movement along the roads and others again could not be identified as any 
clear structures. The significant routes appear either as narrow, linear courses or as 
broad belts or corridors that would have been relatively stable in the landscape and 
point to the fact that people did not just adopt new roads, but instead participated 
in a constant fixation and continuity in their use. To explain these distributions 
further lets for a moment return to the model of topographical mind.  
Discussion
Reference and experience
In Scandinavia, the Late Stone Age and Early Bronze Age are characterized by an 
overwhelming boom in barrow construction. This phenomenon probably involved 
the activation of very large networks of people participating in the different 
actions connected to the barrow building. That is, people are likely to have been 
more or less directly involved in the construction of one or several barrows during 
a lifetime (Holst and Rasmussen in press). These collective, meaningful actions 
and events ensured a frequent renegotiation and maintenance of a number of 
socio-ideological principles. However, around 1400 BC the barrow building 
praxis appears to have reached its peak, and at the beginning of the Late Bronze 
Age it must have been a very rare activity. Therefore the previous more or less 
direct and experiential engagement with the barrows and in the construction of 
a collective past changed into a completely different form. In the open pasture 
land the barrows had become an increasingly dominating visual factor. Also, some 
barrows show signs of phases of extensions, additions of kerb stones etc.; however, 
increasingly, the barrows came to act as reference points in the landscape rather 
than as a locus for direct, participatory experience. This meaning fixation must 
have created uncertainty in that a number of elements and details were probably 
forgotten, simplified, modified etc.10 
As noticed in the summative exposition, barrows with a very long use span, 
the barrows that were commemorated and that people attached themselves and 
their dead to, were the barrows that would have been connected to central linear 
10 For similar observations of an Iron Age settlement landscape, see Loney and Hoaen 2005, 
369.
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road stretches that were travelled by people over a very long time. Therefore, in 
all probability, roads and movement became increasingly important. By means of 
movement, discontinuous, imagistic and abstract elements were made continuous, 
logical and doctrinaire. By frequently passing the barrows, it made something 
otherwise used low frequently, high frequent (Whitehouse 2002). And by means 
of spatial proximity between barrows and roads, something previously intangible 
and passive became highly experiential and participatory. Therefore roads and 
axes of movement were likely to have gained an increasingly important role in 
this period. Although many barrows possibly worked as road markers right from 
the beginning of their construction (Thrane 1998, 274) there appears a growing 
emphasis on this relationship – where people increasingly confirmed the mobility 
structures by burying their dead in close connection to them. But how did this 
syntax actually work and how did it play out in a local context? What determined 
the interplay between barrows and roads? And why do we also see distributions 
that are much more blurred and inscrutable?
Lines of movement, lines of thinking
Presumably each individual barrow referred to a specific biography, individual 
ontological and biological status and equally represented a unique affiliation with 
the landscape (Holst and Rasmussen in press): barrows were erected by particular 
people, at a certain time, in a certain place, with particular intentionalities. 
Concurrently, the roads worked as a far more abstract, common knowledge 
conduct and a socio-spatial filter whereby the individual biographies were placed 
in larger, extensive narratives and semiotic connections. Here the very narrowly 
defined stretches such as the northern barrow line at Ravnstrup (Fig. 6) would 
clearly have exposed certain barrows and outlined a certain perspective on the 
landscape. 
If you step just 20 m to the side, the overview is heavily reduced. This 
constellation and its interplay with the topography induce that one’s visual field 
is specifically directed forward and out over the wetland area. No panoramic 
overview exists from any of the barrows. Instead, when moving in an east-west 
direction, you would have been able to see six to nine barrows, often at least 200 
m ahead at a time. These circumstances would, to a very high degree, define a 
cognitive and spatial focus and at the same time induce a significant selection in 
the common, spatially distributed knowledge. In such complexes, the road served 
as an essential cognitive offloading where the very layout and properties of the 
barrow lines constituted a perceptually salient structure. In many cases, this would 
have meant that each individual would not necessarily have had to remember all 
the material references because the route and spatial emphasis on the narrative 
sequence were already given. This example shows that the road appeared as a 
dynamic, semiotic probe that would outline a very specific fixation, sequence, 
different tempos, perspectives and structures from the religious narratives.
This is also evident, though by means of a different kind of movement, at the 
broad stretches and barrow zones/belts that are placed on the top of ridges along 
the land and waterways. This phenomenon can e.g. be seen further south along 
Hærvejen (see Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 6. Viewshed carried out from a centrally placed barrow with Late Bronze Age secondary 
burials within the northern barrow line at Ravnstrup Mølle.
Fig. 7. Viewshed carried out from a centrally placed barrow within the barrow belts along 
Hærvejen at Skjelhøj, south of Ravnstrup Mølle.
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These examples indicate a much broader and more loosely defined road stretch 
than that at Ravnstrup Mølle with a larger degree of individuality in the separate 
courses. Here the experience of linearity is often interrupted by depressions and 
variations in the terrain, the vista is often broader and a proper outline of the 
stretch only can be gained punctuated. However, one gets a much clearer view 
of the linearity by actually walking besides the barrow belt and some 500 m to 
the side of it, the barrow line appears as a very clear and prominent feature of the 
landscape. This vista decreases dramatically after 600 m and at 900 to 1000 m, at 
some points, you can only see very little of it. 
A somewhat supplementary example can be found at the south facing slope of 
the Nørreå tunnel valley (Løvschal 2011). The area counts a very large number 
of Stone Age and Bronze Age barrows and is well-known for the discovery of the 
Kvorning-road from 1000 BC that runs north-south into the wetland area for 
almost 150 m (Iversen 1996). A broad barrow belt is placed at the top of and down 
the edge of a ridge; thus the barrows are situated in a rolling terrain with an equally 
low accessibility, but with a fairly prominent position in the landscape, where one 
would have been able to see them when travelling both along the plateau and 
the river. Topographically, the watershed runs further up the plateau, indicating 
the driest and flattest part of the landscape and therefore also the most likely 
stretch for the road to run. And this is exactly where by far the most secondary 
burials from the Late Bronze Age are located. Barrows with a very long continuity 
and up to 50-60 reburials are located predominantly centrally within these linear 
structures. An example is the previously mentioned Nøragergård Høje II. 
These examples draw a picture of some very common structures that existed 
on a fairly large scale; systems, where the material anchoring essentially was 
bound down to some very strong spatial structures that entailed a large degree of 
homogenisation. However they also point to the fact that these spatial structures 
did not essentially exist as complete “maps” in the mind – but rather as deeply 
embedded in more experiential and visual couplings. The configuration of the 
topography and the position of the barrows entail, that one single panoramic, 
Euclidian overview of the landscape would not have existed. Rather, the experience 
of linearity would only have been possible by means of physical movement through 
the landscape. 
Topographical mind
According to the model of topographic mind, movement through a semantic 
landscape involves a constant semiotic mediation between the domains of the 
individual, geographical space and symbolic space (cf. this article, p. 230-231). 
When walking along different geographical elements such as barrows, the individual 
could actively use this socio-spatial topography to conceptualise the mythical 
narratives that were connected to each one of them. In this way different various 
elements and episodes would have been joined together into “true”, narrative 
sequences that were constantly being incorporated into an individual meaning 
context. Thus the road provided an intelligible, graspable structure that could 
be used intuitively to understand the historical configuration of the landscape. 
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Also, as these meaning coherences were physically and conceptually coupled, they 
were crucially, individually anchored and thereby subject to a number of different 
choices and points of reference.
At the same time, on a larger social scale, the roads must have ensured that the 
barrows were included in a common commemoration of the landscape. The roads 
for the dead somehow also became roads for the living. Just like the topography of 
the landscape was used to give some barrows a strong visual prominence, equally 
this socio-ideological infrastructure could be used to give them a strong social 
mnemonic prominence. The roads also insured that, although with time the 
individual biographies and narrative attached to each barrow were forgotten, they 
would still have been part of a very strong common socio-topographical syntax. 
As a result the roads acted as a fundamental mnemonic tool and as a way of 
maintaining and manipulating conceptual integration by exposing certain barrows 
and directing a certain perspective on the landscape (see also Lidegaard 1992, 
16). In this way, the road-barrow complex constituted a recognizable structure 
connected to a number of more or less explicit descriptions.
These observations point towards the fact that barrows and mobility lines 
worked as two mutually dependent landscape components that played very 
different roles in both individual and collective memory and sensory perception. 
Where, on the one hand, the road worked as a central landscape structure and a 
basic mnemonic device that connected different landscape elements and ensured 
commemoration. On the other hand, the barrows served as conceptual and material 
anchors for the roads – either as clear accentuations of the linear structure or as 
focal reference points.
In the dynamic interplay between roads and barrows, the barrows did not just 
represent a specific person, social group or event. Rather, as suggested earlier, 
most of the individual components were sustained via a referential, homogenous 
meaning where the reburials would have served as an ongoing confirmation of the 
given order or tradition. This implies a conversion from concrete to general, and 
to a certain degree also a reduction of the specific genealogic memory attached 
to the individual barrows (see also Gosden and Lock 1998). And when a given 
barrow fell out of use, such as those on figure 8 or just north of the northern 
barrow line at Ravnstrup Mølle, one would have kept on passing it when moving 
along the trackways. At the same time, this syntax entails that a number of more 
scattered barrows fell out of use and became neglected. Because of the fact that 
they were not incorporated in the road-barrow syntax and one did not necessarily 
pass them, they were more likely to pass into oblivion and fall out of use much 
faster. 
In this way, parts of the mobility complex appear very homogenous and 
strongly structured and many places indicate a quite strong wish to retain some 
simple linear principles and common spatial traditions. Other parts appear much 
more individualized and localised and hint at a far larger complexity than we are 
currently able to understand. 
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Concluding thoughts
These considerations point to the fact that roads and barrow lines were not purely 
functional or economical elements neither did they only represent by-products 
of certain use patterns. The roads rather appear to have been a dominating 
organisational structure and a landscape principle that was actively maintained 
and used to legitimize a common knowledge tradition and praxis. Similar 
examples are known from several Scanic sites such as Pile and Käglingevägen 
where Bronze Age barrows constitute a main axis on stretches of roads, and where 
the flat graves are situated both in connection to them and further away (Jansen 
2006; Rudebeck and Ödman 2000; also see Samuelsson 2001, 179, fig. 2). Even 
far into the Iron Age, the tradition of burying the dead along roads continues, and 
a vast number of burial sites are placed along old trackways, such as those known 
from Western Jutland (Rindel 1999), Southern Britain (Fleming 1971, 162) and 
Sweden (Andersson 1997, 7; Wennersten 1991). 
The above observations suggest that the roads, on the one hand, were part 
of a common, ideological meaning system, contingent on consensus, and on the 
other hand as a way of maintaining a substantial differentiation, individualization, 
and complexity in the narratives and spatial relations. In both cases, the roads 
appeared as a central conceptual resource for mnemonic offloading and either 
meant that you had to remember very little or in fact that you could remember 
very much. I argued that not only did the conceptual anchoring of this system take 
place in the landscape, but just as much in the body itself. Although a significant 
part of the experience and memory was directed by the barrow lines, the very 



























Fig. 8. Barrow line with secondary graves, a burial site, a cooking pit alignment, and two 
dispersed flat graves in the Nørreå river valley. Used as a background map is dtm501, © KMS.
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in themselves were not a very physically marked feature.11 The construction and 
experience of linearity in the barrows was not necessarily a characteristic for the 
whole Bronze Age but increasingly emphasised during the later part of the period. 
In this way, the individual probably came to play an increasingly important role 
in his/her own semiotic surroundings. 
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the Bet-hedging Model as an 
exPlanatory fraMework for the 
evolution of Mound Building in the 
southeastern united states
By Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty 
Abstract
Recent work in eastern North America has demonstrated that mound building 
first occurred in the mid-Holocene, as much as 6000 years ago, when human 
groups practiced a hunting-gathering lifestyle. Early (Archaic-period) mounds 
are concentrated in areas where environmental conditions show high-amplitude 
fluctuations over time. Under such conditions, evolutionary theory predicts that 
population-leveling activities (bet-hedging) would be selected for, a hypothesis first 
suggested for Archaic mound building by Hamilton (1999). Contrary to recent 
assertions, existing data on paleoclimate and the timing of mound construction 
in the Lower Mississippi Valley (LMV) do not falsify Hamilton’s hypothesis. Bet-
hedging also explains why early mounds are more common in the southern LMV, 
where environmental conditions are particularly variable and where sedentary 
settlement patterns had evolved by the mid-Holocene. A south-to-north pattern in 
the inception of mound building is noted which may also be related to underlying 
environmental patterns. This successful application of evolutionary theory has 
implications for understanding construction of monumental architecture and 
other “wasteful” human activities in many settings around the globe.
Keywords: Mounds, Archaic period, evolutionary theory, bet-hedging, southeastern 
United States, Lower Mississippi Valley
Introduction
One of the most important breakthroughs in American archaeology in recent 
decades has been the demonstration that mound building occurred in some parts 
of what is now the southeastern United States as much as 6000 years ago (Kidder 
and Sassaman 2009). Not only did this discovery effectively double the known 
antiquity of monumental earthen architecture in North America north of Mexico, 
but multiple occurrences show that the practice of mound construction was 
common to many Middle (6000–3500 BC) and Late (3500–500 BC) Archaic-
period societies in Florida and the Lower Mississippi River Valley (approximately 
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the southernmost 800 km of the Mississippi River Valley, from the confluence of 
the Ohio River at Cairo, Illinois, to the Gulf of Mexico, henceforth LMV) (Fig. 
1). 
The uses to which Archaic mounds were put is uncertain and likely was 
variable. Very few seem to have been burial mounds. Artifacts from some mound 
layers are similar to those found at associated off-mound habitation areas (Peacock 
et al. 2010) and at non-mound habitation sites (Kidder and Sassaman 2009). 
Agriculture was not practiced during the Middle or Late Archaic periods in the 
area in question, where dependence on maize-based agriculture did not evolve 
until well into the 2nd millennium AD. 
The recognition that Middle Archaic mounds exist presented a severe 
challenge to the theory of progressive cultural evolution (Anderson 2004; Peacock 
et al. 2010; Russo 1994a; 1994b; 1996; Saunders, J. 2010a), a faulty paradigm 
deeply entrenched in the practice of Americanist archaeology. As traditionally 
formulated, Archaic “band-level” societies were not culturally complex enough 
to build mounds. The famous c. 3500 year old Poverty Point site in northeastern 
Louisiana, which has mounds and earthworks but little pottery, had already 
strained the progressive paradigm but was accommodated by treating it as 
intermediate in complexity between the Archaic and the later pottery-bearing and 
mound-building Woodland period (Willey 1966, 291), even if it was somewhat 
“evolutionarily” precocious (e.g., “America’s First Chiefdom” - Gibson 1974). 
Fig. 1. Study area and securely dated early mound sites in the Lower Mississippi Valley (LMV).
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Progressive cultural evolution never made sense from a Darwinian evolutionary 
perspective (Dunnell 1988; 1989; Leonard and Jones 1987), but archaeologists 
have largely avoided Darwinian theory, despite the on-going development of a 
robust body of theory, methods, and case studies showing its utility around the 
globe (e.g., Allen 2004; Aranyosi 1999; Dunnell and Greenlee 1999; Hamilton 
1999; Hunt and Lipo 2001; Kornbacher 1999; Madsen 2001; Madsen et al. 
1999). This reluctance likely relates to the fact that many archaeologists are 
committed to an essentialist metaphysic (as embodied in traditional artifact types, 
culture-historical phases, and progressive stages like band, tribe, chiefdom, state) 
that cannot be accommodated by Darwinian archaeology; indeed, essentialism is 
inimical to the study of variability and change that lies at the heart of evolutionary 
understanding (Dunnell 1989). Evolutionary archaeology also has mistakenly 
been said to be limited to “artifact physics” (Watson 1986, 445-446) or to be non-
anthropological, “removing people from the picture” (e.g., Ceci 1980) because it 
eschews behavioral reconstruction as a meaningful goal. Whatever the reason(s) 
for avoiding the explicitly scientific approach offered by Darwinian archaeology, 
“early” mound building presented American archaeologists leery of a truly 
evolutionary approach with a problem: what framework to employ to explain 
cultural change, if not progressive theory? 
Recent explanations for Archaic mound building are based on several non-
scientific or non-testable approaches. One is common sense ideas derived from 
contemporary culture (e.g., mounds provided elevated surfaces above low, wet 
ground (White 2004, 19) or marked ritual gatherings that occurred‘to cover the 
openings [sand blows] created by earthquake events’ (Thomas et al. 2004, 124-125)). 
A second involves structuralist analyses, which impose idealized units of measure 
or geometric forms on mound sites and then equate these with social hierarchy 
(Clark 2004; Russo 2004; Sassaman 2005a; Sassaman and Heckenberger 2004) or 
maintain that mound-building reveals ideational purposes such as the “symbolic 
incorporation” of time- and space-transgressive social geographies (Sassaman 
2005b). A third kind of explanation relies on vitalism or orthogenesis (e.g., 
‘striving for control of power and differential social status is an underlying inherent 
trait of human beings’ (Widmer 2004, 235)). A fourth depends on ethnographic 
analogy (e.g., Crothers’ (2004, 88-90) discussion of hunter-gatherer mobility and 
property rights). 
A common element in such arguments is that mounds are “signs of power” 
(Gibson and Carr 2004), i.e., that they are symbols reflecting leaders’ differential 
access to social power and thus are indicative of societal complexity (Sassaman 
and Heckenberger 2004, 214; Trigger 1990). This kind of argument has been 
critiqued by Neiman (1997, 269) on the grounds that it ‘does not explain why 
the energy expenditure that denotes power is wasteful’, as mound and monument 
building appears to be. Arguments about monumental architecture representing 
complexity also tend to be circular (Saunders, J. 2004, 147), as when mounds 
are assumed to reflect social inequality and social inequality is then invoked to 
“explain” mounds. 
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A notable contrast to such interpretive explanations is provided by Hamilton’s 
(1999) application of a bet-hedging model as an explanation for Middle Archaic-
period mound building in the LMV. In this paper, we build on Hamilton’s 
hypothesis, with discussion of the concepts of wasteful advertising (costly 
signaling) and bet-hedging, which are derived from evolutionary theory. We 
briefly describe landscape evolution as related to the geographical and temporal 
distribution of “early” mounds in the LMV, showing how Hamilton’s hypothesis 
cannot be falsified with the available data. Key to understanding the mound-
building phenomenon is the evolution of a sedentary settlement pattern, which 
we argue was in place in the study area during the times in question. We close by 
discussing the implications of this successful application of evolutionary theory for 
understanding monumental architecture and other “culturally complex” features 
elsewhere in the world. 
Costly Signaling, Bet-Hedging, and Archaeology
Concepts deriving from evolutionary theory in biology have seen increasingly 
prominent use in evolutionary archaeology. Among these are wasteful advertising 
or the handicap principle (Zahavi 1979), often called costly signaling by 
archaeologists, and bet-hedging. Both involve energy use that is not directed 
toward survival or reproduction and that therefore can be characterized as wasteful. 
As Neiman (1997, 269) states it, such energy use ‘is wasteful because it represents 
fitness costs that, unlike the time and energy expended in foraging, have no apparent 
compensatory fitness benefits’. In order for the existence of these apparently wasteful 
activities to be understood, the fitness benefits of both costly signaling and bet-
hedging must be elucidated. 
Costly signaling involves expending energy on an activity that is sub-optimal in 
terms of resource return but which can be understood as enhancing fitness in ways 
that are beneficial to both the sender and receiver of the signal. An archaeological 
example is Neiman’s (1997) analysis of Mayan end-date stelae. Through costly 
signaling, the signaler provides honest evidence (honest because it is costly and 
therefore not easily faked) of having plentiful resources, a large number of allies or 
followers, or other measures that indicate likely success in contests with potential 
competitors. This serves to attract mates or more followers, while discouraging 
rivals from likely-fruitless confrontations. Costly signaling usually is held to evolve 
in stable or favorable environments (Aranyosi 1999). 
Bet-hedging involves actions that also divert (and thus “waste”) energy 
from resource-maximizing activities. Because they dampen population growth, 
such actions are advantageous over the long term in areas where environmental 
conditions fluctuate considerably in amplitude from mean carrying capacity 
(Dunnell 1989; 1999; Simons 2011) (Fig. 2). It has been shown by simulation 
studies that, in such situations, the geometric mean of population growth will 
be larger in wasteful than in non-wasteful populations, thus demonstrating 
that wasteful activities can be fixed in a population via selection (Madsen et al. 
1999). Non-wasteful populations tend to grow rapidly and then crash during 
environmental downturns when carrying capacity temporarily decreases, while 
populations practicing waste have a less variable trajectory. A similar effect occurs 
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in marginal environments, where smaller fluctuations in carrying capacity can 
have drastic effects on a population (e.g., Aranyosi 1999). Groups practicing bet-
hedging have a greater likelihood of successfully surviving through downturns; 
thus, such “wasteful” behavior can be selected for in highly variable and/or 
marginal environments. 
A critique by Garth Sampson of Hamilton’s (1999) use of bet-hedging to 
explain Middle Archaic mounds in Louisiana shows how misunderstanding of 
theory can lead to incorrect conclusions. Hamilton proposed that climate-driven 
flooding in the LMV met the conditions for a temporally variable environment 
required by the bet-hedging model, and that mound building (e.g., Fig. 3) could 
be seen as wasteful activity selected for in such an environment. Conversely, 
Sampson declared that the expectations of bet-hedging are not met by the 
temporal distribution of Archaic mounds. This was argued briefly in a 2005 
American Antiquity article on the Watson Brake mound and earthwork complex 
in northeastern Louisiana (Saunders, J. et al. 2005), which stated that the bet-
hedging hypothesis ‘calls for mound-building activity during the ENSO [El Nino-
Southern Oscillation] pulses, and perhaps immediately following pulses … We propose 
that the mounds were built during stable conditions, not unstable ones’ (Saunders, J. 
et al. 2005, 664; emphasis added). Sampson elaborated on this critique in a later 
(2008) publication in which he presented detailed paleoclimatic data juxtaposed 
with dates from Archaic mounds (Fig. 4). He noted that ‘...nearly all [Archaic] 
mound dates fall within climatically calm intervals [and] several dates fall within 
quiescent centuries with no ENSO activity at all’ (Sampson 2008, 139). 
Fig. 2.  “Waste” model (from Dunnell 1989, fig. 4.2).  The dashed line is average carrying 
capacity in a fluctuating environment.  The three heavy bars represent populations held at 
different levels; different population levels are negatively impacted by differing amplitudes of 
environmental shortfalls (A-D).
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We do not question the results of Sampson’s analysis, which were obtained from 
extensive research and which are well presented. The lack of correspondence between 
periods of major ENSO activity and mound building seems incontrovertible. But 
his logic reflects a misunderstanding of the waste model. While waste, such as 
mound-building, will be selected for in unstable environments, it is expected to 
cease during periods of greatest instability, as people turn their energy to increased 
resource acquisition or intensification rather than to wasteful activities. As 
Dunnell pointed out, ‘The role of waste in coping with environmental perturbation 
is twofold: 1) the use of energy itself necessarily lowers the birthrate...; and 2) it 
provides, through its temporary abatement, a reservoir of time that an organism can 
devote to subsistence and/or reproduction in difficult conditions’ (Dunnell 1989, 45; 
emphasis added; see also Dunnell and Greenlee 1999). This also can occur with 
costly signaling, as in the case of Maya stelae, the making of which ceased when 
the environment deteriorated sufficiently (Neiman 1997). 
For bet-hedging to be selected, there must be enough environmental variability 
to make it advantageous; this does not have to be the most extreme variability that 
the environment ever has generated or ever can generate. Sampson’s (2008) data 
(Fig. 4) show that smaller scale perturbations did occur before the beginning of 
Middle Archaic mound building and, as will be discussed below, “stability” is 
very much a relative term where the LMV is concerned. In any case, evolutionary 
theory clearly posits that mound building, once established, can be a successful 
bet-hedging strategy only if it occurs during relatively stable periods. These are the 
times when non-bet-hedging populations grow and consequently are subject 
Fig. 3. Middle Archaic-period mounds on Louisiana State University campus (LSU Campus 
Mounds, 16EBR6) (photo: Fran Hamilton, February 25, 2012).
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to extinction or dramatic decrease when a drastic enough episode of instability 
occurs. Populations practicing bet-hedging, in contrast, are more able to survive 
such unstable periods because they have sunk energy into waste, rather than into 
growing their population, during more stable periods. 
In this scenario, mound building could appear at any time at a low level, 
become more visible when selected for, and diminish or cease in the most extreme 
circumstances, when energy is turned toward subsistence instead. It may reappear 
in the same region, or it may not. Mound building and other possibly wasteful 
traits, while passed to others via cultural transmission, do not appear continuously 
in an area solely because of cultural transmission (i.e., they are not stylistic, sensu 
Dunnell 1978); rather, they are seen as functional traits (Dunnell 1978), ones 
that are selected for under appropriate conditions. The current understanding of 
mound building through time in the LMV well reflects this expected distribution. 
A paper recently authored by Joe Saunders (2010b) shows three distinct periods 
of mound building, in the Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, and later prehistoric 
periods (Fig. 5), an episodic pattern consonant with a functional trait.
Landscape Evolution in the LMV as Related to Bet-Hedging
An issue in applying bet-hedging as an explanation is whether the amount of 
energy that was wasted was sufficient to give a selective advantage. This can be 
tested best by looking at population age structures, which will differ between bet-
hedging and non-bet-hedging populations (Madsen et al. 1999). In the absence of 
Fig. 4. Radiocarbon dates from purported Middle Archaic-period mounds and ENSO pulses 
(from Sampson 2008, Fig. 7).
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such data, wasteful activity can be inferred from the geographic distributions of the 
archaeological phenomena in question, as they would be expected to appear most 
commonly in marginal or environmentally unstable areas, and by their temporal 
distributions, as they would be expected to relate to resource fluctuations or other 
environmental instabilities over time. This is in contrast with costly signaling, 
which would tend to occur in long-term stable situations, where waste can provide 
immediate, rather than delayed, fitness benefits. 
The Archaic mounds discussed by Hamilton and others lie within or adjacent 
to the LMV. By happenstance, this geophysical province is particularly well suited 
for a study of the evolution of wasteful behavior due to environmental instability 
related to climate, as discussed above, and a number of other geophysical factors. 
This was briefly discussed by Peacock et al. (2010, 364), who note the striking 
geographic pattern of known Archaic-period mounds being restricted to ‘the lower 
Gulf Coastal Plain or in the relatively low-lying troughs of river valleys leading up 
from the coast.’ The last two decades have seen a major shift in thinking about 
Fig. 5. LMV radiocarbon dates showing episodes of mound construction (from Saunders 
(2010b: Figure 12.2; courtesy of The American Museum of Natural History).
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geological and climatic controls and Holocene fluvial processes in the LMV. 
Earlier conceptions (e.g, Fisk 1944; Saucier 1974) focused primarily on eustatic 
changes and consequent base-level fluctuations. Under this scenario, during the 
late Pleistocene, sea levels were lower due to precipitation being trapped in the 
polar ice sheets. High gradients meant that the Mississippi River and its tributaries 
were downcutting, leading to stream entrenchment, valley degradation, and 
narrow floodplains. With Holocene warming came melting of the glaciers and sea 
level rise. The consequent lowered gradient caused the Mississippi River to begin 
developing a meandering regime, which was manifested in a northward direction 
over time, similarly affecting tributaries as it went. 
While the role of sea-level change is still acknowledged (Saucier 1994), 
recent detailed, fine-scale geomorphological investigations emphasize a number 
of other controls (upstream variations in discharge and sediment load, substrate 
composition, local-scale slope ratios, avulsions, channel reoccupations, tectonic 
warping) that contribute to a very complex history of landscape evolution in the 
valley (Aslan et al. 2005; Autin and Aslan 2001), which we briefly recap here. 
The terminal Pleistocene was a time of low human populations in the LMV, 
due to flooding resulting from meltwater pulses and relatively low biodiversity/
richness of faunal and floral resources (Kidder et al. 2008, 1258). Meandering 
began somewhere between about 12900 cal BP and 11200 cal BP (Rittenour et 
al. 2007, 601; Saucier 2001), with sea level rising to near its present position by 
c. 7000–5000 years ago (Kidder et al. 2008; Rittenour et al. 2007). However, 
major effects of sea-level change were limited to the southern LMV (e.g., Aslan et 
al. 2005; Autin and Aslan 2001; Rittenour et al. 2007; Saucier 1981): estimates 
vary from about 250 km to 650 km north of the present-day shoreline (Rittenour 
et al. 2007; Saucier 1981; 1994), or as far north as the latitude of Memphis, 
Tennessee. Most estimates put the distance at about 300 km (Aslan and Autin 
1999, 800; Rittenour et al. 2007, 588; Saucier 1994). As reiterated by Peacock et 
al. (2010), these effects were time-space transgressive; as Rittenour et al. (2007, 
603) note, ‘eustatic controlled incision and aggradation… dissipate[d] in the upstream 
direction.’
In the southern LMV, Mississippi River flow during the Lower Holocene 
(before about 5900 cal BP) was divided into several channels in small floodplains 
(Kidder et al. 2008; Saucier 1994; 2002) in an anastomising state (Aslan and Autin 
1996). Hydrology was heavily influenced by sediment loads, tectonic warping, 
and other local controls (Rittenour et al. 2007). This mosaic-type landscape of 
“shallow lakes, poorly drained backswamps, and multichannel streams” (Aslan and 
Autin 1999, 800) influenced human settlement: as Kidder et al. (2008, 1262) 
note, ‘Many of the resources that would have attracted people to the floodplain, such 
as fish, game animals, birds, and nut trees, would have been spatially patchy and their 
distribution temporally incongruent.’ While resources were patchy, over time they 
became increasingly rich and abundant overall, “as many of the ecological zones, 
such as backswamp and floodplain lake environments, have significant productive 
potential” (Kidder et al. 2008, 1262). The rich resource base provided by warmer 
estuarine, lacustrine, and riverine conditions included fish, shellfish, migratory 
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birds, turtles and other reptiles, crustaceans, small and large mammals, and edible 
aquatic plants (Fritz 2008; Jackson 2008). 
At c. 5900 cal BP, an apparently rapid environmental shift related to stabilization 
of sea level took place. Multiple channels still were in flow (Saucier 1994; 2001; 
2002), but lateral accretion of thick sand sheets indicates full development of a 
meandering regime, with improved floodplain drainage and pedogenesis reflecting 
greater overall landscape stability (Aslan and Autin 1996). As Kidder et al. (2008, 
1262-1263) note, this environmental shift broadly coincides with ‘construction 
of many mound sites throughout northeast Louisiana.’ More stable environmental 
conditions led to human population growth in the river valleys, something that 
may have been augmented by population influxes from adjacent highlands, a 
traditional conception of the response of upland populations to more arid mid-
Holocene conditions in the Southeast (e.g., Kidder et al. 2008, 1260-1261; 
Peacock 1988; Schuldenrein 1996, 24; but see Alvey 2005). Fishing apparently 
was an important economic pastime (Jackson and Scott 2001; Sheffield 2003). 
Despite general landscape stability, flooding remained a source of environmental 
unpredictability in the LMV.
Kidder (2006; Kidder et al. 2008, 1263) argues for renewed landscape instability 
c. 4800–3800 cal BP. There is considerable evidence for massive flooding episodes 
and sediment aggradation in the LMV (e.g., Arco et al. 2006), while regional 
climate was wetter and colder, with increased Gulf storm frequency and amplitude 
(Adelsberger and Kidder 2007; Kidder 2006 and references therein). Kidder 
(2006) has argued that changes in fluvial systems could have negatively affected 
biotic resources available for humans; e.g., that increased flooding would have led 
to flushing of still-water bodies and increased turbidity in streams; however, this is 
not supported by the limited case studies available (e.g., Jackson and Scott 2001). 
While Joe Saunders (2010a; 2010b) illustrates a “sudden end” in mound building 
at this time (Fig. 5), settlement continued, as evidenced by occupations that post-
date the end of Middle Archaic mound construction but predate Poverty Point 
(Saunders, J. 2010a, 75-76). 
Amelioration of climate-driven instability between 3800 and 3000 cal BP saw 
extensive settlement in the LMV (Adelsberger and Kidder 2007, 86), as ‘people 
associated with the Late Archaic Poverty Point culture rapidly colonized topographically 
elevated, well-drained natural levees’ (Kidder et al. 2008, 1264). A second spate of 
mound building corresponds with this period (Saunders, J. 2010b) (Fig. 5).
Another period of instability marked by large-scale, climate-driven flooding 
and a “hyperactive” period of hurricane activity occurred between about 3000–
2500 cal BP, during which Late Archaic mound building (Saunders, J., 2010b) 
and trade networks were disrupted, coastal shell rings ceased to accumulate, and 
large areas of the LMV possibly were depopulated (Adelsberger and Kidder 2007; 
Kidder 2006; 2010). Following this period of instability, human occupation of 
the valley and subdeltas at the mouth of the river (Adelsberger and Kidder 2007, 
85; Törnquist et al. 1996) again became common, as did mound construction 
(Saunders, J. 2010b). 
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To explore finer-scale spatio-temporal patterns in Archaic mound construction 
as they relate to environmental parameters, we amassed available information on 
absolute dates derived from mound contexts in the LMV. Other researchers have 
done this (e.g., Gibson 1994; Sampson 2008), but our survey of the literature 
revealed several glaring errors in this regard. Many of the dates commonly 
proffered as evidence of Archaic mound construction cannot be assigned to actual 
mound contexts with confidence or suffer from other problems. For example, 
many dates claimed to represent Archaic mounds are, in fact, derived from sub-
mound samples. While these dates ideally represent a terminus ante quem for the 
initiation of mound construction, we have not included them here, as a large 
number of variables (depth of sample in horizon, infiltration of water-soluble 
fulvic acids, different and inconsistent results from different organic matter 
fractions, decomposition of old carbonates in soils, contamination by rootlets, 
erosion or artificial leveling of topsoil prior to mound construction, pre-mound 
translocation of organic matter via podzolization, etc. – see Martin and Johnson 
1995; Wang et al. 1996) can affect the dating of buried soils, one result being that 
the same samples routinely return different results from different labs (Martin and 
Johnson 1995). These problems make associations between humate dates and the 
initiation of mound construction tenuous, at best. 
In some cases, dates from within mounds are out of stratigraphic sequence, 
suggesting the redeposition of earlier anthropogenic materials. Other dates are 
derived from suspect contexts. For example, radiocarbon dates from the Denton 
site (22QU522) in Quitman County, Mississippi, have been uncritically accepted 
as representing the ages of Archaic mounds at the site (e.g., Sampson 2008). In 
fact, there are no published data verifying that either of the “high spots” recorded 
at the site was a mound, and, in any case, the dated materials are from midden 
deposits, not from either of the purported mounds (Connaway 1977; Connaway 
2010, pers. comm.). 
To avoid such problems, we used a strict set of criteria in choosing dates 
(Table 1). Radiocarbon dates on charcoal were the only ones employed, due to 
complicating factors currently associated with luminescence (OSL) and oxidizable 
carbon ratio (OCR) dates in the study area. Dates were not used if they did not 
follow stratigraphic order (see also Kidder 2006). If multiple dates were available 
from a particular site, we used only the earliest date from mound contexts, on the 
basis that it would be the one closest to the inception of mound building there. 
Once all acceptable dates were tabulated, we graphed the results to investigate 
the inception of mound building across space and time. To avoid the “swamping 
effect” of thousands of years of mound construction in the LMV, we began with 
the earliest mound date we could find near Memphis, Tennessee. We then added 
dates from further south as long as they were progressively earlier, until we reached 
the Gulf of Mexico. While this procedure seems bound to produce a south-to-
north pattern in the inception of mound building, it will do so only if such is 
actually the case: i.e., there is no a priori reason why the earliest mounds could not 
have been located in the northern LMV. 
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The results (Fig. 6) show that the earliest mounds began far to the south in the 
LMV, and that mound building seems subsequently to have spread north.1, 2 This 
south-to-north pattern in early mound construction likely does reflect time- and 
space-transgressive changes in environmental conditions that led to the spread 
of wasteful behavior. More fine-scale work such as that done by Kidder and his 
colleagues may shed light on the nature of the relevant environmental parameters 
needing consideration in this regard, while the acquisition of more dates from 
controlled contexts would, of course, be very helpful.
In summary, the LMV can readily be characterized as an environment that always 
is unstable to some extent, especially where flooding is concerned, a situation that 
has persisted throughout the Holocene (Adelsberger and Kidder 2007; Brown et al. 
1999; Kidder et al. 2008; Muller and Willis 1978). What changes over time is the 
degree of instability. As noted above, mound building in this variable environment 
occurred during periods of relative stability and declined or disappeared altogether 
during periods of the most severe environmental downturns, exactly as predicted 
by the bet-hedging model. The obvious concentration of Archaic mounds in the 
1 This analysis employs an early date from the Monte Sano mounds (16EBR17) because 
it met our criteria; as Joe Saunders (2010a, 67) notes, early dates from the site are not 
universally accepted, and the mounds may date to the early 4th millennium BC. Using 
our method, this would not violate the south-north spread of mound building over time, 
but would result in the removal of the Frenchmen’s Bend site from our graph.
2 Two of the sites shown, Helena Crossing and Batesville, are not Archaic-period, but meet 
























































Helena Crossing 3PH11 AR 2100+75 1920-2210 0.832 M-1197 Ford 1963
Batesville 22PA500 MS 2190+80 2000-2340 1.000 Beta- 104356 Johnson et al. 2002; Sims 
and Connaway 2000
Hornsby 16SH21 LA 2930+180 2730-3490 0.989 RL-1270 Manuel 1983; Russo 1994a
Lake Enterprise 3AS379 AR 2970+40 3000-3270 0.986 Beta- 169320 Jeter 2010
Jaketown 22HU505 MS 3350+40 3480-3650 0.901 Beta- 157421 Saunders and Allen 2003
Poverty Point 16WC5 LA 3386+49 3480-3730 0.958 WK-1284 Ortmann 2010
Nolan 16MA201 LA 4372+30 4860-4980 0.892 AA-55460 Arco et al. 2006
Paxton 22LI504 MS 4630+40 5290-5470 0.991 Beta-265164 Peacock et al. 2010
Banana Bayou 16IB24 LA 4560+260 4520-5760 0.986 O-1846 Gagliano 1963
Watson Brake 16OU175 LA 4660+110 5040-5600 0.997 Beta-80792 Saunders et al. 2005
Stelly 16SL1 LA 5260+70 5910-6210 0.989 Beta-63982 Russo 1994a
Frenchmen’s Bend 16OU259 LA 5530+140 6000-6630 1.000 Saunders et al. 1994
Monte Sano 16EBR17 LA 6570+60 7420-7580 0.967 NSRL-2667 Hays 1995
Table 1. Radiocarbon dates from secure Archaic-period mound contexts in the LMV drainage.2
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southern part of the LMV (Fig. 1; see also Gibson 1994, Figure 1; Kidder and 
Sassaman 2009, Figure 18.2; Saunders, R. 1994, Figure 1; Saunders, J. et al. 1994, 
Figure 1) also meets predictions of the bet-hedging model, as a number of physical 
factors (fluvial geomorphology, proximity to Gulf storms, etc.) combine to make 
this area the least stable part of the drainage and arguably the most unstable 
landscape in prehistoric eastern North America. Thus, an otherwise inexplicable 
spatial pattern in prehistoric features can be readily explained via reference to 
evolutionary theory. Later (post-Archaic) mounds are far more widespread and 
abundant, but relating this last phase of mound building to environmental factors 
is complicated by the use of domesticated plants, which raises environmental 
carrying capacity, and widespread sedentariness, both of which change the 
parameters of the waste model. 
Fig. 6. Radiocarbon dates from secure mound contexts in the LMV vs. Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) grid northing.
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Settlement Patterning as a Co-variant in Bet-Hedging 
Populations 
Beyond establishing a correlation with environmental variables, there are 
several other issues that arise in applying the waste concept to mound building. 
Understanding settlement patterning as a contingent variable is crucial in 
helping explain why bet-hedging occurs and the form it may take in particular 
contexts. Madsen et al. (1999) have shown that bet-hedging is less likely to evolve 
if populations have an opportunity to move to another area during periods of 
environmental stress. For situations in which settlement is sedentary, this option 
usually is removed. Data derived from archaeological survey are important to 
establish this, though such data are rarely employed in the excavation-driven, site-
by-site approach still dominant in the study area.
Middle and Late Archaic and subsequent Woodland-period hunter-gatherer 
settlement patterns often have been characterized using a series of terms, such 
as “increasing sedentism” (sic), semi-sedentary, and quasi-sedentary that reflect a 
reluctance to commit to one or the other side of a mobile-sedentary dichotomy. 
If one views sedentariness (Rafferty 1985) as a qualitative state, with sedentary 
settlement patterns being those that include any sites that were used year-round, 
then sedentariness can be treated as an evolutionary outcome, not as a process. 
This approach precludes giving the impression, as progressive cultural evolutionary 
models do, that sedentariness was inevitable. We see sedentariness as a density-
dependent phenomenon, which will be selected for as a region becomes packed 
with people who use a given technology and resource exploitation pattern. When 
this occurs, it is no longer possible for groups to move seasonally, because all areas 
already are inhabited. In this situation, sedentary settlement can evolve only if 
diets are broadened or resource use is intensified. Once sedentariness has evolved, 
populations often grow more rapidly (Rafferty 1985). This causes continued 
pressure on resources and may create strong selection for bet-hedging, especially 
in a variable environment. 
Turning to the settlement patterns of which Archaic mounds were a part, Jon 
Gibson (2006; 2007; 2010) has made the most concerted effort to argue that 
sedentariness characterized the Late Archaic Poverty Point culture. This cultural 
period saw construction of six large concentric ridges at the type site, Poverty 
Point, in northeast Louisiana. The site also has six earthen mounds, with the 
largest, Mound A (Figures 7 and 8), containing 238,500 m3 of earth (Kidder 
et al. 2009). We and others (e.g., Adelsberger and Kidder 2007, 93) agree with 
Gibson’s assessment, which is based partly on earthwork scale at the Poverty Point 
site. Gibson (2006) argues that the rapid and large-scale earthmoving evident at 
Poverty Point (Kidder et al. 2009; Ortmann 2010) is evidence that the mounds and 
earthworks could not have been built without effort being expended over multiple 
seasons, therefore indicating that people lived year-round at the site. The ridges 
are composed partly of midden containing habitation debris, including quantities 
of fired clay cooking balls (Poverty Point objects), along with stone tools, flakes, 
and some potsherds. At other locales, including the non-mound J. W. Copes site 
(Jackson 1981), are found seasonal floral and faunal indicators which show that 
Poverty Point period occupations spanned all four seasons, most parsimoniously 
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Fig. 8. Mound A at Poverty Point, view from the northwest. The mound contains nearly 
240000 m3 of sediment. Note the mature oak trees near the mound for scale (photo: Alisha 
Wright, courtesy of the Poverty Point Station Archaeology Program).
Fig. 7. Mound A at the Late Archaic period Poverty Point site (16WC5), view from the east 
looking up the lower platform of the mound (photo: Alisha Wright, courtesy of the Poverty 
Point Station Archaeology Program).
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explained by sedentary settlement. The only site with a large population aggregate 
is Poverty Point; J. W. Copes and similar occupations properly are seen as hamlets, 
small settlements dispersed over the landscape. 
When Gibson (2006) turns to the preceding Middle Archaic period, he argues 
that mound construction layers at some sites (Hedgepeth, LSU Campus, and 
Stelly) contain too much dirt to have been moved in one season, so the settlements 
there also must have been sedentary. Stelly, for example, has a building stage in one 
mound that comprises more than 2500 m3 of dirt (Gibson 2006, 318). Gibson 
tends to view the multiple-mound Watson Brake site (Fig. 7) as representing a 
sedentary settlement as well, as floral and faunal evidence from there shows four 
seasons of occupation (Saunders, J. et al. 2005). He concludes, though, that other 
Middle Archaic mounds in Louisiana were built by people following a mobile way 
of life. This is mostly based on the relatively small amount of dirt (200-400 m3) 
used in mound construction episodes at these sites. 
This idea, that sedentary and non-sedentary groups can make the same kinds 
of artifacts, exploit the same resources, and intermingle in time and space, does 
not make sense. Of course, in agricultural contexts a mutualistic relationship 
can evolve between sedentary crop agriculturalists and nomadic pastoralists. 
People organized this way are not competing for the same resources, as mobile 
and sedentary hunter-gatherers would be. If sedentariness is selected for among 
hunter-gatherers by population packing, then it cannot coexist in virtually the 
same places and times with non-sedentary settlement patterns. 
Fig. 9. Archaeologists in apparent ceremonial procession up a mound at the multi-mound 
Middle Archaic-period Watson Brake site (16OU175) (photo: Fran Hamilton, February 8, 
2012).
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There is evidence from sites other than Watson Brake that Middle Archaic 
habitation sites were used in all four seasons, had a high density of habitation 
debris, or both. Joe Saunders (2010a) mentions several non-mound sites in 
Louisiana, including Conly, Cowpen Slough, and Plum Creek, that yielded such 
evidence. By 6000 cal BC, Conly displayed dark midden deposits, large pits, and 
burials (Girard et al. 2005). The floral, faunal, and fish otolith remains from the 
site indicate it was used in four seasons (2005, 64). Other mound sites, among 
them Frenchman’s Bend, Caney, Hedgepeth, Stelly, Lower Jackson, Banana Bayou, 
Hornsby, King George Island (Saunders, J. 2010a), and Paxton (Peacock et al. 
2010) also saw intense residential use. Such occupations occurred on Pleistocene 
terraces overlooking relict channels or on relict Pleistocene braided stream surfaces 
in the valley proper (Kidder et al. 2008). 
If one acknowledges that sedentary settlement patterns characterized the 
Middle and Late Archaic of Louisiana and nearby parts of Mississippi, bet-hedging 
via mound building makes more sense. A very similar scenario is set up by Russo’s 
(1996; 1998) discussions of Middle and Late Archaic shell rings in Florida, 
especially given his convincing evidence for sedentariness there. We suggest that 
the evolution of sedentary settlement patterns in the study area followed a south-
to-north pattern similar to that seen in the inception of mound construction, as 
expected if the two are related.
The question of whether constructing mounds was wasteful may itself be 
contentious if it is argued that mound construction took little energy. As mentioned 
above, Gibson (2006, 318) points out that a number of the construction stages in 
Middle Archaic mounds are relatively small, although many of the mounds display 
multiple stages. It might be argued that, instead of representing waste, mounds 
served an integrative function in communities. That is why the waste model is 
framed as a hypothesis, as other evolutionary processes may be at work in any 
specific case. And, of course, while mounds are visible archaeological features, any 
amount of non-archaeologically-visible wasteful activity may have been associated 
with their construction, so mound volume cannot be accepted as the sole measure 
of energy input. 
Evolutionary processes work on whatever situation is current, so mound building 
had to be in existence in order to be selected. The application of evolutionary 
theory in archaeology is not dependent upon understanding the origin of traits, as 
the theory is concerned with the differential persistence of variability, regardless 
of how that variability arose. The generation of variability in cultural traits, by 
innovation or individual learning or copying errors, is best seen as independent 
of selection (Rindos 1989). A danger does exist that an artifactual trait present 
at low levels prior to selection may be dismissed as incorrectly dated because its 
age does not fall within the trait’s “acceptable” date range. When a few mounds 
were identified as older than the earliest ones from the Poverty Point period, it 
took decades for this to gain acceptance: several Middle Archaic mounds were 
investigated and dated in the 1960’s, but they were not accepted as having valid 
pre-5000 BP ages until the mid-1990’s (Gibson 1994; Russo 1994b; Saunders, 
J. 2010a, 65-67; Saunders, J. et al. 1994). Of course, without considerable 
archaeological work, a trait present at low levels may not be represented at all in 
the known archaeological record. 
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Conclusions
As stated earlier, we do not wish to imply that wasteful behavior is a universal 
explanation for the spread of mound construction or other “monumental” 
architecture. We do, however, suggest that evolutionary theory, which provides 
testable hypotheses, is appropriate for scientific analysis of the phenomena in 
question. We say “phenomena” not only because there is considerable variability 
in the size, age, layout, and artifact contents of known Archaic-period mound 
sites (Gibson 2006; Saunders, J. 2010a), but also because mounds are not the 
only phenomena needing explanation. There are sites in the LMV, such as Poverty 
Point in Louisiana and the Slate site in Mississippi (Lauro and Lehmann 1982), 
that contain vast quantities of raw materials imported from hundreds of kilometers 
away. The area was home to a remarkable Middle Archaic-period zoomorphic 
bead industry (e.g., Connaway 1982; see also Johnson 2000; Saunders, J. et al. 
2005), requiring an as-of-yet poorly understood technology for drilling, shaping, 
and polishing hard chert pebbles (Carr 2008, 217-218). Poverty Point was the 
location of a later, equally elaborate, lapidary industry (Webb 1982; see also 
Johnson 1993). That such apparently wasteful activities also were concentrated in 
the lower LMV surely is more than coincidence. 
Another power of evolutionary theory is that it can provide globally applicable 
models as opposed to locally contingent “histories”. Mouth-to-headwater direction 
in the evolution of wasteful behavior might be expected in many places where 
rising sea levels led to the formation of meandering river regimes, for example. 
As shown by the example of Archaic mounds, evolutionary theory can provide 
explanations for what thus far are unexplained phenomena. For example, Force 
(2008) noted a correlation between tectonically active environments and “ancient 
civilizations” (which archaeologists typically define by the presence of monumental 
architecture), a pattern he was unable to explain but which may make sense from 
a waste perspective.
Another phenomenon that deserves attention is the scale of construction 
undertaken. Mounds at most Middle Archaic sites are small enough to have been 
built by household groups, seating selection at the individual level. At Poverty 
Point, as pointed out by Gibson (2006), there is a many-fold increase in the 
amount of dirt moved (750000 m3), some of it quite rapidly (Ortmann 2010). 
As noted above, Poverty Point also shows large quantities of energy invested in 
obtaining exotic stone (Gibson 2007). Most recently, the plaza area there has been 
investigated by geophysics and small-scale excavation, revealing that this putative 
open area actually contained many massive circular post structures, far too large 
for domiciliary architecture, that show evidence of multiple rebuilding episodes 
(Greenlee et al. 2010). The amount of waste at Poverty Point is so much larger 
than at earlier or contemporary sites as to suggest a change in the scale of selection 
for bet-hedging, from the individual/household to the community, representing 
an instance of group selection (Mayr 2000, 131-132). Gibson (2006) has noted 
this also, although he has not explained it in these terms. Such a shift in the 
scale of selection has been proffered by Dunnell (1996) as a scientifically robust, 
evolutionary alternative for explaining the appearance of what traditionally is 
referred to as “the rise of complex societies.” 
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Finally, we are compelled to point out that evolutionary theory does not 
invoke human intentionality except as a source of variability upon which selection 
can act (Dunnell 1988). Archaeologists working in a behavioral reconstruction 
mode consistently fail to understand the difference in analytical scale provided by 
evolutionary analysis. As an example, Joe Saunders et al. (2005, 664) state that, 
‘…bet hedging does not explain mound-building [at the Middle Archaic-period Watson 
Brake site], unless folk memory of past calamities or fear of future ones was invoked 
to get it started. In our view, this is an untestable proposition.’ We agree that their 
statement is an untestable proposition, just as all appeals to prehistoric agency 
ultimately are untestable. It contains, however, a misconstrual of evolutionary 
theory: the suggestion that bet-hedging was a deliberate action is nonsensical, as 
people cannot see into the future (Peacock et al. 2010, 356). Actions do not have 
to be prescient to be selected for. The reasons behind the actions of Archaic-period 
groups who built mounds are not, and indeed cannot be, known: we cannot 
excavate cognition. Acknowledging that we cannot know proximate reason frees 
us to seek ultimate cause, and allows archaeology to achieve insights about the 
human condition that are unavailable to other disciplines. 
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Europe is dotted with tens of  thousands of  prehistoric barrows. In spite of  
their ubiquity, little is known on the role they had in pre- and protohistoric 
landscapes. In 2010, an international group of  archaeologists came together 
at the conference of  the European Association of  Archaeologists in The 
Hague to discuss and review current research on this topic. This book 
presents the proceedings of  that session. 
The focus is on the prehistory of  Scandinavia and the Low Countries, but 
also includes an excursion to huge prehistoric mounds in the southeast 
of  North America. One contribution presents new evidence on how 
the immediate environment of  Neolithic Funnel Beaker (TRB) culture 
megaliths was ordered, another one discusses the role of  remarkable 
single and double post alignments around Bronze and Iron Age burial 
mounds. Zooming out, several chapters deal with the place of  barrows 
in the broader landscape. The significance of  humanly-managed heath in 
relation to barrow groups is discussed, and one contribution emphasizes 
how barrow orderings not only reflect spatial organization, but are also 
important as conceptual anchors structuring prehistoric perception. 
Other authors, dealing with Early Neolithic persistent places and with 
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age urnfields, argue that we should also look 
beyond monumentality in order to understand long-term use of  “ritual 
landscapes”.
The book contains an important contribution by the well-known Swedish 
archaeologist Tore Artelius on how Bronze Age barrows were structurally 
re-used by pre-Christian Vikings. This is his last article, written briefly 
before his death. This book is dedicated to his memory.
